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ABSTRACT
Weee, teli^ o a tooial Qwm##:Smtex 6wMiee«wse ia Icnlaaial Sa m  CoaaiinltiM la mrntailf l^eaa^tta

This thesis SfWresses the potential for Ecclésial Base 
Co@mBwnlties (CEBs) to engage in gender consciousiMSS work and 
contribute t^ards wean's mMwaents for sTOial change. This 
potential is exaained through both a review and critique of 
relevant literature and primary research in the CSBb of 
Esteli, Nicaragua, including an ei#t month participatory 
research project.

The conceptual framirark draws t^on Iwth a Latin Asmrican 
sociology of religitm which calls for a contextually sf^iflc 
examination of tî» relationship between religion and society 
and a gentter and <kvelOj^nt aj^roach which analyses women's 
roles in production, social reproduction and community 
managing in the private and public sjj^res.

The research att^pts to contribute towards tlw 
elaboration of theory from the standpoint of women. This 
involves a critique of the two bodies of literature outlined 
above for failing to provide an integrated fraiwwork within 
which the cd^lex matrix of the ever^iay lives of wown who 
are CEB mmi^rs can be umWrstood and, conversely, a 
contribution to this literature through the participatory 
research project. Another objective of tlw research project 
is to haw a direct i^act on tim conscientisation work of the 
cas and the w<%mn who participated in the project.

The thesis concludes that the potential within o æ ,  as 
religious organizations, to engage in gender consciousness 
work and contribute towards women's movement for social change 
does exist but is dependent tpon the broader social and 
religious context. The increasing pluralimn and autonomy 
within wonm's movement in recent years facilitated the 
carrying out of the partici^wtory research process in the CEBs 
of Esteli. Conflicts within the Itoman Catholic Church in 
Nicaragua posW both <^>ortunities and limitations. On the 
o %  hand, tlm awde of religious promotion within the CEBs 
facilitated the exploration of concrete issues of concern to 
woiœn (such as violence, tusalth and work) as well as the 
engaging in religious production (for instance in terms of 
exegesis, hert^neutics and liturgy) from the standpoint of 
women. On the otWr hai^, the patriarchal religious worlth^iew 
of the Omrch (for instance Its persiwctive w  motherhood) 
posed limitations on the ability to engf^ in gender 
consciousness.

Emily WsxtOB 
ApxU 27,

ii
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Much of the political^ sociological and theological 
analyals of liberation theology and the role and function of 
Scclaslal Base Coamunities (CEBsl as new organizational modela 
for the Roman Catholic Qiurch in Latin America has focused on 
the progressive role of CSB lumbers in class-based movements 
struggling for social change. Little consideration has been 
given, however, to the potential within CEBs to fulfil also a 
progressive role in terms of challenging structures of gender 
subordination. Host of the people who participate in the 
•Church of the Poor"" are women, yet in both the practice of 
the ^as and the literature which studies them, the many 
aspects of women's experiences, which combine in the complex 
matrix of their everyday lives, have not l^en taken into 
account.

%is thesis explores the potential for CEBs to 
incorporate gen^r consciousness into their educational, or 
training {formaciàn) work. The central question in this 
research process is as folloms; Mhat is the potential within 
B^lesial Base Cowmnities, as religious organizations, to



engage in gander consciousness work and contribute towards 
women* 8 moveswnt for social cbange?^ Tbia question will be 
explored through both a review and critique of relevant 
literature» and a case study based on research carried out 
with the C£Sa of Esteli» a town in northern Nicaragua. The 
latter includes an eight month participatory research project 
(•woman: Who Am I"> which was carried out in 1993-4. The 
argument will 1» made that» while the potential exists to 
develop gender consciousness in CSBs, this potential is 
dependent upon the broader social and religious context. This 
context includes, in particular, the characteristics of 
women* s movement in Nicaragua and the internal dynamics of the 
Catholic Church of which the CSBs are a part.

Chapter 2 presents the thesis iwthodology. It begins by 
establishing the research paradigm within which the research 
process is situated and tMn discusses the research approaches 
which will be taken. The latter includes an overview of how 
contacts ^re established with the CEBs of Esteli, how the 
participatory research project was set up and an overview of 
the two research stanc^ints which exist in this process; my 
oim and that of the CESs in Esteli.

In order to assess the ^tential for CEBs to provide a

* ^  tarn "wemaa's mevsasnt* ratW r than "tb# weamo'a meveaaat* is  
beiW waed is oxdsr to strata tw  eymade sad p lu ra lis t (aiwl aomatimaa 
oan-conaara»imt) oatwa of woaen'a  mo w ant .  This tern can he ia
taadniat lita ra to ra . Saa, (or iiw tanM , Oabri al a O i^ rich ,



liWratppy «pace for women, it is necessary to situate the 
research question within the literature related to both 
religion and wM^n, and the relationship of each to processes 
of social change. Chapter 3 reviews this literature. The 
first part of the chapter explores various theories related to 
the relationship between religion and society. The aim is to 
establish a sociological fra^wrk from a Latin American 
perspective within which the relationship between CSBs and t he 
broader society they are a part of can be explored. A 
specific aim of this section is to demonstrate that reliqinn 
is a "situated reality" and that religion, as liberation 
theology has demonstrated, does have the potential to play a 
progressive role in social change.

The second part of the chapter Involves an exploration of 
various theoretical and policy a^^roaches to women, with a 
particular focus on women^s moveawnt in Latin America. This 

section begins by outlining "gender and development" as a 
bottom-up approach to both development and the empowerment of 
poor wos*n. This discussion includes an overview of both 
"w^wn in (tevel^e»nC" and "woe»n and ttevelopœent" af^roaches 
udiich have precetted the gender and <teveloi»ient approach. This 
is followed by a discussion of the differences, and 
confluences, within women's movement in Latin America since 
th9 1970's, with particular reference to the relationship 
between fmsinist and ww%n's organizii^. Finally, the 
pot^tial to cœ^ine fmsinist praxis and grass-roots womn's



praxis in Latin Africa through a genciar and ^velop^nt 
approach is examined. The aim of the second part of this 
chapter is to situate women's organizing within C£Ss as part 
of woe*n's move^nt in Latin America and to establish an 
approach for the introduction of gender consciousness work 
into tfw CSBs.

The final section of chapter 3 discusses the particular 
challenges of engaging in gender consciousness within CSBs. 
Having established that religion at least has the potential to 
be revolutionary, and that the potential exists to analyze the 
dynamics of gender relations among grass-roots women's groups/ 
the following questions can then be posed: Does religion also 
have the potential to be "revolutionary* with respect to 
gender? Are there specific limitations - or opportunities - 
posed by the CEBs as religious organizations for engaging in 
gender consciousness? %at possible impact could the 
develo^»nt of gender analysis and consciousness have on the 
future orientation of CBBs* and in particular in terms of the 
potential to contribute to women's move^nt?

Chapter 3 thus, provides an overview of the major issues 
dealt with in this thesis as seen in the general Latin 
American context. Chapter 4 seeks to situate the ressert 
question more specifically within the Nicaraguan context. 
This chapter focuses on the changing «Ramies of Nicaraguan 
society during the Sandinista Revolution <1979 to 1990) and 
since the electoral defeat of the Sandinista National



Liberation Front CFSU4) in 1990.' This chapter has three main 
sections. The first provides a general overview of the 
political and economic climate of Nicaragua during this 
period. The second explores the emergence of CEBs within the 
context of the Sandinista Revolution and the internal 
divisions within the Roman Catholic Church. This section pays 
particular attention to the formation and envelopment of the 
CEBS in Esteli. The final section reviews the changes within 
waasen's movement in Nicaragua during this time period.

Chapter 5 presents the actual experience of "engaging in 
gender consciousness" within the CEBs of Esteli. Thin 
experience will be contrasted against the reviews and debates 
outlined in the previous chapters, in addition to situating 
the activities of the CESs within the broader context, the 
thesis aims to inform this broader context through tho 
specific exaa^le of women addressing gender issues within a 
religious c<xmunity.

Prior to outlining the thesis methodology in chapter 2, 
the following paragraphs explicate three concepts central to 
the research question; "gender," •consciousness" and 
"Ecclésial Base Cosmiunity."

Gepdk»r
The terms "wo^n" and "gender" are not synonymous. Women 

is a sex category and genéer is a social construct. %nder

* referred to as FSUf.



thus denotes "socially and culturally determined differences 
betwen men and women as opposed to biological differences" 
(Gallin a Ferguson, 1991:2}. Women's lives are shaped and 
influenced by a number of factors, including for example 
class, race, ethnicity, nationality, religion, language, 
sexual preference, physical ability, age, and so on. Gencter, 
thus, is only one of the many potential influences in women's 
lives. Although at an experiential level these influences may 

inseparable, it is important to develop an analysis around 
each in order to understand the whole by better understanding 
the particularities (including gender) that make up the whole.

Consciousness is understood in its broadest sense in this 
thesis as "awareness.” In this dimension, the development of 
consciousness, or "conscientization, " is "characterized as a 
process in which persons achieve a deepening awareness, both 
of the socio-cu?tural reality that shapes their lives and 
their capacity to transform that reality" (Guajardo, 1990:82). 
Conscientization is both a subjective and objective process. 
Paulo Freire argues that "the basic condition for 
conscientization is that its agent must be a subject (i.e. a 
conscious being)” (1970:68). It is as conscious beings that 
we are both in the world w d  with the world, together with 
other ^ople. On the other hand, the very process of
conscientization requires a certain ^jectification, in that



it requires us to see reality as an object: "Conscientization
is viable only because sen's [sic} consciousness, although
conditioned, can recognize that it is conditioned" ip.69).
Human beings' subjective and objective understandings of
reality interact in a dialectical fashion - each continually
informing t W  other;

Society is # disiscticsi pasacmenon in that it is « human 
pwiuct .. Wist y#t c«itisttousiy acts back its producer. 
Society .,. has no other being e;«*^t that which is bestowed 
upon it by human activity ami consciousness (larger, 1969:3).
A change in consciousness does not automatically or

mechanically translate into a change in action. Awareness of
reality and "the work of transforming that reality," rather,
must be seen as two separate "mounts" which, also, are in
dialectical relationship (Freire in Guajardo, 1990:97). This
is a key point in that this thesis explores the potential to
ûsvBlop an awareness of the existence of gender dynamics and
the way they ii^ct upon the lives of women. While it is
ho^d that this awareness will lead to concrete actions and
thus contribute towards women's moves»nt for change, it cannot
be assuiwd that this process will be direct.

Kate y ung, for instance, argues that wimen may in fact
choose not to act in a given context;

... «ail# wenn may mf£«z a eoan» history of ̂ pr#»sio& aad 
soboMinatlon, this #ap#ri«%# is mediated by ^t»r 
«iperimcea idiieh may l#*d many of thme to wnclWe eitt»r 
that they camwt d*aag# tlwir situstiMi or that attempti^ to 
do #0 «fill only «fOr^m tiMir present poaitiw «fhich they have 
at least learned to e^e with. %oa their lived experience of 
Mf»eseifim is not tr^wlated into axqr action to ehai^ their eitoatiw or eves to export otWra «fiahing to so |yow«g,IMS; 10).
Gender consciousness is related to the issues of identity

8



and strategy. The nas» of the participatory research in 
Nicaragua, for instance, was **oman: Who Am I?" Clearly, this 
project had a strong gender identity focus. This includes the 
development of both indivithial/personal identities and
collective identities among women in the group as poor women.

De^loping a ^eper a wanness of individual and
collective identities ^ y  not lead to direct action, but it 
does open up the possibility for the development of strategies 
for women's mov^sent to address concrete issues related to 
violence, health, employment, the gendered division of labour 
within the household, women in the Church and so on.̂  
Although •i<tentity" and "strate^" continually inform each 
other, the ability to organize around these issues will depend 
on other factors in addition to the develops»nt of
consciousness. In the case of the CEBs of Esteli, these 
factors include the internal dynamics of the Catholic Church 
and characteristics of s movements and the economic
situation in Nicaragua.

Ecclésial Base Communities
Ecclésial Base Communities (Crasunidades Eclesiales de 

Base - ^ B s ), or Christian Base Ccmnainities, a ^  
organizational muxkls for the Roman CatWlic Chur^ which have

* For mo «cassia of tW relatiwahip batween oollwtiv# idtntity a»l action to transfoxm power selatiosahi^, sea Ouseas Lind's article on 
P^mlar women's oxgsnisationa in Seeder lin Bseober # Alvarex, 1992:134-
149»,



emerged since the 19€0's as a consequence of the rethinking of 
tt» relationship between the Church and the world in Latin 
American liberation theology.

The document from the 1968 Latin Asærican Bishops* 
Conference in ttedellln, Colombia, for instance, stated that 
the CSB is the "first and fuxwia^ntal ecclesial nucleus" which 
should assux^ responsibility for the "richness and expansion 
of faith as well as worship, which is an egression of faith" 
<1987:110). The 1979 Bishops' Conference in Puebla, Mexico 
also promoted the development of CSBs, stating that they 
represent the *hoi» of the Church" (1991:167).

CSBs are comprised of grass roots groups of people who 
^et regularly to talk about their experiences, to reflect 
upon these experiences through biblical interpretation and 
socio-economic analysis, and to take concrete steps to bring 
about chan^ and social justice.

C^s repi^sent alternative organizational models for the 
Church in that they are more democratic in their structure 
than parishes, with a broader leadership base; they are 
community-oriented, meeting in ̂ ople's homes; and they focus 
on people's lived experience of faith through reflections on 
everyday life.
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CBlf TER 2
Hssmooouosx

2.1 R#aea%ch Paradigm
WB live in a world in which Icnowlw^ is used to maintain 
opptessLve relations {Kli±y £ fRKenna, 1989:15)

The concept of the scientific study of society emerged in 
an industrializing and rapidly changing Suro^. The research 
methods develo{%d within the social sciences reflected the 
rational and scientific mindset of that period {Westwood# 
1991:80). This has included a positivist f^proach to data 
collection which assumes that the researcher should detach 
her/himself frim the object of study in order not to bias the 
results. This kind of detachment and objectivity, hoswver, is 
difficult, if not impossible, to nmintain. The result of 
a^^aring to be objective is that the knowlec^e created is 
presented as objectively verifiable, and therefore "true," 
when in fact it is embe<W^ in a particular context and used 
to serve a particular agenda, such as the maintaining of 
"o^ressive relations." For instance, evolutionary theories 
based on Social Darwinism which prevailed in 19th century
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social science were used as a justification for European
colonialism and is^rialism (Garbarioo, 1978:34).

EAfard Said actresses the issue of the role of research
in creating perceptions of certain realities. In Orientalism.
he outlines the way in wbi<^ an image of the "Orient" has been
constructed through tî^ acacteraic writing of Western scholars.
He defines Orientalism as *a way of coming to terms with the
Orient that is based on the Orient's special place in Xurc^Mii
W# at a m  ex%%rience" (Said, 1978:1) (^q>hasis added] . Said
notes that, "having transported the Orient into modernity, the
Orientalist could celebrate his method, and his position, as
that of a secular creator, a man who made new worlds as God
once made the old" (p.121). Western scholarship, through Its
"objective" study of the Orient, thus, has created the Orient
as an "other" in relation to the West.

Arturo Escobar has argued that a similar process has
occurred within develofwent discourse and practice, since the
West and "North" have to a large extent created the
institutions which <tefine both the problems in, and solutions
for, the "%ird World" :

Tb* history of davolopment is relatively recent and even 
psecarima. It dates fo^k to the Mrly post-world War II 
period W w  tim soimtific gase of the west focus^ on Asia,
Afriea and Latin taaziea in a new aaaner. It was daring thia 
period (rw^ily from 1945 to 1950) thM the institutional 
apparatus for prodaoiog knowledge aiwl forma of inwrventloo in 
lôÂ abmft the Third World (tW ttorld Bank, the ttoited Wationa, 
büetezal development ̂ meiea, planning offices in the Third 
world, dewelnprnent orgmniretiooe on ôtw local Wwel) was 
actually created. T1» terms Third Msrld, underdeveicped 
areaa, dWwelcpmeot, and t W  like ware inwwtiwia of this 
period, inte«al compoomits in a new syat«e for producing 
truth Aoat thoae parts of ttm %ird world (Bscobar, 19^:65).
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This "truth, " Escobar argues, has "portrayed Third fforld 
societies as imperfect, abnormal, or diseased entities in 
relation to U »  'de^lo^d' societies," with tl» "cure* being 
prescribtti by Western experts (p.65). "Like the orientalist 
discourse a&iressed by Edward Said,” Escobar argues, 
"ctevelo^ent discourses have ftmctioi^ as powerful 
instruments for shaping and managing the ^ird World" (p. 65).

With les^ct to WMsen and social science research, 
Dorothy E. Smith has pointed out tie way in which sociology 
has been "written from the standpoint of men located in the 
relations of ruling our societies" and that we co^ to "know 
ourselves" through these standpoints as we "learn how to know 
society from sociology" (Smith, 1991:1-3).

Social science researchers such as Said, Escobar and 
Smith have begun to question the assuaytions behind the 
dominant (i.e. traditional, ortWdox, mainstream or classical) 
research paradigm (Magui», 1987:11). It represents a 
research "paradigm, " rather than a set of research approaches, 
because it is a "constellation of theories, questions, 
sffithods, and pro^dures tdxich share central values and 
themes," and it is "dominant" because "for most social 
scientists and educators it is tlw only legitimate way to 
create knowlec^e" (p.11-12). An "alternative research 
paradiez " on the other hand, questions the shared values of 
^sitivist, dominant research in that it "acknowledges the 
(tegree of subjectivity Wierent in all fors» of knowle^e
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inqviiry systcas" and recognizes also that there exist 
subjective un<terlying assumptions about the "purpose for which 
social knowle^e is created" (p.l?).

Participatory research (PR) is an exaz^le of "one 
alternative paradigm abroach to social science and 
ecbicational rewarch" (Maguire* 1987:34), PR has its origins 
in: (I) reeoa^ptualieatlons of international economic
deveiopwot assistance, (2) the re framing of adult education, 
and (3) the ongoing debates within the r.oci&l sciences which 
challenge the dominant paradigm (p.38). In Latin America, 
various forms of PR began to emerge in the l960”s as a 
crlticiaa of "the North African and Suropwan model based on 
ee^iricisa and positivism" which was "incoB^tlble with the 
more urgent needs of the region's population, nMisly, the need 
for social change and a committed knowledge to aid in its 
realization” (Guajardo, 1990:103).

PR is based on a eye Heal process of engaging in 
investigatim, echicatlon and action (Maguire, 1987:35).
There are three Important characteristics of PR: (1) it stems 
frw people's own experiences, (2) it has a transforming and 
liberating agenda, ami (3) it is carried out within the 
context of p^ular culture and knowledge. In edition, PR is 
a collective process o^r which tlw ^opie involved have 
control (Tandon, 1981:25). Tandon notes that the initiative 
for a PR project may originate internally or externally, but 
tim key is for community or gro^ control over the proves.
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PR falls within an alternative research paradigm. It is 
sW&jectlve, inductive and qualitative In its abroach. It is 
not tim case, horaver, that certain a^roadMis are exclusively 
associated with one paradigm or the other. For instance, 
while M  may W  able to assus» that a dominant research 
paradigm cfmsistently uses deductive, objective and 
quantifiable i^roac^s to data collection, it ctoes not 
necessarily follow that an alternative research paradigm 
consistently uses Inductive, subjective and qualitative 
approaches to gathering data. Research approaches are 
so)%times presented as opposing and mutually exclusive, when 
in fact they may both be part of the same research paradi^. 
Elthne McLaughlin has argued, for instance, that along with 
the growing acceptance of qualitative research, there has been 
a "perhaps un<terstated attack on the very existence of a 
dichotomy between qualitative and quantitative approaches" 
(1991:293).

The question, thus, is not whether to choose subjective, 
inductive and qualitative research s»thods over ^jective, 
deductive and quantitative ones, but what the knowledge being 
generated will be used for. knowled^ teing gei»rated
throu^ this research process falls within an alternative 
research paradi^ because of the uses to which this knowle#e 
will be put.

This ttwsis focuses on the ability for CBa, as religious 
grtn^, to en^ge in gemter cfmsciouaness. This is not a
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fwtttral qaemtiM, 1 ^  is being expiozed in er<ter to help 
ii^rove the condition and position of w<^n. This, in turn, 
has both a specific and a broad focus. The specific focus is 
the *om»n *Ao participated in the research in the cebs of 
Ssceil. broa<ter focus ia the contrilwcion of this
research to the literature In the areas of the sociology of 
religion and ^ncter and titevel^^nt regarding in
religious organisations. This thesis aims to make an original 
wntribution to the literature in that there has been 
relatively little overlap between the sociology of religion 
and gender and developgmnt theory and practice.

2.2 R— mrch j^pproawA
The thesis «lopts a "triangulation aj^roach" to the 

research process. The approach assui^s that "no one data 
collection iwthod could ever be sufficient" (McLaughlin, 
1991:304). It involves three principal amthods of data 
collection: (1) analysis of secondary data (books,
periodicals, magaziims, iwwsp^pers) gathered and/or consulted 
in both Canada and Nicaragua, (2) meetings with selected 
religious, wween's and cwmmnity organizations in Nicaragua, '

* I attaaded meeting# ia 19M aad 1##3 Seme had been er^tiMd 
tbrem# the SON teWerebip Deveiefmeat rzpgnmme (ne bele#) end ^bere 
were or^slnd tbae## the CSS* or iad^endemtly. The#* iaeindwdi 
SgaiouitMal Coepentlve* (Niraflores), aiC Pbtsai worker'» aawolatio* - 
SstWi), tNtg Optional Ctaiae of fermer# md Mocher# - Beteli), ntntm/ 
(as eromizaties idtiâ works with working a W  street ekildren - Csteli), 
mria marnlres, te^islsta M t i ^ l  asseebly waabir (tlsasgea), fndigeeoo# 
Neele's Sei»e «atag»:^). Nates de BaNsatre (eeman's or^isatim* - 
wnwgos), awntf (teen and Ssteli), the MMdters of the HeNes aad Martyrs
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and (3) research in the CESs of Esteli, including participant 
observation, interviews with CEB mesl^rs and leaders <1992) 
and a participatory research project (1993).

The following section outlines how my contact with the 
CSBs was esti^lished and how the research question evolved in 
the context of discussions with the CSBs. This induites an 
o\mrview of the difference t^tween my otm research standpoint 
and that of the CSSs.

ftdatlcmship to the CSBs in Bsteli
I went to Nicaragua for the first time in 1987. At this 

tii^, I was working on a leadership ctevelo|xi»nt programme 
organized by the Student Christian Movement of Canada.' 
During this and two s«jtbsequent trips to Nicaragua (in 1988 and 
1989} with the same SCH programs», I was able to gain first
hand exi^rience of the work of the CESs in Esteli.

In 1991, I presented a proposal to the SCM Board of 
Directors to undertake a research project with the CEBs, I 
presented it first to the $CM rather than abroach the the

, tha korm's e w i ttaa ot W A D  (an vobceila ocganiaatlon for Fcotastant ebureW* - Eatali), 1W#C# tan or^niaation #Aieb w u  linkW to tba CSSa in tte IMS'a - Sateli) ai^ the CSS# of Nawgua. I alao attendad, al«g wits aavaral i>i— n fro# ttae paxtielpMoxy raaeanA gxot^ a wâ fc- 1^» coitfaranea in Nanagwa organised by a p^eiar edueatim erot^,*teyeeofeni.* Ttw ebeee of this oonferenw was: Toward# a new driacian ValMtion (waioraoids) of woman.

' n #  M M  is a utioeal, acaeanical amveamnt founds in Canada in 1921, aiwl a amwber of the World Studmt Oixiatian rederati«i. terooA •local units* in naiwersity easpwsea, nanbers of the SON eaqpiore and take 
Mtios 1900 issues related to faith and soeial jostle#.
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CEBS difsctly because I wished to have the institutional 
support of a Cansdisn organization with links to the CEBs. An 
important aspect of participatory research is the establishinq 
of trust among the people involved and the link with the gCM 
facilitated this process. in addition^ I hoped that my 
research in Nicaragua would help strengthen the institut ionai 
links between the ŒBs and the SCM. The proposal was accept«'d 
and presented on my behalf to the Ecclesial Base Communities 
in Estelir where it was also accepted.

I spent two Bwntha in Nicaragua in May and June of 199^ 
carrying out research. The principal objective was to 
determine whether the ŒBs inclUfWd gender analysis in their 
educational work. In a<Wltion to observing and participating 
in various meetings (weekly neighbourhood meetings, weekend 
workshops and coordinating meetings) I also interviewed ten 
woa»n tdfo S M  CES members and several CEB leaders. At the 
time, I was not sure if I would be able to return to 
Nicaragua, but nonetWless held discussions with members of 
the Coordinating Committee regarding what I would do if I were 
to return.' It was decided at this time that, if I were able 
to return to Nicaragua, it would be to engage in gender 
cwsciousness work within the C^s.

* sa# work of tb# css# of S#t#li i# w#rsim#t#e by • bo— itt—  of 
eight to t—  pe^ia wbioh is x^^eoaibi# fox p i a n o l#adij^ and 
a— froids, impie— at ing pxogxa—  and avalwatiw). Tbis work it 
eaxxiad o«m thxos#* ̂ ^arats eoawioti—  for youth aad «feilt gxtn^. The** BO— teiiBsa i— 1— e: (i) Btto— tien (Wwlt* ooiy), (2) rinaa*#a aad
Sol^drity, 13) adtioiatxattoa/Cooxdination aad (9) Co— unieatioo.
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In Septmnber of 1992, I applied to the Canadian Bureau 
for International Education (C6XE> for a "CIDA Avarda for 
Canadians* grant to return to Nicaragua. This application was 
approved, and I returned to Nicaragua in 1993. I spent
the first three weeks becoming reacquainted with the CESs and 
trying to determine exactly how tim partipatory research 
process would fit into the work of the C%s - both 
organizationally and in terms of the methodologies being used 
within their educational work.

In June, I presented a proposal for discussion to the 
Coordinating Committee of the CESs. This presentation had 
three parts. The first involved a discussion of the concept 
of ”gentter consciousness.* We began with a biblical 
reflection on the story of Martha and Mary (Luke,10:38-42), 
which addresses the dileama of women's roles. We then 
discussed what was a%ant by gender and gentter consciousness. *

The second part involved a presentation of the different 
"actors" involved in the research process. This was 
swmwrized using the following diagram;

* I also gave Csezdinatii^ CoemittM mambaz# e^iea ot an artlcie I 
vrietM for the K M  MatiMWl l^acise call %ing* Maw") am a t^ert 

M  tHa xmaaor^ % bad earriad cut tba pcaviaua year Part of tbi# 
diaetiaaim isvelved raviawiag tba aa^iaa ia tbia rapert «diiçb diwuaaad #adar.
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Fiqurtt U  Actors in. PArtifilPator^eflearch Protect

CEMm - ISfKLX
5tafic(poXAt; «woiogietl 
F o c u s ;  t o  0#  d o e o m l i i o d

F i A S i  P r o d u c t  :  Z r o W o *  M m u o J  fltoai»i 0» /oxaoeiOn; Ar fnOox •âfOotioR

SAINT MUQT'S OHIVIRSm
5tsiHÿ;oint; Socioi scionoo 
Focus; RtiJSçJon,
SortioijMCory itam*rcb 

Finsi Product; 39i#gio "WNMo, Itoiî ioo ami Social C3w^; Gamlor 
C o o s c i O i t s t » s s  in CSBa"

mass

M M  or cmmm»
5taxK$70int; r«it& and 
soeisl justiea
Focus: Strmngt^iag eslttioaaàlp 
Oottwon CSSa and sm
Final Piodfuct; Artieie/â Mxt

eux - CXSUA
F t a n o ^ p o i n t  ;  I n t a m a t i c n a i  
j^watlon and Oevaiofnent 
Focus: O t a a s m n i t /  O a v e jp p m e n t  BAfcationSoman fisaourcoa - wcmen 
Final Product: Training 
ftanual and Report

% e  aim of the diagram was to demonstrate that there are 
different institutions or organizations associated with this 
project, and that the focus of the project varies according to 
the standpoint of each organization. By placing myself in the 
middle of the four oi^anizations, 1 highlighted my connection 
to each of them, including the different ways in which l am 
accountable to them. X also wished to emphasize that the 
thesis has a sociological, or social science approach rather 
than a theological one and that, while I muld attempt to
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interpret the project from the standpoint of the CEBs, I was 
ultimately the one who would write the thesis and therefore my 
own interpretation would play a significant role. (The 
question of research stan(joints will be returned to below).

The next part of the meting involved determining, as a 
group, what the exact focus of the project would be for t W  
CSBs. The following parameters were determined; (1) that it 
would te a project of the Education Commission, (2) that two 
women from each of the 11 barrios with adult groups would be 
invited to attend, (3) that the project would last for six 
months, from mid-June to mid-December and (4) that three 
members of the Coordinating Committee would participate in the 
project.

We then discussed what the methodology of the project 
would be. In keeping with the need within PR for participants 
to have control over the research process, we realized that 
the methodology could not be exactly tetermined until the 
group was fors%d. We felt, however, that it could have the 
following general co^qwnents: experience, biblical reflection, 
data collection (internal and external), interpretation and 
analysis and action.*

This teeting was a turning point in the research process 
in that the project moved from being "Snily's research* to 
being a CEB project. From this point on, I was one, along

* Tte aattw^logy dsvelopad did have thaw gsmcal o c o p e t M a t s ,  
«ittet^ it V## varied aiiÿtcly. This will te diseossed is Cteptar S.
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with the three CEB leaders, of the four project coordinators, 
88 well as a project participant. The way in which the 
participatory research project desmloped from this point on 
will be mapped out in Chapter 5.

Kesearch Standpointa
As was n^ntioned above, my own stanc^int in this 

research process is different from that of the CEB members. 
That of the CEB m^bers is primarily "theological," in that 
they see this project as part of their overall work of 
"building the îteign of God." The perspective of the CEBs is 
based on the experience of being poor, of being Catholic and 
struggling within the Oiurch "in conflict," and of doing 
theology based on these experiences.

The CEBs in Esteli which are the focus of this study were 
formed in 1981. Although not a Sandinista organization, they 
did see themselves as being to a large extent part of the 
revolutionary project. Since the defeat of the Sandinista 
government in 1990, however, the CEBs have been in a process 
of reflection and evaluation regarding their work. They feel 
that they perhaps relied too heavily on the government (for 
exas^le, through the Sandinista Defense Committees to carry 
out cmmunity (kvelopnent projects) to solve the problems of 
the cMWunity, and in the process also lost sight of the need 
to be involved in an on-going process of conscientization 
within the CEBs. They are interested in moving into new
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areas in this educational work, and as such have been 
receptive to this research process.

Thus, a main objective of the CEBs in participating in 
this process has been to expand the scope of their 
conscienticizing work to inclutte a syst^aatic examination of 
^nder, which in turn is part of a larger and longer process 
of "building the Reign of God."

own research stant^oint, on the other hand, is 
primarily sociological in that I am examining the ŒBs as a 
socially constructed institution which interacts with the 
broat^r society of which it is a part. As stated above, 
however, it is not possible, nor necessarily (Wsirable, to 
maintain complete objectivity in doing research. My personal 
opinions regarding the jKîtential for «ligicus institutions to 
be liberatory for women thus influence this research process.

Although I am a baptized Catholic, I was not, for the 
most part, raised as a Catholic. As an adult, I have 
participated in different religious organizations, including 
the SO. Although X have an interest in Qiristianity, my 
relationship to organized religion has been ai^iguous, partly 
because of the patriarchy of the Church. The participation of 
Christians in revolutimiary and social struggles in Latin 
Aa»rica has been an inspiration to me. Ifhen it coiMs to 
wofwn, however, my feelings about the potential for the church 
to be liberatory are both "optimistic" and "suspicious."

Rosmaary Radford ihiether, a f^iinist theologian, states
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that if "Mligion is a major barrier to change towards a just 
social order, one ... cannot just negate it, for this leaves 
its negative power intact** (in Eck & Jain, 1987;vili). The 
eimrgence of ŒBs has been part of a process of significant 
change within the Catholic Chur<di in Latin Ai^rica. it has 
been possible to develt^ a critical class consciousness within 
Mrtain sectors of the Catholic ^urch, and 1 am optimistic 
about t W  possibility of developing a critical gender 
consciousness as well. Also, from a "participatory" or 
"bottœs-up" abroach to development, the iavortant point is 
that the women who will participate in this research are 
religious. To negate the religious dimension of their lives 
as being o^ressive is not useful or realistic. Thus, the 
"religious consciousness* of CEB members must be part of the 
starting point in the research process.

At the same time, however, religious institutions do 
present obstacles for wcasen that are not present in secular 
organlzatons. Thus, 1 am also approaching this research 
process with a certain "hermeneutics of suspicion." As 
Shelley Finson has pointed out, this suspicion is not in 
regard to the women themselves, but rather "in regard to the 
context within which and out of which they are functioning," 
nmwly, t W  Church (in Kirby a McKenna, 1989:33).

My involiwwnt in the participatory research process has 
been, therefore, part of a broàder process of developing an 
understanding of the role of CSBs, from a sociological
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perspective, in contributing toward woimn's movement for 
change.

A French worker-priest in Nicaragua, in talking about the 
"Reign of God" in a mass, said that many people tdio do not 
call themselves Qixistians are working to build the Reign of 
God, while %ny who call themselves Christian, are not. Ernst 
Bloch's concept of "concrete utt^ia" is periiaps the closest 
secular equivalent to the religious notion of "Reign of God."* 
This thesis falls within an alternative research paradigm in 
that the knowledge being created attempts to be an expression 
of my commitment to the creation of "concrete utopias" through 
f^U.nist and liberatory praxis. Although my perspective is 
sociological and that of the CEBs is theological, these 
standpoints come together in that we are both working, in 
different yet overlapping ways, to "build the Reign of God."

In summary, the i^thodology for this thesis falls within 
the framework of an alternative research paradigm in that the 
knowledge being generated is not "neutral" but aims to help 
in^rove the condition and position of women in two ways: <1) 
through the introduction of gen<ter analysis into the 
conscient izat ion work of t M  CEBs (and specifically through

* Bloch diatis^iah99 betwara "oamlistie dsasu of tlw futur#" as
"abstract otcpiss" and "imsgss of t W  futur# that txm grouodad In 
authentic Intuitions of tW ills and ̂ ^zadictions pawnt in society” as 
"concret* ot^ias." Concret* utopias "negate the moat ̂ vcesaive elaomits 
Of this society a W  pr^wat a visice of human 11^ that, evm if a* such 
onsealixahie, summon forth new mays of thinking and acting that could lead 
to actual social cha*^" (in Sam#, 19?5il71^. A pl^mii^ wozksh^ of the 
Coordinating Ceandttee of the CZB* in S^tanbar, IMS, began mitb the 
giMStlM "that is tJ» Saiga of 0^7" Sveryone agreed that it was both 
"dist«*t and utopian* and a "sign of h^e" for t w  px**»t.
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the w^ten in the participatory research project acquiring a 
more syst«Batic understanding of the Impact of structures of 
^nder subordination on their lives) and (2) through a 
contribution to the literature in the area of women» religion 
and social change. The approach to the research question is 
a triangulation approach» with both primary (participant 
observation» interviews and participatory research) and 
secondary data collection. The n^tbodology, thus, is directed 
towards contributing to both the integration of bodies of 
theoretical knowledge (f^inist and development theory and 
sociological approaches to the study of religion) which have 
bad little overlap and the praxis of liberation of Nicaraguan 
Catholic women organized at the grass-roots level through 
Ecclésial Base Communities.
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CHItf m  3
c o f i c s m u  T B i à m c m :Religion end Sooiml Chni^ in Let in Rmmriom

The revolutionary potential of Christianity is self- 
evident to the millions of Christians who have struggled for 
social change in Latin America* often with the inspiration and 
guidance of a revolutionary biblical hert^neutics. Understood 
in a broatter context, however, this is only one of the many 
ways in which religion has had an intact upon society, and 
vice versa. One need not search too long to find also 
examples of the o^ressive role of religion, and Christianity 
in particular - the Crus^les, the Inquisition and the 
colonization of indigenous peoples in the Ai^ricas for 
instance. With respect to woa%n, the Catholic Church has been 
responsible for the creation of a religious and cultural value 
system in which woi%n are cai^t between the nxxtels of Eve and 
Mary, always striving to achieve the ii^ssible icteal of the 
self-sacrificing, virginal aether lAile having to bear Eve's 
burden of being responsible for the sins of "mankind, "

How then, does one begin to make sense of these seemir^ly 
contradictory roles of Christianity? The abroach which will
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IM adopted here is to e^lore religion in terms of the inter
relationship between religion and society. This inter
relationship is not static, but must be examined within the 
particular historical, economic and religious context of a 
given society. The chapter aims, thus, to establish a 
conc^tual framework for a sociological approach to the study 
of religion within the context of women and religion in Latin 
America. The objectives in establishing this conceptual 
framework are two-fold. The first is to d^onstrate that 
religion has, in some circumstances, the potential to be an 
emancipatory force in society. Having established this, the 
second objective is then to explore the emancipatory 
possibilities of religion for woimn. Rather than developing a 
"universal theory" regarding wosmn, religion and social 
change, this thesis explores the question of the emancipatory 
potential of religion for woaœn by comparing the “theoretical" 
possibilities with the actual experience of working on an 
educational ("gender consciousness") project with women who 
are Msübers of a religious c«munity. In this way, the theory 
informs the primary research (educational project) and the 
educational project, in turn, contributes to the theoretical 
literature and debates.

The conceptual fraimwork will be established in three 
parts. The first explores different sociological approaches 
to the stWy of religion with the aim of establishing a 
frai^work for examining the relationship between religion and
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society within the Latin Aemtican context. The second sectlwi 
ejQjlores various af^roachss to %fomen within <kvelopi»nt 
literature with the aim of establishing a framework for 
examining the relationship between feminist and grass roots 
women's praxis within the Wtin African context. Finally, 
part three cWbines the first two sections to devel^ a 
framwork for the study of wo»»n, religion and society within 
the Latin African context, thus, return to the original 
question: "What is the potential within CEBs, as religious
organizations, to engage in gender consciousness work and 
contribute towards women^s movm%nt for social change?"

3.1 Religion mod Sfwinl (Amag#: fovasdo m Sooiologioml Ihiderstandiag of Latin Jünorionn LiboratiM %eology

pro^*ct of tha sociologist is to daseciba and esplain how 
diffarwt seligiotts growps an fozxaad, persist or in
society, end how tWy ere relmtWI to social ehei^ (Ralston,IMS: 9*.

Sociology of religion does not pretend to provide a 
fraî worfc which encMq)asses and explains all of human 
religious activity. It is an attwf, ratMr, to explain the 
religious insofar as it is a social phenomenon which is 
socially aiW cmitextually situated. As is the case in any 
process of social ln<piiry, however, a consensus does not exist 
among tfworists as to the changing nature of religion and its
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cooiuiction to t W  social context. Tl»e following section 
provides a brief overview of different sociological approaches 
to the study of religion. A critique of earlier evolutionist, 
functionalist and Marxist approaches will form the basis for 
the arguent that the "project of the sociologist" is to 
cmitribute towards a cos^arative perspective on the different 
relationships which exist between religious groups and social 
change.

sad larXy 20th Century JlppceaelM
Early sociological studies, carried out primarily in the 

nineteenth century by European scholars, were part of the 
attest to interpret the changes occurring in European society 
as a result of the social and econtmic upheavals of the time. 
In their analysis of religion, they turned to the evolutionary 
moctels of changes in the natural tK»rld put forth by Charles 
Darwin to develop theories and mo<kls of the movement of human 
society throu^ evolutionary stages.

Echfard Sumstt Tylor (1832-191?), for instance, believed 
that societies progressed through stages of animism to 
polytheism to monotheism (Garberino, 1977:30). Auguste Ccxate 
{1798-1857) believed that, as hu^n societies prt^ressed 
thrtn^ primitive and intermediary to scientific stages of 
develop^fit, they also moved from a theological phase to a 
metaphysical and then positivist i^se in the (tevelcement of 
i<teas (Inkeles, 1964:30). Sir Jams Fraser (1854-1941),
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writing somewhat later# cam* ^  with another three-fold 
evolutionary achea* in lAich society moved through the stages 
of magic# religion# and science.

Evolutionary perspectives hold the assua^lon that 
societies will inevit^ly progress through a set of liimar 
stages to reach an era of modernisation in which a religious 
worldview is replaced by a rational and scientific one. Ais 
progression of all hwtan societies through a linear seguence 
towards a modern industrial form of social and economic 
organization is not necessarily ha^ening# however, nor is it 
necessarily a sign of pr^ress. ̂ Furthermore# modern 
industrial societies are not abandoning entirely a religious 
worldview for a positivist, rational and scientific one.*

Another sociological abroach to religion is enCM^^ssed 
by a functionalist ^rspective within the social sciences. 
Functionalism "sees society as an ongoing eguilibriim of

1. svolutiosuy theorlaa of aoeial cba^i have procuxaars to
twentieth Mitsry modeznisetlea tlwoxiaa. QaoMrelly epeeking# wodemizatioa theory aa#ma# that all aoeietiea eitWr axe# or atosld he, 
wnriM tonerda modemiratiom bv «wlatii^ t W  Sv^iem dwelonmsnt model of ahlttiog from xvral agx^mitucal to oxhan iedaatxial aoeietlea, 
that the tranaitioo towoxds eodezoiaatioo ia defined a# progre##. See 
Bjoxn SettiM (ISfl) for a oritigw of the "modemiration paxadi^" of 
^velopmant.

2. rox maoy# modexniratiom and "eeoelarlratios* go hai^ in hand, SeoolaxiaatiA* aaaetta that religion ia he w W a g  lea# and leaa important 
in toeiety fOxeelef# lSS3tl) a# as iwreaaiM niimhai of people "loch t#on tWir world a d  t^ir own livw witt»et ... reiigiova ister^retatioa* isexger# isSSjlOS). ma*^ o t J ^ e  have pointed ont# however, that in fact celigifie ia not diaappearing with InAatrialiaatlon and nodexalMtim. hoger O'Toole# for inatance# aaaorta that the "enwiUl^meas ̂  zeligioea 
bodiaa in the Aitd World to mate their emit qpietly# * amoiw ether ̂ oape# o n  be regarded a# "naahateeahle evidwoe of a relArivua will to survive# and indeed to triumph" .
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soclAl ifistitutiona which pattern human activity in terms ot 
•hariKt norms, held to be legitimate and binding by the human 
participants themselves* (O'Des, 1966:21, Functionalism, 
thus, is based on an equilibrium model of society which sees 
conflict as a transitory or accidental "dysfunction." 
EWligion, in this cmtext, is one of the "social institutions" 
*Aich plays a role in maintaining social cohesion, which in 
turn helps to mintain a society in equilibriim. If religion 
is not fulfilling its function of social cohesion and 
equilibrium, this is swn as an anomaly (Haduro, 1989:118).

Bnile Durkheim (1858-1917), for instance, attempted to 
explain, using cross-cultural data, how institutions bound 
pec^le together and maintained social cohesion, or social 
"solidarity.* (Garbarino, 1978:37-8). The functionalist 
perspective with respect to religion can be critiqued on the 
assumption that religion will always fulfil the same function 
- of "psychological security* and *social cohesion" - and that 
this function will "converge with others towards the 
maintenance of the internal harmonious equilibrium of a 
society* (Maduro, 1989:118),

Karl Marx is another theorist who has had a significant 
i^wct on the study of nligion. Althou^ Marx is moat often 
associated with his theory of religion as "the opium of the 
petals," he in fact went through different stages in his 
thinking.

In the perspective of tJ» "early tterx,* as reflected in
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his "Contribution to the Critique of ^gel'e Philosophy of 
Right" the critique of capitalism is connected to his critique 
of religion through the concept of alienation. Marx felt that 
religion represented a form of sacred alienation and "false 
consciousness* because it objectified people from themselves. 
In other wordSf if a person looked to tl% "fantastic reality 
of heaven* in search of a supernatural being, this represented 
a form of false consciousness because this supernatural being 
is an "ocher," a semblance of self, a non-human being (Marx 
1978(18431:53). Religion, thus, created an illusory reality, 
in the SSB» way that a drug such as opium would.

f^rx argued, in 1843, that having unmasked "human self
alienation in its sawed form, * it was necessary to likewise 
tmmask it in its sechkwr form (Marx, 1978 [1843] :53-4). Marx, 
in fact, saw "the criticism of religion* as being "the basis 
of all criticism" (p.S3). If workers could make the shift 
from false to true consciousness in the realm of the sacred, 
then likewise it could be done in the realm of the secular, 
and specifically in terms of acquiring a true consciousness 
regarding their alienation under capitalism.

The early writings of Marx have been ctescribed as a 
reflection of "vulgar materialism," These writings arose in 
large part as a critique of idealism, and in particular 
hegelian i<tealiam. In his later writing, however, he begins 
to fuse the material and ideal in a dialectical manner rather 
than (Spending on vulgar materialism, ^is is evident in his
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1845 Themes on feueAach In which he "presents his position as 
tlm dialectical tranacendence* of *wth the old matetialism and 
old icb»alis»f retaining thus both "the affirmation of the 
objectivity of the external world” and "the transforming 
ca^city of himan nature* (Gutièrrez, 1988:18). while 
Feuerbach had argued for the existence of a universal human 
essence, Marx countered with the argunwnt that "subjective 
questions about human existence," including "religious 
sentiment" were "human sensuous activity" rooted in practice. 
That is, that human essence, including religious belief as an 
aspect of htnoan essence, is itself a social product (Marx, 
1978 11845]:143>.

Having establisMd that religion is the quintessential 
form of alienation in 1843, Marx goes on two years later to 
argue that religion is a social product and must be considered 
in the context of human activity and practice rather than as 
a universal configuration of human existence. If this is so, 
tl»n would it not be possible to construct religious 
sentirmnts that were not alienating? Had this not existed 
prior to the time period he was writing in, and did it not 
exist sianiltaneously in parts of the world other than the one 
be was writing about? Roger Lancaster has argued that, had 
iterx taken this idea of religion to its logical conclusion, he 
would have had to rethink his theory of religion:

... bad tttrs ravorkad bit eoneaptlofl ot religion as a form of capraaaotatlonal practi^ ... rnigmt have dra«m radically (tinarrot conclueiona Aout religion'a funccion in cross- cultvral sattii^a (Laneaetac, 1988: 190).
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The Marxist theory of religion as alienation, false 
consciousness and an obstacle to political practice (and thus 
human liberation) was relevant to the context within which 
Marx was writing. It must however, "be subjected to the tests 
of past and present history, and hence be open to correction” 
(Ugalde,in Maduro, 1969:xx).

Marx coincides with evolutionist theorists in that he 
sees society as moving along a linear continuum in which 
religion will cease to be necessary in a scientific and 
rational world. Marx and Marxist theorists have differed from 
functionalist theorists in that they use conflict rather than 
equilibrium models to explain social organization and change. 
When taken as a universal theory, however, Marxist theory 
"coincides with functionalism in defining religion as a social 
institution tending always to fulfil the same equilibrating 
function in society ("opium of the people") - playing a 
destabilizing, revolutionary role only by way of exception" 
(Maduro, 1989:156),

In different ways, evolutionist, functionalist and 
Marxist aj^roaches attes^t to develop universal theories 
regarding the role of religion in society. Max Weber, writing 
sMuewhat later, adopted a different approach. Rather than 
study a specific society in its historical progression, he 
argued for the need to examine the relationship between 
religion and society from a cor^arative perspective.
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This was not entirely new. Durkheim, as we have seen, 
used cross-cultural data. Durkheim felt, however, that the 
cmqxtrative method could be used to "discover general laws 
aJOout society and its institutions, including its religious 
institutions” CBeteiile, 1992:1860). nie key point of 
cteparture in *eber's theorizing on religion is that the 
comparative study of different religious systems does not 
necessarily lead to the formulation of general laws. Gregory 
Baum has argued, for instance, that although Weber's sociology 
of religion distinguishes between magic, priestly religion and 
prophecy, these are meant to be "itteal tyi^s" rather than 
"concepts representing ... existing social realities" 
{1975:165-6). Although Weber argued that religious 
"breakthroughs" occurred (due to the presence of charismatic 
power or authority) he did not believe in linear evolution, 
nor did he believe in the existence of a universal ethics. He 
was, rather, "^rsonally convinced that present in the human 
world were many diverse and irreconcilable values ... which 
could never be brought together in a single synthesis* 
(p.167). Iteber's contribution is thus significant because he 
does not attempt to ctevelop general or universal laws 
regarding the relationship between religion and society but, 
rather, recognizes the need for a coaparative approach which 
explores the different ways in which this relationship 
manifests itself in both historical and contemporary settings.

While there are limitations, and contradictiMis, among
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the different approaches to the study of religion which have 
been outlined, they also all have in oomnmn the fact that they 
see the focus of sociological study as being the social origin 
of religion, and "the conditions and effects of a particular 
type of social behaviour" (Weber, 1967:1). In a&fition, 
although Marx*s theory of religion as alienation cannot be 
universalized, and, indeed runs counter to the argument being 
formulated here, a Marxist analysis of class conflict does 
informs the perspective of religion as a situated reality 
which will be explored subsequently. Finally, Weber* s 
negation of the existence of a universal ethic likewise 
facilitates the establishing of a contextually specific 
exploration of religion.

A Latin Aaasina A»oiolo%r of Religion
As we have seen, sociology, as tîw "scientific study of 

society," eiterged in the 19th century "as at least partially 
the outcon* of the changes, divisions, conflicts, reactions, 
and threats* in Europe "untWr the sweeping force of 
nationalism, liberalism and capitalism* (Ma<hiro, 1991:166). 
The establishing of sociology allowed for the "scientific 
study of religion” as an aspect of SMiety. The nxxkls which 
attempted to explain the relationship beti^en religion and 
society, some of which have been outlined aitove, wre, 
however, almost entirely based on this nineteenth centu^ 
European context. Thus, many of the conclusions which were
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àrtm rftgardifif tï» role of religion in society must be 
likewise limited to this context.

Otto Maduro argues that a similar process is underway in 
Wtin Africa, albeit "at a more limited level, " and that 
"this process is partly as a result of the devel(^>ment of LALT 
ClAtin American Liberation Theol<^}" (1991:168). He argues 
that the Latin As»rican "realities” in the post-war period 
have been quite different from those of 19th century Europe 
and, as such, the specific context (historical, social, 
economic, political, cultural) of Latin Ao»rica must be the 
point of departure for a properly Latin American sociology of 
religion (1989:33). Therefore, prior to a delineation of a 
Latin American sociology of religion, a brief outline of the 
Mergence of liberation theology as it has emerged in the 
"Latin American context" is required.

Xatia Anrdoaa Liberation fbeology
Many authors see Latin American Liberation Theology 

(LALT) as being part of the projetic stream within the Roman 
Catholic church in Latin America which has always been on the 
side of tl* "o^ressed” - indigenous people, black people, 
poor peasants, workers, etc. Rosino Gibellini, for instance, 
speaks of the "non-aca^&ic theology of brave missionaries* 
such as Antonio cte Montesinos and Bartoloarà <te las Casas who 
^oke out against t M  exploitation of indigenous peoples by 
the CcmquistêàorBS during the period of Iberian colonialism in
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in Latin America. Montesinos and las Casas are part of a 
"prophétie line which blossoamd again in many periods throng 
other figures and in other historical situations" (Gibellini, 
1987:1).

Latin Af^rican Liberation Theology, while part of this 
prophetic stream, is also unique to the socio-historical 
context it is a part of. Its «lær^nce in the I960's can be 
attributed to two inter-related factors, (hie factor involves 
changes internal to the Roman Catholic Church, originating in 
Europe with the Second Vatican Council (Vatican II) and later 
interpreted by latin American Christians and theologians based 
on their own experiences and realities. The social and 
economic changes occurring in Latin Asærica in the post-World 
Mar II era have also had an impact on the developaænt of 
liberation theology.

Vatican II (1962-1965) represented the acceptance by the 
Church of the modern world.* (Baim, in Martin & 
Gill, 1980:125). It was an attea^ to "rethink the nature of 
the Church, the world, and the pr^er relati<m Wtween the 
two" (Leviim, 1986:8). At Vatican II, the (lurch's interest

* This is  Bot to say tW t t)m QUiroh Iwd ttoi b#w psesant in  the world 
op to  th is  tin s . The OnixeJi ot the fir s t esotaries (u n til its  
inst itu ti^ M lis a t i« : as tbe te lig io a  of the Itemes Bepire m ^er Cœ staotiae 
in  the fourth osatunr) oriented its e lf "towards a new ra s c a l secwlee 
of p e ^ le * (% ti4rre% , 1991*144). TW prw bet io  stream w ithin the Latin  
maaricas Church which datM  to  tim eolffiual era has also alreedÿ been 
noted. %e medieval Q isistlan Church ms Influenced by phllosywhicel 
ideas orig inating outside the Church, p a rtic u la rly  since the in iectio a  of 
A risto telian  thinking" (Sobertsw, 1986:73}. One o f the s i^ f ia n t  
aspects of Vmtieaa IX is  its  locking to  soeioloetcal explsnations of tJM 
~ " social world.
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in sociological issues, and particularly modernization and 
devel^sent, ^gan to emerge. This council was an important 
beginning in the pron»tion of internal change In the Catholic 
Church Wiich included a new way of looking at the world. It 
represented, however, to a large extent the optimism of the 
19€0's of Western Suro^an Theologians largely identified with 
*wurgeois culture (p.125}.

The first Latin American Bishop's Conference following 
Vatican II, held in Medellin, Colombia in 1968, set about 
interpreting Vatican II according to the reality of Latin 
America in order to clarify the "Church's proper role in the 
region's continuing transfomations" (Levine, 1966:8). The 
sociological analysis undertaken during Vatican II was 
expanded and reinterpreted according to the Latin American 
context of urbanization, industrialization and a défendent 
position in the world capitalist system.

Liberation theology was critical of the 
"developmentalIan" (desarroilismo) of the 1950's and 1960's, 
which was associate with modernization models, and drew on 
dependency theories to elaborate a structural analysis of 
poverty and underdevelopment (Gutierrez, 1991:16). Dependency 
theorists, broadly speaking, saw development and 
underdevelop^nt as being inter-related in that the 
underdevelopment of Latin America was a by-product (with its 
roots in the Colonial era) of the develof^nt of
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industrlalixed capitalist countries/
Liberation theology has also been influenced by Marxist 

theory, for instance regarding the inertance of economic 
factors in "understanding the world of the oppressed,” and 
regarding class conflict and violence (Boff & Boff, 1988:28 a 
Levine, 1986:9):

dealing with t W  poor and oppimao9 d  and waking tlwir liberation, how do we avoid eonij^ into eootaet with Marxist grot^ (on the practical level} and with Arsiat theory tlM academic level) 7 This is ,.. hinted at in the a w  of aaoh tamos as "dialectical" or "historical-stmotoral* explanations of the pheaomenon of socio-econmmlc poverty (Boff fi Boff, 1988:27}.
An understanding of "oppression” (the historical and 

structural causes of poverty, underdevelopment and 
institutionalized violence) are situated, in 1 iteration 
theology, in the "praxis of liberation of the oppressed." 
This praxis of liberation is, in turn, based on the 
■oppression-1 iberation dialectic" which has been a part of 
Latin Aa^rican history since the Euro^an conquest, and 
involves a search for a "cos^lete and integral lil%ration" 
(Boff & Boff, 1988:68). %is has involved "^pular s^venwmts 
and Christian groups” earning together "in the struggle for 
social and political liWration" (p.68). Three levels of 
"liberation" have been i<tentified within liberation theology:
(1) liberation frmx "0R>ressive socio-econtmic structures,"

* W p w d w c y  tbwory also exataiws the role of local «lices in tha lowcportioB of eomtcxi»» into t W  global aasWt and the vaxlæa fows dW « isaey has taken given th# diversity of pattens of growth la different Latin kaeriesn countries, (for w  overview of d w siidanoy thaoriw s w  Settne, 1990 and Kay, 1989. for an awlysie of dependency a W  liberation theology, # w  eotiérxes, 1991.
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(2) personal liberation» "by ehieb tre live with profound inner
freedom in the face of every kind of servitude»* and (3)
liberation fr^ sin, which is seen aS "the breaking of
friendship with God and with otlær human beings" (Gutiérrez,
1991t xxxviii). These three levels of liberation are seen as
encoi^ssing "integral (tevelof^ent* because liberation is not
limited sorely to its socio-econ^lc aspect.

% e  point of departure in liberation theology is not
sociological. Nor» in fact, is it theological per se. The
point of departure is, rather, a pre-theological phase, that
of the "lived experience of faith." Liberation theology has
be^ defined as "faith confronted with oppression" (Boff &
Boff,1988:12) and as "a critical reflection on Christian
praxis in light of the word of God" (Gutiérrez, 1991: xxixt:

OisoottCM about God « m a  ae«nd because faith cases first and ia the seurm of theology ... the effort at reflection iua ao 
irr^leeeeble role, but om that is always subordinate to a faith that la lived aiui receives guidance within the cooamnion of the church (Outiérrex, 199X;»alli-lv) .
Liberation theology is thus fundamentally concerned with 

questions of faith. Moreover, theological and sociological 
*:tôdiations" follow from these faith experiences. Liberation 
theology in Latin America has been, simultaneously, a result 
of, reflection of, and rationale for the emergence of new 
Sf^lal groups concerned with a "r«lical transformation of the 
entire Latin Aaerican socio-religious scene" (Maduro, 
1991:166).

The following section, building upon both the historical
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bftckçr^md of tl» of sociol^icol pcr^^tivas on
religion as well es the concrete circimmtences within which 
liberation theology la^rged in Latin America, outlines a Latin 
American sociology of religion as a theoretical framework 
within which these relationships can be e^lored.

A iatia iswrfflen JOcutoIogjr of JttüU^oa
In his 1989 book (originally published in Spanish in 

1979), Religion and Social Conflicts. Maduro sets out a three
fold articulation of the way in which religion and society are 
connected. In a 1991 article {'Some Theoretical la^lications 
of Latin American Liberation Theology for the Sociology of 
Religions*), he expands his analysis to include a fourth 
factor related to the importance of individuals within 
religious institutions. Following is an outline of this 
framework, based on both the 1989 book and 1991 article.

The theoretical framework de^^loped by Maduro is as 
follows; (I) religion is shaped and influenced by the social 
context, (2) religion has relative auton^^y vis à vis society,
(3) religion has an impact on societal change and 
stabilization, and (4) indivi^als, and their creativity, have 
an influence on both religion and society.

(1) ahsjpdî  iBflusaw the Seeiel Oort»t on meHgicm
Maduro argues that "every religion is a situated 

reality," and, more precisely. It is situated in a specific
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mWe of promotion (Maduro, 1989:41).*. Tha way in which a 
society is structured around its mo^ of production, in turn, 
limits and orients the possibilities for action of any form of 
religious organization within it. The possibilities for 
action are limited and oriented in the sense that people 
within a given society, and a given religion, have neither an 
infinite set of simultaneous alternatives to choose from nor 
finite alternatives that are all equivalent to each other 
(p.42).

Maduro' 3 thesis on the iaq»act of the social context has 
in common with Marxist theory the idea that religion is a 
social prochict. He differs from Marx, however, in that Marx 
saw religion as encompassing essentially one finite 
possibility - that of religion as alienation. He further 
differs from Marx in that, while Marx argued that societies 
move through different stages of the development of productive 
forces (with only one j^rticular mode of production being 
^ssible in each stage), Maduro argues that society represents 
a structured reality in idtich several modes of production are 
^saible. NaAiro, however, also can be called into question 
because of his exclusive emphasis on the mode of production of 
a particular society as the activity which ”ma)ces possible and 
sup^rts all other htssan activities, including ... religious

* defiaM sad* of pro<bictioa in Marxist tax», in which theeeatral stxvetnxe ef ##A aeeiety (its infrsatntocore) ia *e«nstiest^ by 
a pô tlatien'a sp^ifie organisation in relation to it# material {its 
natttcal and davaitfed) reamwww, in view of t*w aatiafaetion of ita
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belief a and practice#" (p>44). Tbia point will W  returned to 
teiow in the diacuasioA on Incorporating gendar analyaia into 
the sociology of religion framework,

Maduro argues further that societies, broadly shaking, 
are characterised by eitl^r communitarian or asymmetric mdms 
of production {1991:48). Religious institutions in Imtin 
America are fors*d by an aaymaetric of prodbiction which 
is characterised by u^telanced power relations and "a 
structured context of oppression, especially after the 
European invasion" (p.173).

Vatican II, as well as the b^dellln and Puebla 
conferences, can be sees as exai^les of religious institutions 
being shaped by their social context. As was noted s6o^, 
Vatican II was an attee^t on the part of the catholic Church 
to "move into the world.” Likewise, Medellin and Puebla were 
attaints to respond to changes occurring in Latin America in 
the economic, political and social spheres.

{2> fb e  x a te a a l C oofH etiag  ^ynsasies o f Ib ^ fle n s  
Xastit^i«
In addition to teing shaped and influenced by society, 

religious institutiors also assess "relative auton^ty" in the 
sense that "structures, conflicts, and transformations 
occurring on the level of an entire society as sudi do met 
directly, swc^anically, or automatically influence religious 
teachings and practices within that society* {Hathsro, 
1969:87). Thus, a religious instituti«i has certain internal
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dymœies which will part icily ^termine what actions are 
"highly likely, mealy pr^whle, or just plainly is^sslhle to 
take place" (1991:175), For instance, a woman may live in a 
country ware sterilisation is legal, but may be constrained 
and/or prevented in making the excision to have this operation 
because of the ethical opposition to it in the religious 
Institution to which she belongs.

The concept of "religious production" (the production of 
certain ty^s of religious teachings and practices * 
(Wctrines, prayers, sacrM»nts, rites, etc.) is also central 
to an understanding of the internal dynamics and relative 
autonomy of religious institutions. Maduro argues that 
societies with class stratification have a greater degree of 
socialization and differentiation in the area of religious 
production. These societies are characterized by a greater 
distance between material and religious production; the latter 
being assumd by a body of religious functionaries rather than 
being disced equally among mmnl^rs of society (1989:85-7). 
The existence of a body of religious functionaries is 
partially a result of tim shaping influence of society upon 
religious institutions. Once established, however, this 
internal division of religious work may directly influence 
which fonse of organisation, and idiich teachings and 
practices, are j^ssible, desirable, acceptable, unacceptable 
or lapoasible within religious institutions, (p.88). c^s can 
be seen as engaging in a new of religious production
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throu^ their *i#%eei# ea lay laatitership and partici^tion of 
lumbers in theological reflection and in liturgy which 
reflects the lives of the poor.

The assertion that religion has relative autonomy 
vis-A-vis society is a recognition, therefore, that religion 
is not absolutely inde^ndent of society (being a product of 
it) but that it is also not determined in its entirety by 
society (1989:87),

(3) fbe Impmot o f helig ioa on fo o ie ta l C b ai^  asd 
M b U ia a tie a

In addition to being influenced by society and possessing 
certain internal dynamics which limit or allow certain actions 
within religious institutions, Maduro argues that religious 
institutions are able to exert influence upon society. The 
concepts of "worldview* and "hegemony" are both key to this 
argument.

Human beings "whether they know it or not - produce 
their social relationships* and they produce these 
relationships through actions limited and oriented by (among 
other things) a shared iin»ridview. (itoduro, 1989:115). 
Furthermore, one of the "basic aspects of every religion is 
its function in shaping a determinate worldview" (p. 115):

The BO— cm interest estastaisad hf all h—  be Inga, social 
^ ^ 9 #, asd BB— unitiaa to have a worldview that «dll permit tb—  to aituate mad oxiastate themaelvea, a ^  to act, is tiw
mwt aatiafactory awmar pceaible in thalr aocie-aatuAl niiiee baoo— a, for *a—  MCietiea aod — oial groupa, a ^opariy celigieoa iateraet. (p. 11^7).
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tfaduro argues that a religious worldview developed by any 
given society or social grotq? functions as a "terrain ot 
mediation" which "opens up determinate possibilities for 
activity" and also "limits and orients the very activity it 
enad>les" (1989:115-17). Thus, religion can have an influence 
upon society through a religious worldview because this 
worldview forms the consciousness and identity of the people 
who ad&ere to it. Maduro also notes that, in societies with 
class stratification, the production of a religious worldview 
is carried out by a body of religious functionaries.

The role of Christians who joined the armed struggle in 
Nicaragua to overthrow the dictatorship of Anastasio Somoza is 
an eassoie of one religious worldview which determines 
specific actions. Although they were accused of being 
communist both by the Somosa regime and by the US goverment, 
many people were in fact motivated by Christian beliefs which 
were expressed through a revolutionary biblical hermeneutics.

The concept of worldview is connected to that of 

hegemony. A dominant class, or bloc, for instance, will use 
tl»ir hegwony to exert a certain religious worldview. The 
oj^osite, however, is also possible. in other words, a 
^minant class or bloc will both l^itimize its dominance, 
through i^ligious production, practices and discourses, as 
"southing desired by supernatural and metasocial forces, " and 
«teligitimize (i.e. present as not desired by supernatural or 

asocial forces) any "individuals, groups or movements"
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which threaten this dominance/ The accusation of the Church 
hierarchy in Nicaragua that the CEBs are too "political* and 
have strayed from the properly spiritual place of religious 
belief is one such exai^le.

Thus a religious group, through its religious worldview, 
is able to exert influence upon society, for instance through 
the establishing of hegemony over or within this society. In 
Latin America, the Catholic Church was able to establish 
hegemony from the time of Spanish and Portuguese conquest 
until independence and the liberal reforms of the 19th century 
which sought to undo the Church-state alliance. The Church's 
patriarchal religious worldview is another aspect of the 
hegemony of the Church in society. In the past twenty or 
thirty years, the enmrgence of liberation theology and the 
participation of thousands of Christians in revolutionary 
struggles and social movements in Latin America represent an 
attempt to counter the dominance of a repressive state 
apparatus and create a "popular" hegemony.

The potential for religion to play an active role in 
social change is, as Maduro points out, both limited and 
variable. The actions taken are influenced by the social

* TKis is a key aspect which differentiates hê airoy frms the concept of ^cdnaoM. Sayawnd Milliems, for instance, notes t**t the ^hegwamy incl«W Ixit also goes beywwX "srtieniate tatd formal meaaiaga, vaitMs sJKt beliefs which a dominant elaea dnvel<^ and prcpa^tea" iWillia», 1977:110}. Following dcastsci, ah'? originally ze-iotexpret«i ci» Hacxist eone^c of hegemony, Williaa» erg^s that hegemony "we# tW 
relations of dominât ion and sebordinetlon, in their fen» as pnetical 
coMcionsMss, as in effect a satoreticm of the whole proves of liri^* (p.lie;.
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context just as th#y in turn influence this context« and are 
also either constrained or su^>orted depending on the internal 
dynamics of a particular religious group or institution. An 
ii^rtant point, however, is that the potential for religion 
to play an active role in social change exists. This 
potential, for instance, the £K>tivation to participate in 
struggles to transform unjust social structures through 
Christian conviction, runs counter to both the functionalist 
notion that religion will always play a stabilizing role in 
society and the Marxist theory of religion as alienation. The 
continued predominance and isg>ortance of religion in Latin 
America (including the growth of Protestant and Evangelical 
Oiurcbes) also contradict the evolutionist thesis that 
religion will disappear as societies progress.

(4) Th* o f tlm ir  f e s t iv it y  <»
S e li^ o o  aW  Society

Indivithials interact with their religious contexts in a 
similar way that religion interacts with the social context of 
which it is a part. Individuals, as creative actors, 
charismatic leaders and unique human beings, are influenced 
and shaped by the world in which they live just as they have 
the potential to influence and shape it in turn.

Much of the analysis on Latin Ai^rican liberation 
theology has been carried out at a "macro" level which does 
not address the agency of individuals within religious 
institutions. Madeleine Ad^iance, in her study of the role of
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pastoral agents (priests, nligious and lay i^ople) in the 
Ecclésial Base Communities in Brasil, points out that:

D e ^ c e  ail tit* infoeaatlea es th* ralatieaslt^ of raligla* to 
stwlai Wtasg# that baa bean gasaratad atudias of baa# 
meanffiitiaa, vary little ha* bean arittwi about tb* pwpl* W w  faoilitata tbair davalopmant at tb* grasaroota level 
(Adriano*, lS91:2Mi.
The role of individuals within religious organizations 

has particular relevance in that one of the criticisms of the 
sociology of religion is that the analysis has not critically 
incorporated an analysis of gender. Yet, uraoen have, 
historically, played a key role in the Church, in the C^s in 
Esteli most of the pastoral agents, as well as the CEB 
numbers, are women. Yet, given the patriarchal structure of 
the Catholic Oiurch, all of the priests, bishop- and cardinals 
are i%n. What does this say about the society-religion 
relationship? Why has it not been actequately addressed in the 
literature?

To attend to answer these and other questions, it is 
iwcessary to move beyond the sociology of religion literature. 
The following section reviews theoretical and policy 
perspectives on women's subordination. This section focuses 
on the literature which has emerged in the area of gender and 
developMnt, with a particular focus on theory and practice 
which has emerged within wosœn's nwvegmnt in Latin America 
since the 1970's. Sqîb» attention has been given in the latter 
kxly of literature to woswx's participation in grass-roots 
%urch groins, but primarily as a amans of diffenntiating
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thaae groups from "feminist" groups. Analytical
concepts from gender and development in the context of wos»n's 
mov^mnt in Latin Aa»rica will then he vopined with 
analytical concepts frwt Maduro'a framework in the context of 
Latin American liberation theology in the final section of 
this chapter.

3.2 Women ead Social Cha&ga: ïowards aa lat^pcation of Fmiaist aad Graas-Boota Wooaa'a Praaia ia Latia America

As have seen. Ecclésial Base Cossminities, as
religiously-based social movements, began to emerge in Latin 
Aswrica in the 1960's and 1970's. This was in the context of 
both repressive military regimes (or nominal denwcracies) and 
the dependent position of Latin America within the world 
capitalist system. Women «rare (and continue to be) active 
participants in CEBs and other grass-roots organizations. 
During the same time periMl, explicitly feminist organizations 
also merged in Latin Aaærica.

What are the links between feminist praxis and women's 
organising? This section aims to explore these links and 
suggests, in keeping with a "gender and develo^sent* approach, 
that these links should be "foottom-up* rather than "top-dom." 
%at is, that wMwn organising in the popular sectors around
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a viéB variety of issues stand to beMfit frost the analysis of 
power dynamics in gender relationships which has evolved in 
the past thirty years of feminist movestent in Latin As»rica. 
The starting point in this process mist be, however, the lived 
experiences - including needs, priorities and aspirations - of 
women in the popular sectors rather than the imposition of 
feminist theories which, although stemming from feminist 
praxis, do not necessarily stem from the experiences of poor 
women. The experience of women in the popular sectors, in 
turn, is able to contribute towards the understanding of 
gender relations - and the way in which they intersect with 
class, race and underdevelopment - within wosæn's movement. 

This analysis will be formulated in three parts. The 
first outlines gender and ttevel^ment {GAD} as an approach to 
dsnnelopQB&nt f r ^  the stand^int of poor wommn in the Third 
World. This section includes an overview of ^ t h  "women in 
develop^nt" {WID} and "women and development" (WAD) 
approaches which proceed the « ^ r ^ n c e  of GAD (and continue 
now). The second section provittes an overview of women's 

movement in Latin Aiwrica since the 1970's. The final section 

seeks a fusion of the first two by examining the potential for 
introducing gender analysis into grass roots wood's groups 
from the stanc^int of the women who are iwmbers of these 
groups.

"mm, mm, om"
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Three distinct a^roaches, in terms of policy and prasis, 
can be tellneated which examine the condition and position of 
women in teveloping countries. The first, ttlD, Mas ins the 
preferred ̂ preach atwng moat governments and lending agencies 
and is ei^eckted in a "moctemization approach" to develog#ent. 
The second, NAD, originates in a Marxist framework for 
uzx^standing wtxnen'a egression and has been prevalent among 
many groups associated with the Left in Latin America. The 
third, GAD, although influence by socialist feminism, seeks 
to «tevelop a bottom-up strategy for the es^werment of poor 
women. The following section outlines in more detail each of 
these approaches.

"Women in Development"
In 1970, Ester Boserup published Women's Role in Economic 

Development. Eva Rathgeber sees the "Women in Development," 
or "WID* approach as having emerged out of Boserup's research. 
Rath^ber states that this research focused "scholarly 
attention on the sexual division of labour and the 
differential ii^act by gender of <tevelopment and modernization 
strategies." (1988:2). Beneria a Sen also state that 
Boserup's book represents a "c^nprehensive and pioneering 
effort to provi^ an overview of women's role in the 
develo^umt process* (1986;141).

Boserup argues that women were detrimentally affected by 
colonial agricultural policies aimed at r^lacing subsistence
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agricultural systems ("female farming systems*) with the
cultivation of coEmsercial crops for export> This was because
European extension agents i^ored the vital role played
in agriculture azxl focused on incorporating n%n into e^wrt
crop cultivation:^

% #  Sax^paaast asoastwoW to tb# mal* systeoa of tbairboa# ̂ tntriasr looted with littl# «jpapotl̂  w  tbis unfamiliar distritetica of tte workload batwete tb# Mxas and «mdaratamimbly, th# oooe^t of tte 'laay Afxioan mea* m #  fiaaly fixed in tb# mioib of tettiara a W  Mbdniatsatosa. Suri^aas «rtsnsion #g#ata in many parts of Africa tried to indue# tb# andar-ampl^^ mala viUagars to cultivât# «ammoMial crops for export to B a r ^  (Boa#M9,19?0:l9).
While Boserup* s work has been applauded as a pioneering 

exploration into the differential impact of development on tten 
and women, it has also been critiqued by feminist writers who 
feel Boserup's analysis is incCT^lete. Lourdes Beneria and 
Gita Sen (1986) for instance, critiqite Boserup's analysis 
based on three weaknesses: (1) the lack of an explicitly
outlined theoretical frac^vork, (2) the taking as a given the 
western, capitalist model of development, and (3) the lack of 
analysis of the role of women in reproduction.

Boserup does not explicitly state a theoretical framework

^BCMxr^'s work is based on zeseazeb on weasn and s«Aeistw»# agxicultax# is Africa. She pointa out tte different roles wcmas a W  m m  ted in agricultural prodsctios prior to European colonisaticm, Is many parts of Africa, mom were responsible for tb# f#li^% of trees (is systems of shifting cultivation), buntii^ aid warfare (1970*10). Nosm war# rsspoQsibl# for tte tasks directly related to food pro&ietion, iwludiog: removal ami temii^ of f#llte trew* sowing or planting in tb# atees; weeding harvesting th# cr^; and carxyii^ in tte cr^ for storag# or tesstsB^ion (p. 17). This cMsesants a system of femate farming who» tte fieldrôrk is don# exclusively bjf iwaaa. &te also distit^uiates f«gml# farming systems where s m  telp with tte field wote, as well as male farming syst«as, idiere tte fteld work is undertaken predoadnantly by am. She asMciates tte latter with agsimltacal systems wtbieb use a bigtev level of agrieulturel technology (for esasple, tte use of tte piwr versus tte boo), ate focuses cm Asia as an exaqple of this.
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that fon» t W  basis of her research. Beneria and Sen argue, 
homvar, that her assui^tlons are embecWed within the 
frai»work of neo-classical economics. This can be seen, for 
instance, in her focus on individual values, biases and 
preferences (of Suro^an extension agents) as causal factors 
rather than an analysis of systemic forces of capital 
accumulation which "influence the labour market and the 
process of wage formation** (Beneria & Sen, 1986:14).

Boserup'8 conclusion that women are marginalised in the 
process of economic developBwnt does not lead to an overall 
critique of this process, but rather to a call for changes in 
policy to redress this problem and allow for women to 
participate more fully in the mofternization process. Thus, 
the underlying assusq>tion is that "modernization is both 
beneficial and inevitable in the s;%cific form it has taken in 
most Third World countries" (p.145). Boserup's analysis is 
limited to wasen's role in production - subsistence 
agricultural production. She does not examine the connection 
between woman's work as fanners and their role in 
r^roduction, for instance within the domestic sphere.

Women's Role in Economic l^velocroent was part of a 
growing body of literature on $wn»n in the development process 
which began to emerge in the 1970's which focused on 
"intégrâtir%g waaen into ^velopment. " This perspective has 
CM» to be known as the "Wogwn in Devel^ment" approach. This 
term was first used by the women's committee of the
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Washington, D.c. chapter of the Society for International 
l^velO|»Bent (Rathgeber, 1964:2}. %ree distinct policy 
aj^raaches within WIO have e ^ r ^ d  since the 1970'a: Equity, 
Anti-Poverty and Efficiency. Each of these will te reviemd 
briefly before passing on to a discussion of Marxist 
a^roaches to "wmz^n and develo|XKnt. *

fto m#si^ Approach
This approach is rooted in liberal feminist assua^ions 

about women's condition and position in society, and in a 
belief that "the necessary legal and administrative changes 
would ensure that w^en had equal access to work and to its 
economic rewards (Jacquette,1962:271). One of the first aid 
organizations to adopt an Equity approach was USAID, through 
an amendoent to Section 113 of the US Foreign Assistance Act, 
the "Percy Amendment." This section stated that bilateral 
assistance be administered "so as to give particular attention 
to those programs, projects, and activities which tend to 
integrate women into the national economies of developing 
countries" (USAID,nd:2).

Although this approach calls for tte active participation 
Of woa»n in tevelopment, as well as for certain structural 
changes, it does not recognize the need for teeper structural 
transformation, partlailarly with respect to class 
distinctions and the international organization of promotion. 
Thus, the Equity J^roach focuses solely on tte relationship
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tMttraea «os»n sud smn. In addition, this aj^roach has tended 
to be elaborated by first world feminists, thus representing 
a •top-down" pers^ctive.

Th# AatA-Poraxty Approach
% e  realization in the early 1970's that the benefits of 

econ^lc growth and "modernization" were not reaching the poor 
led to the es»rgence of the Basic Needs ^>proach (BNA) to 
development. The BNA called for a "straight relationship 
between development strategy and elimination of poverty rather 
than waiting for tta 'trickling down' effects of growth" 
(Hettne, 1990:16?}. This approach was adopted by several 
ihiited Nations agencies. The ILO, for instance, focused on 
es^loyment creation, while the World Bank called for 
"redistribution with growth." (p.168). The anti-poverty 
aproach grew out of the basic needs approach in that low- 
Incoa» wos»n were i<tentified as a "target" group. it was 
thought that increasing the "productivity and income of women 
in the lowest incoa» houses" would "promote economic growth" 
i^ivnic, 1982:16). Thus, woamn's subordinate position was 
seen primarily in terms of their poverty, rather than in terms 
of their status vis-A-vis % n  (Moser, 1989).

Although this aproach represented an acknow 1 edgement 
that "trickle ctown" ««s not working, at the level of macro- 
ec^wmie (kcision making, very little in fact changed. As Sen 
and Grown have pinted out, the "methodology adopted for the
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new liaes marked little change fr«B tl» {ktorld} Bank* a
established support of comnercialimation and market 
integration and expansion (19B7:36).

Thm BWcdernsy ̂ Mpreaeh
This is the most recent approach to wœsen in development.

It emerged in the IWO's with the isgwsition of structural
adjustmsnt progr^m^s, primarily by the International Monetary
Fund and World Bankf as a means for debtor nations in the
Third World to address balance of payments problems. The
objective of structural adjustment programma is to
restructure national economies by reducing the role of the
state (privatisation and cut-backs in social spending) and
promoting export-led growth and trade and price
liberalisation. These policies are designed to create greater
"efficiency" by allowing the market to <^rate free from
government intervention. One of the areas in which the
efficiency ap>roach relies on wwaen is in providing social
services that are reduced or eliminated as a result of
decreases in state spending:

With th# ij»z#«fli]^ly io^^aat# atat# p»vi#ion o£ boosing 
and basic s#rvic#s such as water and l^ltb, ic is wm#a W*o 
not OTly suffer most, bat also who are foreW to take 
responsibility for the allocation of limited rwourow to ensnre t W  survival of tlwir boesebolds pe»ser, 1989:1891).
The efficiency approach relies on women "stretching" 

their time. For instance^ have primary resp<msibility
for child-care, and so will spmid more ti%% with sick children
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(rather than having th^ go to a doctor or hôpital); vo^n 
tend to he reeponeihle for providing meala and so will perhaps 
s^nd longer gatïMring fuel and water or preparing less 
expensive aaals and wosmn are responsible for the education of 
their children and so will take on extra work to pay for 
school hooks or quotas, in aom cases, wos^n and girls will 
also eat less than Iwys and imn within the family, and boys 
will be given preference over girls for education. This 
represents a shift in the provision of social services from 
the paid economy (the state) to the unpaid economy (women's 
"volunteer" work). The efficiency approach does not question 
the engendered division of labour in productive and 
reproductif tasks. In fact, "efficiency" results in longer 
working days for women rather than a decrease in their already 
overextended responsibilities. Also, woawn are often hardest 
hit with lay-offs which are the result of government cutbacks 
tecause they tend to W  over-represented in the so-called 
"helping professions" such as teaming, health care and child 
care. The main focus of this approach is not poverty per se, 
but "(tevelc^ment,” as ctefined by institutions such as the IMF 
and World Bank.

All of the policy a^roacbes within the WID framework 
fall within the modernisation paradis. Whether the focus is 
on women's subordination relatif to men (equity), improving 
the condition of poor women by focusing on their prWuctive 
roles (anti-poverty), or focusing on the development process
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itMlf and seaing vomn in tarsa of tbair "dalii^ry capacity” 
to pcovieto aociaX aarvicaa (efficim&cy), noiw of 
approaches acknowledges the existence of conflict rooted in 
class struggles or the position of Third world nations within 
the global capitalist syst^. Nona of thMi recognizes# for 
instance, the contributions of dependency theory or Marxist 
analysis (Rathgeber, 1988:6). As such, they do not 
fundamentally question tl» scKtemisation process. 
Furthermore, the WID abroach overlooks the Influence and 
iryact of the intersection of race, class and gender and does 
not challenge the basic social relations of gender or 
recognize the relations of exploitation among women (p.6).

"Women end Peweioyent,"
The Women and Developnent approach (WAD) has its 

theoretical roots in Marxism and Marxist feminism. A Marxist 
analysis of wos»n's subordination has some elegants in comion 
with the WID abroach in that it focuses on women* s productive 
roles. The unttorstending of these roles, howver, is based on 
an analysis of the process of ce^ital accumulation and class 
antagonism rather than on the influence of technology (in the 
case of Bosemp's analysis) and on ways of increasing woamn* s 
productive capacity (anti-poverty, efficiency) within the 
context of ci^italist s»<Wmi%ation processes;

% #  first eiws satagMise which ̂ pssca in hiatezy Miaeidsa 
with th# dwelopesat of th# satagonim ftwssn man end wommn is ewirgsaiaa mmrriago, aad the fine class ogprsssion with that Of t W  female sex by the male. (Ci^ls in TwJwr, ed.,
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tttrsists, and early larxiats in particular, relied 
beavily on the analysis put forth by Friedrich Engels in his 
^nograph, "The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and 
the State," Engels argued that the root of women's 
subordination can be found in the shift from communal to 
private property, and the shift from subsistence to surplus 
agricultural economies. In this process, m»n acquired greater 
control o^r won^n because men had greater control over 
"domestic animals and land under settled farming conditions, 
(Jacquette, 1982,273), The creation of surplus involved a 
change from production for use to production for exchange, in 
which men controlled the latter through the marketing of 
livestock and crops and women becas% primarily responsible for 
production for use. Men, in order to control their 
accwBulatlng wealth, had to be able to identify their heirs, 
and hence coamunal, matrilineal systems of social organization 
were replaced with family relations based on monogamy and 
social relations based on private pr^erty under capitalism 
(Maguire, 1984:29).

Conttti^racy f^rxists have built on this analysis, 
fwusing on woawn's relation to the means of production under 
industrial capital i«a. They argue that the above 
relationship beeaM more deeply witren^ed as factory 
proAiction further seprated production for use (reproductive 
work within the home) from production for exchange (wage
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labour outsida tha hMaa) <M^uira, 1984:29). Tbia sanrad the 
profit interests if the capitalist class î»cause "the role 
played by women as unpaid family workers and in reproducing 
the labour force” made it possible to "pay workers less than 
subsistence, and thus to increase capital accumulation" 
(Jacquette, 1982:274). Also, woirauî s productive labour 
outside the home was subject to even lower wages than men's 
because their labour force participation was seen as being 
secondary to their "primary" role within the domestic sphere 
as wives and mothers.

Marxist feminists, while still analyzing women's 
subordination within the context of capitalism, place greater 
emphasis on "women's and men's separate relationship to the 
means of production" (Maguire, 1984:30), They have argued that 
early and contemporary Marxists have paid insufficient 
attention to domestic work, and call for the use of the 
concept of productive doa^stic labour as well as productive 
wage labour (p. 30.

Marxists have argued that the key to women's emancipation 
is their incorporation into the paid labour force accompanied 
by the socialization of domestic tasks such as chi)'' care. 
The principal critique of early, contemporary and feminist 
Marxists is that they continue to explore ^nder relations 
exclusively within the context of class relations and do not 
engage in an analysis of patriarchy.

The "woman and development" abroach has bad little
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iB^ct on planning and policy-making in non-aocialiat 
countries. As was outlined above, most of the policy
a^roaches to women within mainstream deveIo{^nt institutions 
and agencies have been within the framework of modernization 
theory. The HAD approach has had a significant impact, 
however, within both left-wing political parties and social 
movetmnts in Latin As^rica, a point which will be returned to 
below.

"gender aa^ Development"
Several authors (Jacquette, 1962; Maguire, 1984; 

Rathgeber, 1988) attribute the theoretical roots of the 
•Gender and Development" approach to development to socialist 
feminism:

lOftO] ... fiWa its theoretical toots in socialist fœsinisro 
and has bridged the gap left by moctomixation theorists, 
linking the relations of production to the relations of 
r^reducti'fs and taking into account all aspects of women's 
lives (Rathgeber, 1988:10}.
Within a socialist feminist framework, a Marxist class 

analysis and a feminist analysis of gender were fused to form 
a critigie cf "capitalist patriarchy" (Eisenstein,1978). 
According to Eisenstein, "many socialist feminists were 
radical feminists first (p.35). Other authors attribute the 
emergence of socialist feminism "in part as an attempt to deal 
with the "unha^y marriage" of Marxism and feminism" (Maguire, 
1984:31). Whatever the precise theoretical trajectory of 
socialist fmsinism, the main point in its original analysis
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was Che need to examine the intersection of class and ̂ nder, 
thus identifying "the social construction of production and 
reproduction as the basis of v9men*9 oj^ression 
(Rathgeber, 1988:10).

On the other hand, other authors stress the origins of 
the GM> approach in Third World woamn's movement. Caroline 
Moser's for instance, ctefines GAD as the "Empowerment 
Approach," stating:

The origins of the «spowercwnt e^roed* are derived lass from 
th# research of First World wœen, asd more fr«o the enargeat 
feminist writings and grass-roots organisation experience of 
Third World wmneo CtPser, 1989:1815).
In "T%fo Halves Make a ffoole: Balancing Gender Illations 

in Development," a training manual for gender and development 
education, the authors state that GAD has its origins in both

Third World wasen's learoiî  fcAs efforts made to integrate 
them into mainstream development aod the grwfing efforts of 
wQBMi from both Worth aod South to develop alternative 
analysis aod actions. (CCIC et al.,1991:12).
There is not a clear consensus in the literature as to 

the origins of (SAD, which makes the task of outlining the 
essential elements of this approach that much more difficult. 
Broadly speaking, however, by focusing on gender rather than 
woiMn, this approach recognizes the need to examine the social 
construction of gender relations, rather than looking in 
isolation at particular roles women have. There is also the 
recognition that gender relations and identities are not 
static, but vary culturally and ovms time i^IC et al., 
1991:16).

Several analytical concepts are used within socialist
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which arc uaaful in trying to understand the 
matrix" of woswn's lives. Tlwse inclutte the 

following: production, reproduction and community managing; 
the private versus tlm public sphere and practical ^nder 
needs versus strategic gender interest. The following 
paragrai^ outline each of these concepts before exploring the 
question of strategies for the ^q>owerment of poor woiœn 
within a socialist feminist/GAD approach.

Productive work is defined as either labour related to 
subsistence agricultural production, or labour which has an 
exchange value, such as remmerated work within the formal or 
informal labour force.'

{productive work refers to both the biological and 
social reproduction of society. Biological reproduction 
refers to pregnancy, child-birth and lactation. Social 
reproduction involves both dosœstic tasks such as cooking, 
cleaning and washing and activities Involving the provision of 
services such as education and health care as well as 
emotional and psychological sup^rt for manbers of society

* This dtfinitio differs, for iaetmoa, from that given by Marie Hiaa 
in her lfB2 article, "%e Dynaaics of the Seaoal Diviaion of Labour and 
iMegsatioe of Rural Wotn into the World Market.* In tbia article, sbe 
ësgmt» that productive ha* bem defined too narrowly aa being
laboer whi^ prodwaa sarplua valM; Mparatioo fro# a ^  t W  **?er-
impoaitioa of surplua-produclog labour over life-produeii^ l^osr ia an 
abstraction that iMd* to the fact that woawit aad their work are beiiq 
'd^ijMd into ottttse'* (Mea, 1S82:4|, S«m, sabaist««e pro&œtiM, as 
well as the "proAtetiem of life,” should also be considered productive 
labwr. this tWaia, however, the "proAictios of life* is emsidered 
reproductive labour.
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(Brydon i 1989:10).’
Community managing work incluttes woamo's participation in 

commnal kitchens, public health cai^aigns, community-based 
incoa» generation projects and other projects such as forming 
child-care centres or obtaining essential services (water, 
sewerage, electricity). As we have seen, certain develojra^nt 
policies, such as the "efficiency «approach, " rely on women's 
contribution in the Meeting of these coamunity needs. 
Caroline Moser argues that women take on these 
responsibilities "within their gender-ascribed role of wives 
and mothers* (1989; 1801). Thus, cosmmnity managing work can 
be seen as an extension of women's roles in social 
reproduction. An indication of this is that, while wonæn are 
most often "community managers," men tend to be community 
leaders (p.1801).

Although many w<>ŝ n work outsi<te tl^ h<m^, the attitude 
persists that "women's place is in the private sphere of home 
aiui family, and sæn's, the public realm of workplace and 

politics* (NACIA, 1993:16). Much of the work of social 
reproduction is carried out within the private sphere.

* S c y ito a  t Oiant in fact diatinguisb between "ph^ieal xaprodactioe," 
which tiwy ses as enco^xaaaing Carnatic tasks such as eoo^ii^ cleaning and 
waahing, and *^elal r^rodwtl^" «Alch they mem aa emwepaaai^ the 
previa Ion of servira eo^ioaal payshologh»! at̂ port (1989:10). 
Caroline HoMr, in diatingoWdmg between prodaetive and r^irodiKtlve 
Ĥ rfc, does differentiate the latter, t»t sees it as encoqpaeeii^ 
*^ildbearii^ aod rearing se^oesibilitiM ... repaired to guaxai^ee the 
maintenance and prodiKtion of the labour force" (1989:1801). The "middle 
ground" has bem a&^ed here of differwstiatisg wly th^w reproductive 
activities which are biologically determined from those idiieh are socially 
determinW.
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involvmimaz la ccmmmity development, although carried
out in the public sphere, often comes out of an extension of
wmwn's household roles. Thus, while cosmtunity managing work
is m^ilizing *»oi%n at the grass-roots level, it does not
represent a complete shift from the private to the public
sphere or a con^lete transformation of gencter roles in which
wsmn are predominately responsible for social reproduction
and w n  for promotion.

GAD calls for a critical examination of women's roles in
production, reproduction and coamunity managing in order to
reduce women's work and to provide a starting point for the
restructuring of the relations of gender, class and race.
Thus, the GAD approach recognizes that, with the exception of
biological reproduction, men's and women's roles in production
and reproduction are socially rather than biologically
constructed and therefore can be "reconstructed."

A distinction is also nacte within the GAD approach
betwMh practical gender needs and strategic gender interests.
The concept of practical and strategic interests was first
articulated by Maxine Molyneux in her analysis of women and
the Sandinista Revolution:

stratégie interests are derived in the first instance 
dadttctlveiy, that is, from the analysis of women' a 
ssberdiaatieo and frem the formdatiw of an altert»tive, more 
satisfactory Mt of arrangansets to thor* which exist ... 
Practical gcf^ar interests are given inthtetlvely a ^  arise 
frets the CMcate e^iditiosa of woman's positioni^ within tte geteer division of labour ... ttesa are focawlated by tte 
woman who are tJmaelves within theM positions ratter than through external intervention Wolyneox, 1985:232-3).
Part of the critique of the WID approach stems from the
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réalisation that most WID programma are atklreasing wofmn's 
practical needs, but ignoring their strategic interests. In 
fact, meeting practical needs may in some cases contradict 
strategic interests. For instance, micro-enterprise projects 
may meet women's practical needs by providing a source of 
inc<^. If they are based on "traditional" wmwn's skills 
such as sewing and cooking, however, they may be reinforcing 
a division of labour based on ^nder (Moser, 1989; 1804). In 
addition, micro-enterprise programaes are often reformist in 
nature, designed to discourage people from organizing to fight 
against unjust econ^ic relations which force people into the 
informal economy or into relying on micro-enterprise 
initiatives. On the other hand, projects which focus on "non- 
traditional* occupations, or which offer skills training in 
trades normally consictered to be "men's work," begin to 
challenge the division of labour based on gender which assusœs 
certain roles to be "natural" for both women and men.

Another key el^tent of GAD is the strategies adopted to 
restructure unequal relations of gender, class and race. In 
Moser's articulation of the Bi^powennent j^roach, for 
instance, tl%re is an «sphasis on "bottom-i^ strategies" to 
"raise wa%n' s consciousness to challen^ their subordination" 
which co^s out of the recognition that "... strategies will 
not be implemented without the suatai^d and systematic 
efforts by wommn's organizations and like-minded groups 
(Moser,1969:1816).
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This strategy rec^nlzes that there are many different 
types of em^n's organizations and that "... fmainism cannot 
be based on a rigid concept of universality that negates the 
wide variation in women'a experience* (Sen & Grown, 198?:IS). 
This statmaent is at odds with the above assertion that GAD 
has its roots in socialist feminism. The latter could only be 
oM^letely true if all Third world researchers, policy-makers, 
activists and smmAers of wosæn's organizations wre socialist 
feminists. This is not to deny the inqwrtant contributions of 
socialist feminism. % e  sizzle equation of socialist feminism 
with Gender and Development, however, c^s not hold true when 
taking strategies and methcxis into consicteration. Many Third 
World women's organizations are in fact not feminist although 
they are organizing around and acting upon a wide variety of 
issues and concerns which affect woaen's lives. As the 
following section shows, this is the case within women's 
movement in Latin America. The e^Aasis on a bottom-up 
ai^roach which t^ins with woman's e>q>eriences, however, 
provides the ^ssibility of incorporating an engendered 
analysis of »%%mn's lives into the existing praxis of 
grass-roots %«omen's groves.

Weaiin's Movement is Latin America
Although feminiæa as a specific political force has only 

eser^d in Latin America in the past thirty years or so, women
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bav8 bWA active in Latin Aa^rican atmgglea for canturiea. 
During ti» twntieth century, many w@nan becas» involved in 
transforaatory struggles in Latin America through political 
parties and/or social movMwnts. These parties and social 
movesœnts have included struggles for human rights as veil as 
against ethnic and racial discrimination. In many countries 
in the region, struggles of national liberation have l%en a 
major axis of mobilization. As in the Nicaraguan case, these 
struggles have been against both domination by local elites 
(who controlled the state apparatus, including the military) 
and external domination, often in the form of U.S. 
ia^rialism.

Ttm 'Itoaxiat trAUtioa" in iatia America
In a<Wition to the endogenous emergence of dependency 

theory in Latin Ai^rican, much of the analysis of the Latin 
American reality in the post-World War II period among the 
Left has drawn from Marxist theory." This had led to an 
analysis of wo«%n's subordination which, in keeping with a MAD

'* See Latin AMrican and Cari^ean Noom'* CoUeetive (1983) for a 
discuasigai of woman who hava be» involve ^  dlffexent Latin Aaariean atrw»l#a, for asanyla in tha wars of iodapendwiee gainst Spanish colonialiaa.

O^andanw tha^iata for the moat part overloebad the tramas 
qoesti»* in ttrair origisal aealysi* of tlw integration of fhird #Mrid 
e»atriea into tha global o^italiat ayatem m  osegeel tame. Subaay aat asalyaia has breWaawd tha d^tm^saoy position to m o  the "margins liaation 
of traama" as "an art rams and tailing aaaapla of the me^lnaliaation of tlM 
periphery" (Jaeqnette, 198?:273).
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êppto^çht is based en en scenmmically deteminisCic Mid class- 
based analysis.

Many revolutionary political parties focused on 
"inco^nporating wosen into production" as a means to wotM>n's 
emancipation. As we shall see in the following chapter, the 
Sandinista National Liberation Front in Nicaragua was no 
exception to this, and saw "wain's interests" as Wing 
"pr<moted principally through the Wfense and consolidation of 
the Revolution* CFSLN, 1987). Despite the claims of many men 
within the Left that feminism was a divisive ideology 
originating frtmi middle class sectors in northern in^rialist 
countries, many women now identified as feminist began as 
activists within left-wing political parties and developwd a 
feminist analysis precisely Wcause of the sexism and male- 
dfflsination, including the "parties* consistent sacrifice of 
women's issues for other matters deemed more salient to 
transforming society" within the Left itself (Butler Flora, 
1984:74).M

In 1981, in BogotA, Columbia, for instance, the first of

" aitbo^i has denloped In Latin Saarlca within the context
of the owoem* of Latin Sear lean women, this has not bean a
Moelataly af^ogwiooa pcooaaa. Feainlam in Latin America has been
iaflMBoed by woean*a aovuaet in otter parts of the world. This has
inolWad "tte aspoawt# to fawiniee ate woman's o^aaixations that Latin 
Aaarioaa woman got while in axila, and «cehai^as with Worth American ate 
ter^eaa fawtnl m? throo^ solidarity movements* (Stolts Chitehills, 
1993tl7). This dfotads is oai^w to feminism. Mb have seen, for 
instance, tte inflcetee of Nmrais# - originally a Snropete frtework of 
analysis - with^ tte Latin American Left. % e  point is that 
"eaAernal" teslj^es are ote meehanioally transp^^ to tte Latin America 
^ mtemt bte are itecrpwated teew ̂ prteciate. As m e  Micara^ao woman 
eosnmnted: "itednist teeory is lite a tal^tena - we om it if it is
^«vwtitet to Its, don't if it doem't mtet oor teote* (1992 Heatir^
with JMXUIB r^resetestive, c s te li) .
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six regional fœnlnist oonferen^S/ or was b#ld.
The main "axis of discussions" in the swetings at Bogotà was
w^Mn's dotdale militancy and "th* historical conflict with the
male Left" (Stemhach et al., 1992:405). During the early
years of the frainist sowes»nt, this "legacy of the laft ...
led early fMdnista to privil^e class over gemter struggles*
{p.401). Gradually, a Itorxist analysis of class antagonij^
was fused with an uncterstanding of patriarchy and gender
subordination.*’ the ewalysis which has emerged is in
keeping with socialist feminist and geWer and <Wvelopment
approaches outlined above. Latin Asmrican socialist feminists
attesyted to:

ayothwi*# tha contradict loss between olaaa # W  sex, betwMn 
production and r^ro«6«tlon, and betweM  public
private Malms (ftttler Flora, 1984:71).
The distinction between the public and private sphere has 

also been made in terms of the connection between militarism 
and patriarchy. Feminists argued that military policies were 
rooted, not just in cultural or economic determinants, but in 
"the authoritarian foundations of patriarchal relations in the 
so-called private sphere: the family, male-f^ale relations, 
and the sexual oppression of w<xi*n" (Stembach et al.,

" «nalysla of rao# w«# for tht nost part lacking in t W  original 
eoBcaptaaiisatiffii of socialist fwiniai a W  eoetls^s to be inadegwtely 
addressed, altbo^» aoma writer# bave expanded the eeelaliet feadaiet 
aaalyais to iaelwie as aaalyeie of race relatione. Seoauee of their 
partleipatim is anti-Ieperiali#t atruegles, and a^iwt r^ceaaive Latin 
hmiievi states, socialist feminists M  Latin âmerica also acknowledged tte seed to examine dependency M d  imdexdeveltfsaest. Soeialiet femisiem, 
thus, "... is growing to cen^ine of^rstai^i^ of the connections as well 
as omtradictions of ̂ sdes, olaas, Moe and uWerdevelopssmt Wsguire, 
1984:31).
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lM2î3»?-8).“
Although it is difficult to follow the precise trajectory 

of thinking, it would «{^sr that in this din^nsion - an 
analysis of sexuality and violence - socialist feminism 
incorporates certain aspects of what has been categorized as 
"radical fadnist” thought. In contrast to Marxists who 
ophasized class antagonisms uncter capitalism as causal 
factors in egression, radical feminists have
«Resized patriarchy, or "men's striving for domination and 
power over women* as the "primary motivating force of history" 
(Maguire, 1984:26).!* The second Latin American Feminist 
JBhcuentro, held in Lima, Peru in 1983, reflected this move

" ammda Pinada, # wsaas «S» was activa in thm atruçgl*aaainat Um Seaosa regies aw* iatsr bscw* dirsetox of ANNLAS, tha WieaxagMn WnaM's Aasociatios, bas told tlw story of how, aftor being impriawwd By tbs Satimwl Ovard, sW was raped ssvsntssn timss in three days (Tams# in SeJt c Jain, 1987:33-4}. %is ̂ mamic is of course mot new. Carolyn Lehmann wtss, for iflstaaes, that cteriî  tbs colonial sra in Latin ftBsrieao tbs "Spanish soldier's booty <teriî  colonisation consisted in hia rigte to sewally use all the Indian Isie] women in bis territory" (Lehmann, 1994:11). R* r^e of woami duriJtg war is not a "by-pro&Kt" of 
violent ̂ mflict, but a particular form of polit real repression. See also ^mfixlea and Murgoialday, Waierea imli<»nas aver v hov. 1993:128.

" There are at least two stree» of tboi^t within radical fmainims. 
Miile both fMue on an analysis of patriarchy, ow aooa relations between 
men and women as socially dstsrmijMd, and incorporates elmssnts of Ksrixst 
a W  Marxist feminist analysis, M w  otl*r sees male-female differences as 
being, at ^est to aoam extwt, biologically determined. (Douglas, 1990:43). Susan Brwwmiller, in bar analysis of rape, for instance, 
asserts that: "Man's discovery that bis ̂ nitalia could serve as a we^on 
to gmerate fear mwt as one of the most important disco^ries of 
prÂistoric times, along with tbs s m  of fire a W  the first crude etc:* 
axe" (ftrotexiiller, 1979:5). an extensive exsaij»tien of this dAate
is beyMd tlm scope of this thesis, the important point is that, while 
socislist feminiM foeuMS on the social cwstructi^ of relations of 
productif and r̂ rodw ti» and thus rejwts biolcgicalty deterministic 
axgusmnts, it bas gaiMd %lMble insists from r^ieal feminist analysis 
W w A  focBMS m  the cwstruction of sexuality ai^ male-feamle 
rdatioashipe umier patriarchy,
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towards &n inclusion of "patriarchy and ^ndar raiationa."'*
ikon's )Mv#s%nt in Latin AiMrica continued to grow

throughout the 1980's to reflect a shift away from its
exclusif associatif with the l^ft and, in conjunction with
this, the pluralism which exists among Latin ,^erican ww*n.
As the doctBMnt fr*m tlm 1990 Regional fmiinist Sncvantrc in
Argentina states, this growth in the mo^m^nt:

!»• totwted m) seeial diffaxw&eM, *Aieh has breaght isto via# 
ai^ into mir tlw^ta, slowly bat with uagueati^Mbla 
strangtb, tha xaality of poor of w o b m , of
blaeh tosaa; eolowrisg tha mowMSmt with tha miltl-oultural 
and milti-athaic charaetaristios of tt» eontinaoc (ISIS 
lotematiooal, 1990:29).
This <h2cus»nts also notes that the "diversity in dealing 

with the feminist perspective" is "conflictive and complex" 
(p.20-1). The next section examines one of the copies 
aspects of wood's moveiwnt in Latin America. That is, how to 
introduce ^nder analysis into "non-feminist" women's groups 
without assuming certain groups of women who are involved in 
f^inist praxis have "the answers" which must then be 
communicated to %f@wn frwn the popular sectors who are 
"uninitiated" into feminism.

"ffiraM-'jreots" or "Pppster" fltaMaa's eayaaieatisme
As has been pointed ft, most Latin Aa^rican wo^n who

" tba Idea «ucuMCre hi^slXghted two kty aapaot# of ifomam'a meeeeent 
in Latin tmsicn. On tha poaitira aide, fot the first thee "tlwre nm a 
public M M O M a  to tw Saaanda of Iw b iana chat their pr###*a within 
Latin taarioan faaUsim ha raeo^daad* (Stendmeh at al., 1992:412). Cm 
tha aagativa aida, ttmm was criticise of tha lack of apaca in tha 
m^totro "to canfr^ raeiae” (pp.412-13). Seth of thw# iaawaa 
cmtimiad to ha addraaaad in anbMqo«:t Mcowtrea.
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mre mctiv# in a variety of mov^œnte, including
organizing around and acting upon issues and concerns which 
affect w«»n*a lives, do not define themselves as feminist. 
Stembach et al., for instance, distinguish feminists groups 
which «nergad from the Marxist tradition in the Left (and 
initially saw themselves a the "vanguard* of the women's 
mov«mot} from working-class wosmn's groups, often "under the 
tutelage of the catholic Church and the male left* which 
"forsmd at the neighbourhood level to provide the basic 
necessities of life* (1992:401). in addition to feminist 
groups and groups organizing for basic needs, Rosa cahadell 
ictentifies two other types of women's groups; those organizing 
around human rights issues, and those fighting against ethnic 
discrimination (unpublished,n.d.)

Human rights organizations have emerged in many countries 
within the context of military dictatorships. Some of 
these organizations have been formed specifically by women, 
usually in their position of mothers or wives of the

" Xn Edition, wo— n'a gcou^ also aaist lAioh at# politically 
eoacaivativ#. SI PodWr iniae (&F) in Chil# is on# auch #«— pie. Btr 
(Nminin# Power), was a w— 'a qtovp, eoaprised mostly ot members of the 
Chilean boar^olaie, tddch organised de— net rat ions a^inst the left- 
leaning tmi— i V— ulat gn— r— e of Salvage AlieWe. zrr, although a 
weaas's orgeni— ti— , "wa# scarcely a feminist organisation given that It 
glorified — ohis— , t W  existing — al division of labour, and the 
nuclear family* (Saneris & S— , 19ft3:lS3). Aceiân Faminiat* n— inicana 
{AIU ot OosdaleaA feminist Action) is another example of an organisation 

débité its o— e, supported the intonate of the dominant clas— s 
- first the Trujillo dietator^ip then t W  ^vemmsnt of Joaquin 
#el#go#r. (— tier Flora, 1984;t3-4).

" CCemui (Coamitt—  of t W  Relatives of Political Prisoners, the 
Aaaaaai— ted and the ds^yeapKHiarienela Os tela Villas) in Zl Salvador 
end ffltti Qfutuel Support droi^) in (hiateMla, for insta— e.
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^disappeared* or assassinated. The ttotlHire of the "Plasa de
Mayo" in Argentina, cmiADRES (Committee of Mothers of 
Assassinated, Imprisoned and Disa^>eared as Political 
Prisoners) in El Salvador, C0HAVX(3UA (National Council of 
Guatemalan Widows) and the Mothers of the Heroes and Martyrs 
in Nicaragua are some examples. According to Cafiadell, these 
women have been the first to denounce the violation of human 
rights and constitute an iagwrtant nucleus from which to 
denounce military repression.

Many black and indigenous women aj% involved in struggles 
against racial and ethnic discrimination. The awarding of 
the 1992 Nobel Peace Prize to R.lgcberta Menchû, a Quiche from 
Guatemala whose parents were both killed by the military and 
who has been a strong activist for indigenous rights, is an 
indication of both the severity of the repression faced by 
indigenous peoples and the strength and determination present 
in their stru^les. Some indigenous women have pointed out 
the difficulty of including their "specific situation as 
wo!%n" in their organizing. Many indigenous organizations, 
they say, are led by men who do not see the situation of women 
as being substantially different from that of the rest of the 
community (Hernanctez & Murguialday, 1993:132). On the other 
hand, indigenous women have often not seen their particular 
struggles reflected within feminist movements. During the 
1975 conference in Mexico City to mark the beginning of the 
United Nations Decade on Women, for instance, Domitila
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Chângara, an indigenous woman from Bolivia, stated that; 
"fwiiniam has nothing to do with us indigenous wo^n" .

W(^»n in Latin America are no exception to the 
disproportionate representsion of women as "community 
managers” organizing around basic needs. Particularly in the 
1960's and 1990'ŝ  with the "debt crisis" and imposition of 
neo-liberal policy reforms, woiiwn have been the backbone of 
many community survival strategies:

In keying with tl»ic socially sscribed cesponslbilities as wives, mothers and ourtazecs of family and eowmnity, wwasn have taken tite leW in tl» day-to-day resistance strategies of Latin America's popular classes. In every country in the region, î bsq have participated disproportionately in movements to secure better urban services, to protest the rising cost of living, aj%i to secure health care and education for their children (StenU»ek et al., 1992:401}.
While women's organizing at the community level may 

represent a "resistance strategy," it may also be in keeping 
with the "efficiency approach" as outlined above, particularly 
when these strategies do not incorporate attempts to challenge 
national and international economic policies. As Caroline 
Moser has pointed out, these activities can also be seen as an 
extension of women's roles within the private, or domestic 
sphere in social reproduction. The shift from the private to 
the public sphere does not necessarily challenge existing 
gender roles. Thus, while aid agencies may applaud women's 
"participation” in developswnt, these initiatives may in fact 
be reinforcing both wotoo's traditional roles and macro- 
economic policies wfai^ are embedded within a neo-liberal 
modernization framework.
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There is, however, usually "oï^ortunlty in crisis" in 
that tangible benefits can arise fr^ these efforts. In 
addition to the benefits to family and cmmunlty members and 
possible challenges to the prevailing economic order, 
participation in these organizations may also provide the 
opportunity for the ttevelopn^nt of leadership and 
organizational skills for women. In addition, these groups, 
while initially organizing around "practical" community needs, 
may provide organizational and networking space within which 
gender-specific issues can be addressed.

wofl»n's participation in CEBs is another exai^le of 
women's organizing at the grass-roots level which has not had 
an explicit gender analysis. The CEB activities may include 
any one - or a combination - of the three activities outlined 
above: human rights, ethnic and racial discrimination, and 
basic needs/survival strategies. The C^s in Nicaragua 
focused on human righs violations in the 1970's as a result of 
the escalation of the repression of the Somoza dictatorship. 
They have also been involved in meeting community needs 
through specific projects or by making demands on the 
governa»nt (against rising transportation costs for exae^le). 
During the 1980's, the CEBs participated in projects organized 
by the Sandinista govern^nt.

Women's movement in Latin itoerica has been influenced by, 
or embedded in, the various approaches to iwa%n in the 
development process which have been outlined. Feminist
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movement m&erged to a large extent within a WAD ai^roach due 
to the influence of Marxism and has been moving toward a GAD 
approach which is influenced by a broa(ter range of feminist 
theory, in particular socialist feminism. Feminism has also 
eB»rged in many Latin Asærican countries in the context of the 
transition to democracy (Jacquette, 1991}. The political and 
economic context of tlw 1980's and 1990's - of modernization 
and the iiqposition of neo-liberal macro-economic reforms - has 
however, r»ant that women's movement is continually challenged 
by the need to be part of organizing efforts within the 
popular sectors to meet basic needs, while at the same time 
adopting a critical pe /active on women's participation in 
the process of seating tuase needs.

Gender Analysis in 8sass*4to^s ftegaaisatioas
Having provided Wth a general overview of policy and 

practice related to women in the development process, and then 
examined s«M of these issues within the context of feminist 
and wown's mo^wnent in Latin America, we may now turn to the 
question of the potential to introduce gender analysis into 
grass-roots wo^n's groups.

The potential hinges upon the relationship - direct or 
indirect - between "f«Binist" and “pt^ular* woimæj's groups. 
In turn, this is related to the problem of criteria for 
defining what constitutes feminist/women's movement. This 
issue surfaced, for instance, during the fourth Latin American
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Feminist held is Taxes » IWxice in 1987. Tha
participation of woe^n with a wide variety of organizing 
experience, including many Central Agmriean women who saw 
themselves as belonging more to "women*a movements" than 
"feminist movements," created tensions.

Some wotmn felt frustrated with W w  "lack of feminist 
discourse" among wo^n from the "woswn's movement" and with 
the need to "start fr«s zero" at every encuentro (Stemhack et 
al., 1992:424-5). Furthermore, there was the feeling that 
"nwvement energies should not be consusmd by the mujeres* 
[women*s} efforts to secure running water or adequate sewage 
for working-class wos^n” but should focus on the promotion of 
an "alternative * women* s culture'" and with "those issues that 
community groups and progressive parties are never going to 
address - such as abortion, dtmestic violence, and sexual and 
reproductive freedom" (p.425).

While the problem of having a space within which to 
explore feminist iïteas (a probl^ which has been perhaps 
particularly acute for lesbian wo«%n who must confront 
homophobia within the movement) is a real and legitimate one, 
the feeling that "true feminists" are being s^sehow pushed 
aside by non-feminist women is problematic. Certain grot^s of 
women were able, initially, to create a space within which to 
explore feminist issues in part Wcause of their relative 
privilege, for instance in terms of access to resources, 
vis-à-vis other women. The pluralism within the won»n*s
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mwwsmxA, rather than pushing one group out, represents a 
multiplicity of different - sometimes overlapping but 
sometimes corneting - interests. The statement that feminists 
must be continually explaining the basics of feminism seems to 
deny the possibility that they are also in a position to learn 
frwB tim e^eriences of women whose main concern may be 
running water and access to set^rage. In other words, this 
(teligitimises the possibility for a continually evolving 
feminist praxis which is informed by, among other things, the 
experiences of wo^n in the popula; sectors.

In adopting a gender and develogmwnt approach which seeks 
to develop feminist praxis from the standpoint of poor women 
in Latin America, this thesis takes the perspective that 
feminist praxis must not be based on a top-down perspective in 
which feminist theory is translated to, or imposed upon, women 
of the popular sectors.^* Rather, theory Is always evolving 
as it is continually inforsed by practice, and vice versa.

" This transition from a Cop-^m to a abroach is «vidantamong amy feminist orgsnirathms working with p^ilar sector women's gsoi^. In Peru, for instance, several groups which were coordinated thr^^ the domitd CMwdinWor da Orgaairaciones feeaninas (Pmioine OrgmiimatioBS teerdinstii^ Committee), "reformulate their strategy from one of attempting to 'give* poor «own what the feminists thought tWy to C M  of trying to respond to the expnss«l needs of poor wmmn themselves, which at times were even in cwtfliot with the idwls of ttm feminist groep* (Batl*c flora, 1984:83).
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3.3 Wmmi, mod SoeimlChmngm: Towmzdm mo %^r#tmodiog of Omo^MT CoBSoiousMse In icolomiml Bmm* Cemmomiti##
The sociological approach to religion outlined by Otto 

Haduro, while critical and rigorous, is nonetheless lacking in 
a gender-based analysis. Maduro focuses on a population*s 
organisation In relation to suterial needs (mode of 
production). He outlines how this influences religious 
organization, for instance with respect to a "religious mode 
of production* in class-stratified societies and also how it 
ingïacts upon the relationship between society and religious 
institutions, influencing each other through th» struggle for 
hegemony which can be rooted in a religious worldview - of 
sither the dmninant (hegenmnic) bloc or the one opposing this 
dominance.

Maduro does not address, however, the gender dimension of 
the relationship between religion and society. This is an 
important oversight in that: (1) the Roman Catholic Church has 
been a product of patriarchal as well as class-stratified 
societies, (2) religious production within the Church has 
been carried out primarily by men and from n^n's point of view 
(in the context of hierarchical authority), and (3) the 
Catholic Oiurch in turn has created a patriarchal religious 
worldview which has Wen used to maintain male dominance. In 
other words, the Catholic Church has both reflected and
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contributed towartte the a inordinate position of women in
society. ID a&iitioD, the religious promotion of tîæ Church
has created specific obstacles for woimn within the Church.

This patriarchal religious worldview can be seen, for
instance, in traditional Catholic theology which sees women in
terms of the Sve/ttary dichotomy. Women are seen as being
responsible for the original sin of Eve which caused the
(Wwnfall (and therefore the need for retitenption) of humanity.
Tim Virgin Mary represents the other side of this dichotomy.
In contrast to Eve's sexuality and sinfulness, Mary, as the
virginal and pure woman devoted to her son, offers the model
Of a sacrificing and non-confrontationa1 mother to women. A
model which, however, is unattainable for women:

The iaa^ of the perfect w«nmn, singutariy blessed by God, 
withixit sin or fault, both virgin and mother baa not been able
to serve as a reelistic model for htsnan women, who ham been
mote oftm cmspsred to Eve (Nines, 1991:286).
Although î&iry's significance for Roman Catholic theology 

has varied in the history of the Church, the focus on the
conciliatory and sacrificing virtues of Mary as the mother of
Christ and the purity of Mary through her virginity have been 
fairly constant. These images of Mary, which continue to

** for iosten**, durima tbe Middle Ages, tlw Oiureb foeosed on the 
asigwaeas o£ Nary, aaeriblî  her tbe status of "co-redamtris" with 
Giriat. A* Sreteatant ^formers of tl* 16th o^tury, the other hand, axgt»d tlwt Jwua could be tbe only mediator between (Sod and btsnanity. 
Marian àmvotim continued to be strwg in tbe catholic Oliareb, however. 
% e  Church 6»gama of tbe Immaculate Conception {1854} and tbe Aaaumption of ftozy (1980) further reinforead the notion of Mary's purity «d quasi- divifiity. B* aewnd Vatican ̂ *ncil r^resents a A^rtuw from this in that it asserts the "sole mediatorahip of oesua* and Mary is seen as being 
fully taaaas and thus "sharing with all other human beings t)w ne^ for 
rWM^ion in Christ" (Mi**a, 1991:287),
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«x«rt con*l<Wf#ble Influence in Latin As»rican Roman 
Catholicism, luve been for the most part created by men due to 
the patriarchal religious worldview (which is reinforced 
through the patriarchal structure) of tha Oiurch/*

An exploration of socialist feminist and other theories 
of woiMn's oppression within the context of ŵ usen's nxw^tent 
in Latin America has highlighted soaœ key differences tetween 
feminist and other w<^»n's organisations; provided analytical 
categories (such as production, social reproduction and 
community managing) for acklressing women's inequality; and 
addressed the question of feminist/women's praxis. 
Insufficient attention has been paid in this literature, 
however, to the specific question of wcwnen's roles within 
religious institutions and the extent to which these may 
possess both limitations and opiwrtunities for women:

During tbe pest years, ... wum« have cane togetJ»r in 
intermit iona 1 forums to discuss a wi^ ran^ of t^ies: woasn 
ai^ work, women and i^tcatim, wonsn and development, etc. 
for t^ most part, tim foctu hma bewi on tlw political, 
économie ai^ social coaemma of wassn. i^wtheless, what has 
often eameged from this diseuasion is the extent to #Aieh many 
of these issues are rooted in dwply held values and 
attitudes, or in religions. L ittle  attention has been focuMd 
directly upon t*m religious or value dimewimw of various 
pMgrams of social d&m^ge (Sck à Jain, 19S7:5}.

There is an emerging body of literature which examines 
the possibility for gender analysis/women's «mancipation 
within CEBs in Latin Anwrica. This literature recognizes the 
revolutionary potential of religion as it has been es^ressed

" Pope jauo Paul IX's IPS# apostolic letter, ”Qe tlw Dignity of ttoaea,* for instanoi "maphasiMS tte faniaiia 'vocatimw' of ateherhood and virginity" (in Alvares, 1990:197).
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throa# the ^mrgemce of liberation ttoology bat argues that
this tMology must include a theology from women and "from the
situation of wommn'a of^ression* (Ttoez, 1983:20),

Participants in a 1979 seminar in Mexico ("The Latin
Aa*rican Mtusan: The Praxis and Theology of Liberation") for
instance, conclu^d that the development of the "People's
Church" remains limited

is^^ar M  it bu not osplioitiy poood tb# isst» of women as 
a «pMifio c&ailaiw with regard to tl» buildup of the Church, 
its ministries, its organio Mtt^, and so forth, it la not 
elaboratiz^ or svstmaaticix^ any theological reflection that 
has been reformulated on the basis of the alternatives posed 
by feminism (Ferro, 1981:33).
Sonia Alvarez points out that, for this "reformulation" 

to h^»pen, a "fundamental contradiction" within liberation 
theology in terms of its perspective on wcxmen must be 
addressed (Alvarez, 1990). On the one hand, liberation 
theology (in keeping with much of the tradition of the Left in 
Latin America) relies on a reductionist analysis of women's 
egression which is largely based on a Marxist analysis.'' 
On the other hand, liberation theology holds an "essentialist* 
perspectii% on women, thus reinforcing many of the prevailing

** As we have sew, libwrstioo thscl^y, in its "TOcio-snslytiesl 
mediation" has dram upon the social sciences to help un^rstand the world 
of tl» oppMseed, while this has included women as s category amcu^ the 
oppressed, tbe focus on Hsrxism has led to tbe analysis of when's 
oppeesaism within this framework:
... the soeio-eomosdoally ^^tessed (ci» poor) do cot simply erist 
alongside :*her ^pcea^tf groi^, such as blacks. Indigenous peoples, 
N«as» ... tl» "clasa-^pressed" ... are the Infrastructural ej^tessioo of the process of ^^eeaion. Tha otJ»r gro:^ reprweat "st^rstructural* 
ej^ceasiODS of «pression and because of this are <teeply co»ditioi»d by 
infrastructure (Soff 8 Soff, 1989:29).
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attitudes within the Rtman Catholic Church as a whole.
The class e^hasis within liberation theology has led to 

sofw positive reformulations of The ifwtge of Hary^ for
instance, represents a cteparture from traditional Catholic 
theology in that she is no lonf^r seen as passive but rather 
as a strong woman who is on the side of the poor." The 
enqAasis on the special virtues of iwæn and tlw centrality of 
motherhood, however, are one e%asg>le of the lack of a critical 
gender analysis within lU^ration theology.

In her research on women in CEBs in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
Sonia Alvarez found that priests who are syi^athetic to 
liberation theology are not necessarily willing to address 
"gender-specific issues that directly challenged Church moral 
doctrines” (p.399). The priest of a local parish was 
supportive of Hother's Clubs which focused on training courses 
for women. When women's involvement led to discussion of 
issues which contradicted Church doctrine, however, conflict 
arose between the parish and the group;

priest bed st^orted tl» gzoop's original ^^oaal of 
devolving an oeov^tional training w i w æ  for neighbourhood 
«men. as tl» content of tl» grip's discussions bseams 
more radical - ehallai^li^ soma of tbe core doctrines of the Qioreb r^^rdisg ̂ xual norms, the fnily, ai^ emtcanptien - 
his support waned, eiwitually leadiî  to overt conflict 
between the core organisers of the wcmea's group and the local 
parish (1990:396}.
Eventually, some women in the groi^ decide to leave the

" The IWry of the M^nlfieat I bd» 1;4S-S5}, in particular, is Men 
as a "pnqphetic witness'* to Gods plM for liberation of the ̂ yrmased: 
has put down the si^u.y from t*»ir throws, and exalted tbe lowly. Be has 
filled tbe hungry with good things and the rich I» has s«st away empty* 
(Lake 1;S2'3).
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%UfCh to fom an autocoi^ua womn'a organization. Alvarez 
concluttea that the "continued ̂ lltical hegemony o£ the Church 
in the urban periphery ... severely circvu^crihes the nature, 
content, and political direction of gender- and class-based 
politicization among the popular classes" {1990:401K

The Church thus possesses specific limitations to the 
liberation of eom*n. The question of addressing gender 
concerns with w>n»n who are menders of CEBs cannot be explored 
entirely within the context of wt^^n's movement and feminist 
debates, but mist be explored also in its religious dimension. 
The converse is also true. That is, liberation theology 
requires a gender-based analysis to understand women's lives 
beyond either economically or biologically deterministic 
frameworks.

One area of confluence between liberation theology and a 
gender and development approach is the eng^hasis on praxis. 
Both call for a^roaches to the understanding of social 
reality which begin with {«ople's experiences. If the 
methodology of liberation theology is taken to its "logical 
conclusion," it should be able to address gender issues 
because many CEB members, if not most, are women and gender is 
one of the factors which sha^s their lives. The same is true 
for a genrWr and (kvelogarent approach. That is, for many 
w«mn Wio are Œ B  members# their worldview of reality is a 
religious worldview. Therefore, both women's religious belief 
and their participation in religious organizations should be
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included in # "botcom-up" approach to #m*en'e «^uer^nt.
The question of gender consciousness within Ç£fiSr thus, 

is t^ing examined by integrating a sociological perspective on 
religion (which sees LALT as both influenced by, and 
influencing society, aiKi the Catholic Church as possessing 
internal religious dynamics) with a gen^r and cWveloiXMnt 
approach to understanding women's movement in Latin Aa»rica. 
these two perspectives can be integrated by building upon Otto 
Maduro's formulation for a Latin American Sociology of 
Religion as follows:

(1) m w  Sb^ii^ %afls#nw of the Social Coateat on Religion:
How are the CEBs being shaped and influenced by both the 

broadening of women's movement in Nicaragua and Latin America 
and by the current political and economic crisis in Nicaragua?

(2) The xatenial Coaflietii^ Dymmsic# of ReligiousInstitutions
What are the internal dynamics within the CEBs that 

determine what is possible, likely, not likely or not possible 
in terms of engaging in gender analysis and conscientization, 
for instance, with respect to providing an institutional space 
within which these Issues can be explored and in terms of 
developing a non-patriarchal mode of religious production? 
This question must be a&iressed with resect to t*w current 
divisions and conflicts within the Roman Catholic Oiurch in 
Nicaragua.
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(Ê) f te  Dm act ot «a to e ia ta l oaAMAàUMtiUo
IQutt impact would these changes have on Nicaragua» 

society and specifically in terms of contributing towards 

women's moveawnt in Nicaragua?

(4) The la flm ftM  o f ijW ividom ls om XelifJUMi miW A w ie ty

How are individual wween influenced by engaging in gender 
consciousness and how do they in turn influence other people 
Mother women in the CEBs, their family, community and so on)?
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CBAPTER 4 
TSB MICARAmmW ocmsxT 

1919 to 1994

Zî rod»sti«i
In the previous chapter, issues of theoretical concern In 

the formulation of the research question were outlined. An 
atteuqjt was made to situate this analysis in the context oî 
the «aergence of both liberation theology and women's movement 
in Latin America. This chapter situates the research question 
more specifically within the Nicaraguan context. The aim, in 
keeping with the theoretical framework which has been 
outlined, is to examine both the internal conflicting dynamics 
of the Roman Catholic Church and women's movement in 
Nicaragua. The following chapter then examines the impact 
both of these have on the potential to engage in gender 
consciousness within the CEBs, Many of the changes within the 
Church and woa^n's movenmmt, in turn, are related to 
Nicaragua's unique situation as a country which has undergone 
a revolution. Tim first section of this chapter, thus, 
provides an economic and political backdrop to Nicaragua.
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4.1 Political and Seoaoaic Coat«ct
The overview of the Nicaraguan context provided in this 

section places particular emphasis on mass and popular 
organizations in terms of their dependence on, or autonomy 
from, the state in the context of Nicaragua's fluctuating 
economic situation.’ While these organizations have been 
mobilized into social movements throughout this period, the 
reasons for their mobilization and their relationship to the 
state have not remained constant.

New social movement theorists have argued that, while the 
way in which political and economic settings shape movement 
dynamics must be recognized, social movements require autonomy 
from political parties and the state in order to develop 
collective identities and strategies for action (Escobar and 
Alvarez, 1992). The development of collective identities can 
be seen as a process of engaging in the production of meaning 
from daily life (p.320). This production of meaning may 
include, for instance, cultural, ethnic, religious or gentkr- 
based meaning. The development of collective identities 
shapes the way in which organizations and mo voient s are forsœd 
which, in turn, have the ability to challenge political and 
economic structures at national (and perhaps international)

' Tb» texn mass orgmntzatiew refsrs to» to ttoa* o^^lutlons with 
direct ties to the fSUf, soâs mb Monjffi, tto CDS», Setoiniete and
the ATC. P^Blar otgaoiutin», w  the ottor hand, are those which are 
not Sandinieta (alttow# ttoy may have SaiKliniata aaabe»). This latter 
grCBp inclwW# tto %to.
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level».' In an ongoing cyclical-dialectical process,
collective identities sha^ organizations and social movements 
and vice versa.

Prior to 1979, in particular during the 1978-9
insurrectionary ̂ riod, social movements focused primarily on 
the overthrow of the state. From 1979 to 1990, with the 
successful overthrow of the state, mass organizations
functioned as vehicles for popular mobilization under the 
direction of the revolutionary government, which eventually 
led to a loss of autonomy for mass and popular organizations. 
Although the PSLN conceived of itself as the vanguard of 
Nicaragua's •’Popular Sandinista Movement," the fact that it 
was also the state subverted the work of the movement to 
national interests. Since the late 1980's mass organizations 
have begun to exert greater autonomy from the FSLN and, in 
particular since 1990, a multiplicity of social actors, 
organizations and movements have emerged which are independent 
of both the FSia and the new govemsœnt.

Tte ^zteKt Prior to 1979

’ Tbla don not ano, tiowttvax, that tba goal of social movnents will 
«Iwai^ be stmtvxal tsnefoxastin of eociety. sachez and Alvsrex, fox 
issca^», argue anisst tte *teleologieal tasytatioa" to view social 
movemnts as valid wly «dm ttey led to Hransfonntionel promts.” 
"Quotidin reaistasee,* tte ehallengiag of power relations in everyday 
life, is as iigpoztnt aspect of «any social movements idtich focus on tte 
pndocti» of collective idntities, such a those related to woatn and 
indigenous petites. Steial movement# siast be s m o  as cycles in which 
protest aetir^* can "nvert to everyday resistance* and quotidian 
resistanoe "can just as sorely ej^lote* into protest when tte environment 
shifts* cm2îM<-5î.
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Nicaragua's pre-revolutionary context included a history 
of external intervention and internal elite domination. The 
external intervention in Nicaragua's affairs since the mid- 
1850's has cos^ primarily from the United States.' Internal 
political and economic control of Nicaragua was held by the 
Somoza dynasty from the 1930's up to 1979, when the last of 
the three Sosozas was sent into exile. The National Guard, 
set up in 1927 by the United States, was the military arm of 
the Somoza state apparatus which maintained control through 
repression of the opposition.

The Nicaraguan economy prior to 1979 was almost 
completely privately controlled.' The personal wealth which 
was amassed by the Somoza family alone from the 1930's until 
1979 is astounding.* This grew from an estimated $50 million

’ This has includetl, foe instance, tte ss^^rt of tte brief presidency 
of American filibuster william Walker in 165fi-7, tte siting of tte Bryan- 
Chsmorro Treaty in 1914, which grantwl tte %  exclusive pr^erty ri^ts 
(in peqpetaity) over so inter-otesaic canal sote and military intervention 
(Smith, 1993:87}. US marines landte in Nicaragua for tte first time in 
1909 to si^wrt tte Cteservatives against tte Libwal José Santos Zelaya. 
Tte sazites occupied Wiearaguan territory almost pertetently frat 1912 to 
1933 (Walker, 1991:9}. Despite its eonsisttet intervention, tte Uaited 
States has never had strong ecwwm&ic interests in Nicaragua as it has 
elsetdwre in Otetral America. In teeping with *tesifest Destiny,* tte 
United States has been interestte in Nicar^fwa am part of its i^ire to 
maintain stability and control in tte region as a wtele (Corsggio, 
1986:33).

' teteomically, Nicaragua develop^ alo:^ depantent e^italist lines 
with an emphasis on tte agro-export sector. Tte coffee industry bad been 
teveloped in tte 1870* s, and tte eassercial protection of cotton «mis 
introAKed on a large scale In tte 1959's. These, al«^ with si^r and 
meat, r^res^ted Niesca^M's primary exports in tte pre-1979 period.

* Anastasio S^ora Garcia, the first of the three Somoras to rule 
Nicaragua, became one of tte ri^mt m m  in Ctetrml teeriea lartely 
thros^ his holdij^ in tte agro-export sector. 8y 1942, eight years 
after taking pwer, he was tte largest laateamr in NicarMoa with 51 
cattle rawhes ate 46 coffee plantatites. Scoosa receivte $409,080 a yter 
from US coqpaaies "te had exemteed from taxes ate social temtribttiens" 
(Nteer, 1993:16-17}. By tte I960' a, tte Somosas also ted site^fioant
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in the ISSO'a to over #500 million in 1979 (Booth, 1993:35).*
During the I9€0'e, the Alliance for Progress and

establishing of the Central American Ctmmon Market (CACM)
stimulated growth in the commercial and industrial sectors.'
John Booth and Thomas Walker have argued that the economic
growth model adopted by Nicaragua and other Central American
countries during this period was, however, based on "the
traditions of impendent capitalism and class exploitation."
(1993:14-16). Rather than leading to "trickle down"
development for Nicaragua's poor, most of the benefit from
this rapid growth "accrued to Nicaraguan investors in joint
ventures with foreign multinational corporations" (p.35).
Booth and Walker go on to note that:

71» bulk of Che Nicaraguan acotu»^ came to concentrated in 
Che hands of three financial groups, each centered around 
a l^al hank vith liaka to correspondis foreign banks. The 
heart of OM of these groups was the Sanora family ... 
Hsanvhile, tl» situatioi for the common citizen had become 
simply intolerable, (p.35-6).
Poverty, foreign domination and elite control had existed 

in Nicaragua since the colonial era. One of the specific 
characteristics of the economic policy of the post-world war

ifitesasts in the in îetrial and manufacturing actors. This inciwtod tt» 
f«*d pn^seing and textile inAietries, sea and fir transport, and tobacco 
plants ami cemnt factories. Finally, in the 1970's they moved into the 
services sod banking sectors (p.17).

*Other estimates are more conservative, but nmetheless alarming. 
Seory tfsbez, for instance, states that the Scetoza fortune grew fr^ an 
estimated *910 adllicn at the end of the tnr* to $150 milliwi in 1979, f»t 
inclining ssMts owed ab^ad (1981:18).

' Per capita gross ̂ aasstic profhiet, for instance, rose an average of
3.9 percent between 1962-1971 and an average of 2.3 parent between 1972 
and 1976 (Booth i walker, 1993:62).
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II era, howevar, has been the rapid pace of growth. The 
coAseerciaXization of cotton production and increase in 
manufacturing resulted in high urban growth rates.* This 
growth was accompanied by a rapid concentration of income and 
increase in poverty. Wages were kept low through the 
repression of unions, while ea^loys^nt opportunities failed to 
keep up with the rapid pace of growth (p.62-3). Finally, high 
inflation in the 1970's led to increases in consumer prices. 
The combination of economic policies which did not benefit the 
poor, the rapid pace of income concentration during the 1960's 
and I970's, and the maintenance of this system through elite 
political control and repression led to increasing popular 
unrest during this period.

Ae«lrt«aoB to tko SemoM*
The Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSU4) was 

formed in 1961 in exile by Carlos Fonseca, Tomàs Borge and 
Silvio Mayorga. The FSLN was inspired by the struggle against 
US destination in Nicaragua during the occupation by US 
marines. This struggle was led by General Augusto César 
Sandino, frcm whCMn the FSLN took its name. The FSLN confined 
this sense of nationalism with a Marxist analysis of the 
internal dynamics of class exploitation in Nicaragua, in the

* A #  of ‘Ute p^uXatioa ro8« from 41.7 p#rom* in
i960 to 59.7 poxcmt in 1997, while the parewitag* of ths |Wpul«tioa 

in agrieolcoxe dtereassd from €2 pmro^t in 1969 to 39 pwr^nt in 
1990 (Booth « mslkar, 1993:176).
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words of Carlos Fonseca: "Socialist and national demands ... 
are combined in the S&ndinist People's Revolution. We 
itentify with socialism, while retaining a critical attitude 
to the socialist experiences" (in %ber, 1981:21).

The FSLN launched a guerrilla campaign in rural areas of 
Nicaragua in the I960's. Despite limited initial success, by 
the mid-19?0' s the FSLN had managed to develop a base ot 
su^»ort in rural and urban areas.* In addition to the 
clandestine organizing and armed insurgency of the FSLN, two 
other factors contributed towards the coalescing of the 
opposition to the Somoza regime. One was the widespread 
government corruption following a devastating 1972 ea: quake
in Managua, in which an estimated 10,000 people were killed 
and the government squandered $US 60 million in relief funds 
(Smith, 1993:122}. The other was the escalation of National 
Guard repression. Both these events led to the amalgamation 
of diverse opposition forces, including "women's 
organizations, neighbourhood and student groups and trade 
unions" into the United People's Movement (MPU) in July, 1918
(p.126).

* FSLN laonci%d this csmpaign with the strsc^y of ’̂ roloot^
people's war" - the "slow aecvmvlstim: of forces from t(* guerrilla bases 
is tSm aousteios" (Smith, 1993:124}. after a series of crushing military 
defeets, th^ ebeiKtened sdlltary activity from 1970 until 1974. By this 
tiam, s secoW h W  emerged within the rsuf, tW "Proletarian
Tendency," edvoeeted e strategy of orgasitii^ the urban workers and
^lildina mass o^anitatioas. A third faction then emerged, the 
"Ter^ristas.” The Ter^ristas participated in the guerrilla war but 
sought to "iworporate progressive «actors of the middle^lass <q:pesition into a hroed ailianc# IW by the FSLN" (p. 124}. The TWrceriata 
perspective also ackntnfle^ed the growing spontaneous Imsurrectiw* against 
tlw dictatorship in the late 1970's.
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As was noted in the previous chapter, many Christians 
participated in the stniggle to overthrow Somoza. CEBs were 
organized among the urban <md rural poor as a "tool for 
teaching the gospel" {Booth S Walker, 1993:64-5). In keeping 
with the ideas of liberation theology, the CEBs reflected upon 
the gospel in light of their own experiences. This often led 
to the adoption of a critical stance vis-â-vis the 
dictatorship. As Margaret Randall notes:

The great majority of Christian cevoiationaries are not 
Harxists; their undarstandii^ of reality ctoes iwt cooe from an 
itkology which tlwy have studied or idiicb “has been isported, " 
but rather from consciously analyzing what surroui^ tJutm 
(1983:29).
Four of the more well-known of these examples of the 

development of critical, revolutionary consciousness within 
CESs were the Riguero, San Pablo Apbstol and Open III 
communities, all in Managua, and Solentiname, an island 
community at the southern end of Lake Nicaragua (Foroohar, 
1989:124-141; Kirk, 1992:65-82; Randall, 1983).

In 1973, university students who had helped form the 
Riguero community formed the Movimiento CristiMo 
Revoîucionario (NCR), The !CR, which quickly spread to many 
poor barrios in Managua, was originally involved in pastoral 
work but by the mid-1970^ s had began collaborating with the 
FSLN, "providing militants with safe houses and recruiting 
people for the frente" (Williams, 1989:81). in rural areas 
^ople becastô involved through the Delegates of the Mord 
fl̂ vei^nts (of note azwng these t^re the organizing efforts of
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the Capuchin Fathers in the province of Zeïayaî and CEPA
(Centre for Agrarian Sducation and Bromicion) which had been
formed by the Jesuits in 1969 (Foroohar, 1989:147-152}.

In the context of the repression of the Somoza
dictatorship, Christian coiwnunities and movements provided a
space for organisation and mobilization (Dodson, 1986),
Johannes Vam Vugt goes as far as to argue that the revolution
succeeded because of the existence of CEBs as secondary
organizations which "enabled an ideologically acceptable and
organizational opposition against the regime" (1985:2).

The FSLN, as has been outlined, represented a synthesis
of nationalist and Marxist thought, in addition to the
connection which developed between the FSLN and Christian
groups, many FSUf members were also Christian. The
revolutionary process, thus, represented a confluence of these
three elements: Sandinismo (nationalism), Marxism and
Christianity:

The FSltti's political called for tl» bulldicg of
d«BOCcacy ai^ aociallea within the contaac of Nicaraguan 
rwlity, which included... U» historic anti-imperia Hat and 
nati«talist project of Samiino, the influence of liberation 
tlwology, and Mw Marxist inspired leadership of the 
SamUnista Front (Smith, 1993:132).
In Septei^er, 1978, the FSLN called for a national 

insurrection (Smith, 1993:127). The United People's Movement 
was r^laced with the National Patriotic Front (NPR) which

" iWmW, many jcüwi tW FSIM as a result of participating io 
Christian grm^s.
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included sectors of the bourgeoisie.The military force of 
the FSLN# in conjunction with "massive and direct popular 
combat participation" led to the overthrow of the Somoza 
government on July 19, 1979 <p,67).

The rsui is Power: 197P to 1990
The confluence of Sandinismo, Marxism and Oiristianity 

represents a revolutionary exjMrience unique to the Nicaraguan 
context, and indeed to Latin America as a whole. The 
programme of the new government was also unique in that it 
attempted - with varying degrees of success throughout the 
revolutionary period - to balance the need to defend and 
represent the interests of the poor majority for whom the 
revolution had been fought (popular hegemony) against the 
interests of the bourgeoisie (national unity). The FSLN 
government attempted to do this through a commitment to a 
mixed economy, political pluralism and non-alignment.

T&# State, Jtase dsr̂ esdeetieae mad Mc^nmic foXicy
The defeat of the Somoza regime in 1979 led to a complete 

disintegration of the state, including the National Guard,

" The beur^oisi#, while not neeesMcily st^octive of the 
Sei^niste*, im» ^ipoMd to Scweze. % e  Brew C^ositen rnnt irzeste Awplio O^eitor - FAC) hed been formed following tw eeeeeeinatioa of 
Pedro joâ piio Owmorro (^^ositim leader a W  hoabaW of Wiearagva's 
current Pxeaiitent, Violeta Barrios de ̂ Morro). TW FOA wee bached by 
both thm \is and the Catholic hierartôty «id 'strove ... to o^wtiat# »  e w  
to the Soaosa regime before tîw tSîM could overthrow it militarily" (Booth 
s Walker, 1993:ff). Whw) they realised this could not be â iieved, ttey 
"turned to the Sandimlstas as the last option to defeat the regime" 
(p.m.
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The FSLN thus had to start from scratch in establishing the 
new revolutionary state. The FSm itself was governed by a 
nine-member National Directorate (which had been termed in 
1979), led by Daniel Ortega. Shortly after the revolut iojuit y 
victory# a five-meW^r Government of National Reconstruction, 
led by the FSLN, was set up.‘̂ The "Junta," as it was known, 
ruled by (kofee until a Council of State was set up in May, 
19B0."

The 4?-member council of State, although dominated by tho 
Sandinistaa, had representation from middle class business 
sectors, the Church and professional organisation:!. In 
addition, the Council served as a channel for the tlir 
participation of mass organizations in national decision
making.

The growth and institutionalisation of these mass 
organizations was a "distinguishing feature of the 
organization of the new state" (Smith, 1993:146). The Fr>i.N 
had three objectives in fostering the growth of mass 
organizations. The first was to pronwte popular participation 
in ti» resolution of society's problems. The second was to

five  ansbers wen: Daniel Ortaga, Saigio Ranires# ttoisés Hassan 
(a ll three Saediniata), Violât# Chamorro a*^ aifosso Rtibelo.

" W#tiM*al Direotorat# wiald^ a great deal of influence omr 
both tte Auata and the ̂ troil. Two I^i-Sandiniata mmabers of the Junta, 
Chamorro end R̂ »elo, reai«wd in 1980, and the Council of State was the 
flrat major Mat of the fragile mdti-claaa alliance which had t<^led 
Somosa. COS^# the webrella explication for bsaineaa, for instance, 
foiq^ ageiast t M  inelsaion of farther mass organisât ions which had 
perticipWed in tte inaurrection# althosÿ) the Sandiniatae w n  oat to the 
end (Sadtb# 1993 144-8).
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"develop a seedbed of revolutionary cadres to consolidate the 
party, " and the (Inal was to mobilize ̂ ople in the defense ot 
the revolution {Serra, 1991:60),

During the first (our years of the revolution, the 
government focused its econcmlc policy cn the reconstruction 
of the economy and the provision of basic needs. The United 
Nations has estimated that "the direct damage to 
infrastructure, plant, equipment and inventories" as a result 
of the war was USS4B1 million. (Fitzgerald, 1985:207), This 
was in addition to at least US$1.5 billion in capital flight 
which left the National Treasury almost bankrupt (p.207). % e  
government relied to a large extent on volunteer labour from 
the mass organizations in the reconstruction efforts.

The government was also comiitted to the expansion of 
social programmes and inco^ distribution (Utting, 1991:3), 
This led to high expenditures in health, education and other 
social services. "From the very beginning," Harvey Williams 
notes, "the role of the mass organizations in generating 
popular aupi^rt and participation was a key factor in the 
success of social-sector programs” (1991:189). The 1981 
Literacy Crusade is one exan^le of the new government's 
commitment to social spending. A huge undertaking which 
mobilized 50,000 volunteer bziç*distë»f it reduced tt^ 
illiteracy rate from 50 to 23 percent in one ^ar (Amove a
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Dewera. 1991:97).®* Popular Education Collectives were set 
up after the Crusacte to maintain literacy skills. Health 
caagsaigns were also organized using volunteer brigades to 
carry out country-wide immunization campaigns, in the tirst 
two years following the triumph, 739 schools were built, most 
of them as community projects (Williams, 1991:190). in 

addition, 300 clinics were built between 197 9 and 1984 and a 
free, comprehensive health care system was established 
(earning Nicaragua the acclaim of the World Health 
Organization in 1983 for the greatest advances made in health 
care by a developing country) (Collinson et al., 199j;9S; 
Williams, 1991:193).

In addition to social spending, the government provided 
inexpensive credit to peasant producers and food and consumtft 
subsidies (Utting, 1991:3). An agrarian reform was also 
introduced in which approximately 20 percent of the land under 
cultivation was turned into either state farms oi 

cooperatives. This involved lands which had been owned by 
S^^cistûs. Medium-sized holdings, particularly thosm 
involved in the export sector, were not expropriated since the 
export earnings generated from these holding were a vital 
source of revenue. In addition, in keeping with its objective 
of national unity, the government did not want to antagonize

Amove and Dewes note that, altbowgb the "Mioistry of Education 
eiaiaa that ttm illiteracy rate wee reduced to 12.9# permat,* it excludes
136,009 a^lta W»o "were cMwidered unteechahle or learning iaipaired.* it 
this p^olatlM) la incitai^ *tl^ U m  illiterate rate wee reduced to 
apprwKbaetely 23 parent by xim e W  of the campaign" (1991:97).
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the middle class.
Peter Utting notes that/ In the early 1980'S/ with 

international support for the basic needs approach, relatively 
■high rates of economic growth were achieved” and "the levels 
of living of large sectors of the population generally 
inproved" (1991:3). By 1984, however, government priorities 
had shifted from basic needs to the defence of the revolution.

The US government, although originally not owrtly 
hostile to the new government under President Jimmy Carter, 
became a strident opponent of the Sandinistas under Ronald 
Reagan. Tn 1981, the U.S. began financing a
counterrevolutionary military force, ti^ contras, which was 
made up largely of ex-National Guard ammbers. In response to 
the war, a state of emergency was declared in 1962 and, in 
late 1983, the government imposed a draft (the "Patriotic 
Military Service") which becasœ increasingly unpopular as the 
war escalated (Walker, 1991:88-9). In 1985, the U.S. also 
placed a full economic embargo against Nicaragua.

The combination of military and economic aggression had 
a devastating effect on the econmny. Frtns 1984 to 1987, the 
economic policy of the govemsænt was directed towards the 
war, with defence priorities consuming a significant portion 
of expenditures. In 1984, for instance, an estimated one 
third of the budget was spent on defence (Holyneux, 1985:241), 
while it constituted an estimated 65 percent of governn^t 
spending in 1986 (Soule, 1991:44). As an attempt to
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ace^amodAte large military expenditures, price controls were 
introduced (Utting, 1991:4-5). In addition, the war adversely 
affected prwluction output which, in turn, resulted in a 
decrease in exports (from $431 million in 1983 to $295 million 
in 1987) (p.6). Another effect of the war was that it led to 
a decrease in resources available to the mass organizations 
and for national social programming.

In 1984, the state of œttergency was temporarily lifted 
for the holding of national elections. The FSLW won a 
majority govems^nt with 61 of the 96 seats in the new 
National Constituent Assembly, which replaced the Council of 
State as the country's national governing body 
(Reding, 1991:29). One of the effects of the disintegration of 
the Council of State was that the direct channel for 
participation of mass organizations in national declsion- 
ma)Eing was removed. Hass organizations, and people from the 
popular sectors generally, then relied exclusively on other 
channels of direct communication to the government. These 
included of^n assemblies, radio programs and the newspapers 
(the "Public Mailbox" section in Barricada^ the government 
newspaper, for instance) (Serra, 1991:53).

Following the elections, the government continued to rely 
on the mass organizations, but did so from an increasingly 
"vertical" ^rsp^ctive in which priorities were <tetermined at 
t W  u^er levels and the mass organizations were responsible 
for implementation but not project developiwnt. The urgent
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need of the government in defence end maintenance of 
production during the war was one of the reasons for this 
increasingly ^rtical approach." This led to
contradictions, however, because the government relied on mass 
organizations to meet national objectives (for example, in 
recruiting people for the military draft or providing 
volunteer labour during the coffee harvest), while at the same 
time provided few resources for local needs. This 
subordination of the mass organizations to the state in the 
context of the war and the econmnic crisis led to a decline in 
the legitimacy (and membership) of the mass organizations from 
1985 to 1988 (Serra, 1991:65).

By 1988, there was at least partial recognition on the 
part of the FSLN that its vertical style needed to be 
changed." in addition, the Central American Peace Process 
had been initiated and the contras had been militarily 
defeated. The cc»â>ination of these factors led to some 
revitalization within the mass organizations. A key aspect of 
this revitalization, however, was the establishing of greater 
autonomy vis-à-vis the FSLN. In addition to criticism from

anotlMz r#**on w u  that, in with the ctiOBitaant to national
unity, tbo state wanted to be able to exeroiaa oontsol ever tl» mass 
or^fiiracioos to protect the Intereste of the bourgeoisie (Corragio, 
1985;73).

** In SegiOT I (a wrthetn rsgioa #Aleh ieeli^s tlw department of 
Esteli), for iastuM», an ej^riasnt in "partie^tory investi^iwi" m s  
lavnoWd with tl» aim of *coa^ioiisi» ss-falsi^ at the wsmunity level a»t 
tl» promotiw of grass-roots disenssios ot iwfs is idtioh to improve looal 
conditioos” (Serra, 1991:88). Segional development plsnslsg, thus, was 
"addreswd from t)» bottom-^ (p.88).
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the mass organizations regarding the Frente's top-down 
decision-staking, another factor which contributed towards the 
increasing auton«sy of the mass organizations was the 
government's implmnentation of unpopular economic policies 
between 1968 and 1990 which involved the adoption of neo
liberal reforms. Two policy reforms were introduced in 1988 
(February and June). Included in these reforms were the 
devaluation of the côrdoba in order to make exports more 
attractive and the loginning of the rationalization of the 
state a^aratus.

The latter involved a reduction of government price 
controls, the elimination of government subsidies in 
agricultural inputs, the indexing of loans to inflation, and 
government lay-offs and eaq?loyment freezes (Soule, 1990:38-9). 
"Overall," notes Soule, "the June package looked Uikel an 
orthodox IMF-sponsored proposal" (p.39), One of the key 
differences, however, was that it was self-in^sed and as such 
Nicaragua could not count on special assistance packages from 
the I W  and other international lending institutions (Utting, 
1991:11).

The 1989 national budget called for a further 20 percent 
reduction in goverru^nt spending (Utting, 1991:8). Eight 
thousand public sector civilian es^loyees and 13,000 military 
personnel were laid off (p.B). The go Vermont, as part of the 
restructuring of the economy, atteagsted to devise a social 
pact with private enterprise which included engaging them in
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a "national dialogue about the state of the economy" (p.9). 
Toffiés one of the original founders of the FSUl/
acknowled^i that the government had " 'sacrificed* the working 
class in favor of the economy as part of a strategic plan" 
{p.m.

In 1990# national elections were held in which tlte DRO (a 
coalition of 14 parties# most from the centre-right and right 
led by Violeta Barrios cte Chmnorro) # tran by a 55 to 41 percent 
margin (lading# 1991:42). The FSU4# however, with 32 of the 
92 seats in the National Assembly# continued to be the single 
largest political party in the country. The defeat of the 
Sandinistas appears to have stemmed from two inter-related 
factors. The first was the inability to reverse the economic 
crisis faced by the country# and in particular the devastating 
effect of the 1988-89 austerity measures on the poor. A 
second was that g%ople felt voting for the UNO would end the 
war and along with it the military draft. Unfortunately, both 
the economic crisis and violence have continued in post-1990 
Nicaragua.

Srass-roots Jtetoaaô  ai^ Iccawlc Criaia: 19M to 1994
The UNO coalition had come together to present a united 

force lai^e enough to win the 1990 elections. The 100* a 
campaign victory did not# however# ensure internal cohesion of 
the new govermsent {Vickers a S^nce# 1992:537). Two factions 
ea»rged within tl% U!K). The first constituted the executive
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branch which, although traded by President Chamorro, was 
controlled* by sinister of the Presidency Antonio 

lacayo. (p.537). The second involved "ultraconservative* UNO 
National Assembly members and, at least for the first part of 
the UNO govenasant, was led by Vi<»-Presi<tent Virgillo Godoy 
(p. 537).

The first faction has worked with the FSLN, while the
second has consistently attempted to decrease Sandinista
influence in the government and armed forces. The FSLN has
generally adopted a policy of working with the government to
try and solve the country's problems. In the words of Maria
Ramirez, Sandinista National Assendoly somber:

we have triad to b* a responsible o^osiclon, although this is^liM a political cost for tf» FrenCa. If the government msns^M to feed tlM people and the Frasce does not, then we •pplsud tl^ (Meeting, May, 1992),*'
In addition to conflict over ties to the FSIN, the 

members of the UNO and centre block have also been divided 
over economic policy. These two factors are, however, 
related. Rie centre block and the FSLN both have supported 
the concertacidn process of forging ties between government, 
business and labour to develop cosg^romise austerity packages. 
The far-right, on the other hand, feels that Sandinista 
influence in the nation's affairs must be diminished as a

% #  fSU), bOMWver, bas b##n intsroally dividsd ovsr policy xsfora, 
m  Sdvweber of 1993, Cor instance, the SeWinista bench incrodwtwi a pn^ossl to regulate tJ» prii^tisatiw) of state properties with tlw logic that, if privatisation eonld not be stored, at least they could try to sal» it more bénéficiai for the workers. #Way F8IM leaders, inclWiog Oanial (hcte^, ^^osed this propMal, arguing that the FSUf sntet take a strw^c position of opposifv tlw privatisation proves altogether (Barricada Interaatltmal. Jan. 1994:2#).
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prerequisite for eligibility for foreign aid (IHCAr 1993:5).
Despite these differences/ none of the political forces

in the country have been able to come up with a viable
economic alternative^ attesting to the hostile international
climate for dependent countries. It would appear that the
spectrum of econtnsic policy alternatives has been narrowed to
gradations of the neo-liberal model." As the Central
American University publication, "Envio,• states:

Nicaragua is onca again at a critical crosarcads ... Tba problw) is not only that the international aid is running dry, but also that the country is Iwadisg towards Monoode 
collapse. And if that were not serious enoî h, the truly critical part is that no political force - not the right-wing mto ̂ M>sitioo, not the govsnuaaat and not even the MIN - is nally working on a national alternatif# to the now eshausted 
model the country has been usiî ... (ISCA, 1993:3}.
The "now exhausted" economic model seans to have life in 

it yet. Since the 1990's, the Chamorro governs»nt has focused 
on Nicaragua's re-integration into the international market 
and the servicing of the international debt, which grew from 
$1.65 billion in 1979 to $10 billion in 1993. Global market 
re-intégrât ion is to be achieved by focusing on the export 
sector. Further currency devaluations have been Introduced 
and attests have been matte to keep labour costs low to make

'* AltWugh limitW, ther# sr* #c«%mic choices which can be a^e. 
for install, s 1993 goveraaeat r^ort sells for tlM OMd to "adjust" the sdjustaent proves through : the use of foreign aid to boost prottoetiea by stMBolatiĵ  the prlMte t actor rather tb«* using it to service tW country's debt fSyrie^ lateraatiwial. 1993:9}. «Rfortosately, pwsure 
from intematiwisl lending agencies to 4rfdress balaie of pensent ̂ oblsms 
makes this alternative difficult to implement.
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exports more coB^titive (Larson, 1993:5),” The government 
has also focused on expenditure cuts within the state sector 
as a way to generate revenue in order to pay foreign debt 
arrears/ which in turn will help pave the way for new 
multilateral, goven^nt and commercial bank loans. This has 
involved further lay-offs, salary freezes for those still 
«ployed and privatization of state enterprises and social 
services.

The overall trend towards neo-liberal economic adjustment 
appears to be intensifying rather than abating. In March of 
1994, for instance. President Chamorro and members of her 
economic team met with Michael Camdessus, director oi the IMF. 
During the 5%eting, the IMF set out its terms for the 
negotiation of new loans. These included the following; an 
additional 5,000 lay-offs of state workers; further 
privatization of state-owned enterprises, utilities and 
services (including health, education, communication, 
transportation and the national oil company); the 
restructuring of state banking; the reduction of protectionist 
measures on iî xorts and the limiting of worker benefits 
achieved in collective bargaining agree^nts (NicaNet, 1994) .

" Besatm ^  a drop is iatenwtiooal prices for Nicacegua'e 
ooenedltie*, bwevet, esqperta b*v i»t iscc»es«i. In fact, exporta 
deereaeed from S3^ edlli&» in 1990 to an «stimated $217 million in 1992 
(lare», 1993:5-#). It warn elw h^ed that an ineceaae In e:^rta would help fina:^ the Inereaae in i^orts, which rose #3 percent from 1989 to 
19% (p.5-#). ttltb tt» eaW of the 95 m*b*rgo in 1990, pert of the 
inereasa In importe hae be#* accotmted for by luoixy consumer items which 
tmti M O  afford to btqr-
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The IMF also suggested the renegotiation of Nicaragua's SIO 
billion debt. The Chamorro government has said it will sign 
the agreement, in exchange for $200 million in loans over the 
next two years.

The combination of the realigning of the political 
scenario and the econtmic crisis have resulted in significant 
changes at the grass-roots level. One change is that it is 
easier for Sandlnista-based mass organisations to oppose a 
government they are not attempting to work with (Haugaard, 
1991ilTS). The privatization of the economy, reduction in 
government spending and increasing unemployment are all cause 
for popular protest."* Another change is that grass-roots 
mobilization is no longer defined primarily as popular 
organizing through Sandinista mass organizations. Many 
organizations have felt the need to develop autonomy frw the 
FSLN as a political party in order to og%n up the possibility 
for greater pluralism and an en^hasis on "grass-roots 
democracy" which is concerned with the strengthening of civil 
society as much, and perhaps more, chan it is with oj^sing 
the state (Light, 1991).

The CDSs (Sandinista Defense C^mictees) for instance.

** Labour strikes, somstimM viol«*t, by trsa^oxtatise, esste», 
sagsr «ui etiwr orgaoited wOeass in sûëptma* to the privatisâti*w pressa and loexeesisg prices have bees fteguest *iri^ the past four years. la 
addition, several gro^e, articularly is aectl»ni fKcao^am, Wve taiwo 
ap arms as a M y  to pressure the eovenawsat te ccasply witdt dss^ilisatimi 
^rvemsnts it i»s made regarding land, hovaUM)» «pieysMit and credit for producer s. Shi le sees of tiMM grorye are made of damebiiised any 
pereoonel ireooepes), other are es-ewttraa (reoo»f#a*. In addition, an* 
groig» Imm msarged «Aich are a coabioatiee tia two iemmmltas/.
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bave been r^laced with tbe Hovimiento Ccmtstûl (Comtunal 
Moveiaenc) which includes members from across the political 
spectrum. New movements# such as the environmental and 
gay/lesbian rights movements, have ei^rged. The CEBs in

Esteli have always been a grass-roots, or popular,
organization rather than a mass organization. Nonetheless,
they were very influenced by the revolutionary process in 
their atte^*ts to develop a religious identity as the *Church 
of the Poor." As shall be seen in the following section, the 
1990 elections have also initiated a process of reflection for 
the CEBs which has included an evaluation of both their 
relationship to the PSLN and their relationship with the 
institutional Church. This emphasis on pluralism has been a 
positive one for women's movwnent in Nicaragua, which has 

acquired the autonomy necessary to develop more democratic 
forms of organizing and address issues of concern to 
Nicaraguan women (including the "production of meaning* 
regarding gender identity) which were not sufficiently 
articulated or acted upon during the 1980's. This will be
explored in the final section of this chapter.
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4 2 fte Cmthalio Chargh th# Zmtell CSBa
In the first section of this chapter, the participation 

of Christians in the overthrow of the S^osa dictatorship was 
noted. Following iteduro's fr̂ iffiwork, the C^s, and the Church 
hierarchy as well by the end of the 1)70*s, can be seen as 
having respomted to the social context of oppression untter 
Somoza, particularly with the escalation of repression and 
human rights abuses in the late 1970's. In addition to 
responding to this situation, we can also see the potential 
for religion to influence social change as people took action 
based on their Christian convictions, or "religious worldview" 
to overthrow the dictatorship. Furthermore, this action 
represented a challenge to the dominant hegemony of the US- 
supported Somoza regime and an attendît to replace it with a 
popular hegemony.

Within Nicaragua's revolutionary context, many CEBs saw 
their role as living out, in concrete terms, the preferential 
option for poor that had emerged from the CELMi (Latin
Arœrican ^iscopal Council) conferences in 1968 and 1979. 
Although there wre ongoing conflicts between the Church 
hierarchy, led by Archbish^ (later Cardenal) C^ando y Bravo, 
and the F5LN which affected the developewnt of the CSB» 
("Church of the Poor," or grass-roots Qiurch), the conflicts 
between the hierarchy and the CEBs resulted primarily from 
differii^ perceptions within the Church itself regarding what
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is con#id#red to b# "properly relî loue* and what the church' a
role in society should te:

ProO^ly t M  seat Mcieus ohallang# for th# proçresslv# Motor (of the Qiurch] 1# t M  ceunt#r<^(f#naiy« which M s  be«n l«uACh#d by th# Sle#r«fwM hi#r#rohy, CtUiH »nd th# Vatican, 
who biara# progr###iv# priests and religious for the divisions 
within tb# Church # W  for attrwaptin# to create a *Pc^lat 
CAur^" outside th# sutlMCity of th# bishops (Williana, 19I9IS9).
This section reviews the formation and development of the 

CSBs in Bate11 with particular reference to the internal 
dynamics of the Roman Catholic Church in terms of the way in 
which these internal dynamics have determined what is "likely, 
possible, not likely or not possible” within the CEBs of 
Esteli. These internal dynamics, of course, cannor br 
separated from the broader context of which they are a part. 
As such, reference will be made also to the relationship of 
both the Church hierarchy and the CEBs to the Sandinista 
governawnt and mass organisations during this period.

In Septesdaer of 1993, the Coordinating Committee of tho 

Esteli CEBs undertook an "oral history" of the CEBs from 1981 
to the present.“ They saw the CEBs as having gone through 
tte following five phases since 1981: formation, growth, 
growth and conflict, ctecline and survival. These five phases 
will form the backdrop for the discussion of these issues.

% i# oral history (SMOrristeP swstrs historiJ^ w#a cc«Md thr«igh 
the o j^ rie w s #  and rM Oiieeticsu of aurnot CX9 iesders usii^ th# 
followbag gMStioasi ( it  Wh^ war# tb# as s  l iM  «men X (2) How
msoy meebar# w#r# there? (3) Whst did th# groups do? Nhsc was hsf^soing 
ia  society? (4| istitô orgsoisstions did th# CSS# he## ti#s  to? (i) sow 
did I #mt#r Ùt# dSs? tttat hav# Z l#srm#d? {$) Who w#r# th# l#*d#r@? 
(?) Sow amsy g ro i^  w#r# tter#? (IS.09.M l
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Key aspects of the development of the CEBs with respect to 
both the larger Church body and the broatter social context 
will be interwoven within each of these phases." These 
aspects include: (1) the new mode of religious production
within the CEBs, (2) the CEBs and the Revolution, (3) the CSSs 
and the hierarchy of the Catholic Church and (4} the 
significance of individual agency within the Catholic Church 
for the future of the CEBs.

1S#1-IW3: fossWKti^
CXMm and a Sev Mod* of Religd^a Produotioe

Johannes P. Van Vugt, in his study of the CEBs of Esteli, 
notes that they were first formed in 1976 "uncter the 
directives of a syî >athetic bishop" {1991:38}. These Cl^s 
emerged frcm communities that were first organized in 
assemblies around lay Delegates of the Word. Courses 
(cursiiios) in "catechetical instruction and social service" 
were "the first form of motivating the laity to be active in 
the Church" (p.37-8) Through the C^a, people Incarne involved 
in the resistance against Somoza as had hap^ned elsewhere in 
the country. This included, for instance, protesting against 
human rights abuses and the ttefence of families of the

" la Wditiaa to @#^*d#ry a o u ^ w  and t W  oral hiatory proeeaa, this omrvlaw alao drawa upon formal istaroiaws X carried ost with CSS liters, 
informai eo#wreatio»S with CSS leWera Mtd mamuera aW, fiaal^, a» oim "^rtiaipast ohwrvatioe" daring three abort tripa in 1H7, 19SS ai^ 19##, a two meetb atay in 1992 w d  a aix month atagr in 1993.
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diaappeared <p.38). Van Vugt notes that, following the triumph 
of the revolution, the bishop withdrew his support for tho 
local C^a" and, "with the assistance of missionary 
religious" the CEBs formed their own headquarters, Instituto 
para Formaci&n Permanence finstitute for Permanent Christian 
FoxsMtion, IWSFOPl" {p.39}.

This account is smwwhat at odds with that given by the 
C ^ s  during my two research trips to Esteli, In both 
interviews I carried out and the 1993 oral history, they dare 
the formation of the CE3b to 1981, Furthermore, according to 
them, the relationship with INSFOP was never a smooth cm* and 
by 1987 there was no longer a formal connection between the 
Ciæs and INSFOP.

The pre-1979 CEBs appear to have had little overlap, in 
terms of mea^rship and leadership, with the CEBs that are the 
focus of this study which were formed in 1981. INSFOP, 
however, is one point of confluence between the two. When the 
foreign missionaries Van vugt refers to arrived in Esteli (in 
1981), they began organizing independently in poor barrios in

** Itony of th# CEBs mAich had fosnad ia Nicaragua prior to 1979 daval^ad iadap«»Saatly of t W  hierarchy (DotWon, 1996:89). Tte hierarchy of tha church, la a Am# 1979 pastoral letter, tte legitimacyof the struggle, lodttdira armed insurrection, gainst tte dictatorship (hcagte 6 Los^ ehe, 1991:39). followii^ tte trivn^, however (with tte eses^loa of a November 1979 Pastoral letter which s^fce of "this dnandi^ moment" la w&ite tte "preferential ^tion for tte poor can be eoteretised” (in O'Sswto, 1981:194), tte hierarchy became increasingly eritieal of both tte new government and tte CSte following tte reeelteiteasy triusgh.
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Esteli under the authority of Bishop Rubén Ldpez Ardôii.̂  ̂
One of the Belgian priests served as a link between these 
emerging CEBs and the group of people who would form INSFOP a 
few years later (Interview, 03.11.1993). INSFOP served as an 
umbrella organization which coordinated CEB activities and 
offered resources and meeting space.

The first coimnunities established by this group of 
foreign missionaries %fere in Juana Elena f^doza, José Benito 
Escobar and Arlsteo Benavides, three congruent b4irrios on the 
east side of the Panan^rican highway in the parish of 
Guadalupe. Groups were formed by visiting people and inviting 
them to introductory talks (charlas de iniciacido) which 
looked at themes from everyday life, for instance related to 
the family, children and the community. About one year after 
beginning the organizing work in the cocmmnities, the first 
retreat was held. At this time, there were approximately 30 
to 35 people in the CEBs.

The CEBs in the three barrios mentioned were formed in 
keeping with the concept of CEBs as new organizational models 
for the Catholic Church. This is reflected in the following 
three areas: (1) a change in who is responsible for religious 
production, (2) a different concept of "Church" in a 
locational sense and (3) the religious production itself 
(theological reflection and liturgy).

TIm m  foreign missiraiaziea, along with a community of Salvadozaans, 
w e n  rafugeos from th# war in SI Salvador. They included two Bclgiaa 
prieata, a Belgian celigioua a:^ two Salvx^rean zeligiMts.
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In Chapter 2, Maduro's argument that, in societies with 
asymmetric modes of production generally, religious production 
is assumed by a body of religious functionaries, was reviewed. 
Within the Roman Catholic Church, this body of religious 
functionaries has authority which is maintained through a 
hierarchical and patriarchal structure. One of the 
si^ificant aspects of the CEBs is that they "advocate the 
decentralization of Church decision-making and authority" 
(Williams, 1992:129). This represents an attempt to move 
towards a model of Church that is more a "community of 
disciples" than a model of Church as an institution.'"'

Within this decentralized model, religious production is 
shared more equally among members. Lay people participate as 
leaders (pastoral agents) within the church and clergy are 
•copartners" (Williams, 1992:129), In 1981, all of the 
leaders in the CEBs were priests or religious. As new groups 
emerged and people within these groups became Involved in 
conscientization and training (forstaciôn}  ̂ they gradually 
began to assw% leadership ^ s  it ions. By 1993, most of the 
i^mters of the Coordinating Coaraittee were lay people (and 
most of these were women). This shift towards greater lay 
leadership shears to be a result of more than a decade of

** Sm  Mien SalstOR's "Modals of Oiurcb: A Croaa-Cwltur#! 
^sapaetive” Wdoh diacaaa*» tratütiooal, liberal and radical taoctols of Onir^. The radical model views the Church as a conunity of disciples. 
C EW are an esugple of this radical moAd in that they "eatress new and 
original foœ of religious cooscioasMSS asoi^ poor, og^reswd and 
believing pe ^ le in L^in America" (1985:20).
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fojrmaciûa work as well am the increasing distance Iwtween the 
CEBs and the hierarchy of the Church.

This concept of Church as a conmunity of disciples rather 
than as an institution is also reflected in the organisational 
structure of the CEBs in a locational sense. During this 
formation period of the CEBs, the communities undertook fund
raising efforts such as raffles and cultural events to build 
a chapel (ha Capilla de (hM{6ilupe) on parish land in the José 
Benito Escobar barrio. Two current CSB leaders, in reflecting 
upon that time, say that people felt the Chapel belonged to 
them and that it was almost like a community centre. Rather 
than being a project that came from above, this chapel emerged 
from the efforts of the people themselves and this effort gave 
them a sense of coimnunity.

In addition, however, a key aspect of the CEBs is that 
they focused on "the Church going to the people* instead of 
the "people going to Church" (Interview, 11.06.1992), This 
involved small groups, usually of eight to twelve people, 
gathering for weekly reflection i^eting in ^ople's homes, 
rotating the location each week among CET memlters. The weekly 
reflection meetings were the focal point of the CEBs in that 
they provided an opportunity for people to come together 
informally within a structure which allowed for everyone to 
participate.

During the *wekly swetings, reflections would usually be
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bwed on a biblical text.'* Rather than the priest being the 
only ̂ rson invested with the authority to read and interpret 
the Bible, people were able to reflect upon the texts and 
relate them to their own lives. As Soledad,a CEB leader 
in 1992, has noted, this new way of expressing faith took sow 
adjusting to:

X talked to th# priaat and be invited na to a aeeting. in the 
meeting I went to X felt eebarxaaaed bKaun it was « m y  of 
SMMtisg that was different frost what x ms familiar with, in 
which people mre ma:^ to participate, be a subject ... So, I 
m s  «Bbarrassed when they asl»d me stmtstbisg and almost felt 
badly... It msn't like in other times whei. the Bible was read 
and nothing more iud to be said because everything ms said 
already. A*t I did like the explanation that ms given, of 
how CO live the reality and leam to reflect on the Bible 
(Interview, 11.06.1992).
The weekly reflections have followed the same general 

format fran 1981 to the present. Four "moments" can be 
identified in the meetings. Liturgy (song and prayer) is used 
to o^n and close meetings. Reflection on a biblical text, 
discussion of concrete issues or problems ("life") and 

discussions about how to solve these problems ("action”) form 
the body of the meetings. There is no set order, however, to 
the reflection, life and action moments. Meetings often begin 
with t}» reading of a biblical text, but in some cases, a 
concrete problem would come up at the beginning of the 
sœeting. This seemed to vary expending on the situation. 
Contrary to tlw smthodology of literation theology which calls

” Xm additif, p^wlar booklets ai^ manuals, for axampla ones with 
oartows imsteW of text, and oos^iblical texts, including Church 
^etamts, have also bem nmd as t W  basis for rer lectio.

" ât the rsqumt of t W  OSSa, pseudoayaa for CBS leaders a*^ swdbers 
are seed is the thesis.
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for a "socio-analytlcal" ^diation, the CEBs, at least in the 
weekly meetings, appear to rely more directly on j^ople 
talking about and seeking solutions to community problems: 
don't arrive at a fleeting with a speech. People themselves 
bring things out** (Interview, 11.06.1992) .**

finally, another key point of cWparture in the CEBs iDode 
of religious production is in tenas of liturgy. Masses, 
although still held, did not take as central a role in the 
life of the cosmunity and involved greater lay 
participation." Many of the songs sung during masses and 
weekly meetings also represent a departure from the 
traditional church. Songs of the Misa Ca^wsina Niesra^ense, 
for instance, written by Nicaraguan singer Carlos Mejia Godoy, 
reflect an image of God and of Jesus more in keeping with the 
everyday experiences of poor and working people. Jesus is 
given a specific class identity as a Cristo trai>ajadorf 
(tforker (%rist) and God is a God who accompanies the poor:

** lay iMcters, «s pastoral ag««s, clearly do bave a directive 
role in the Obte. Ttmix ̂ jectlve, botievec, is to decrease tbeir role as 

as possible as groope mature a W  local Iwders emerge. after 
centuries of a model of Cbor^ ubieb exelodM si^iifieant participatif, 
tweever, this is a gxadul pMcess. For instant, many groups (adult 
groups in particular) feel that being visited by one of t W  coordinators 
is what gii#e the group legitimacy. One of the sources of conflict irith 
UMFW appears to have been Uiat DMFO# «s too dirwtive in its style. 
This point is echoed by Van vugt, who notes that, even though the CEBs 
"purport to be dialogic, ... providing the documents to be studied and the 
wde of analysis ma|^ leading participants to ... (an)... iote^retei« of 
their social situation ... that is not necessarily ̂ en or consensual ai^ 
may very well be airtwittiî  the members to merely a^wther form of 
authority i^pwed, albeit more democratically, from the ontside" (1991 ; 49).

” Om  lay leader, for instance, talked about how she was ask«l to 
pass out tW Boat during coBewnton and was w  surpri^rà ̂  this it m#^ 
her nervous; "T was afraid I see goii^ to stick it in W W r  neees!" 
(Interview 11.OS.1992).
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Yoa th* God of the peer,
Lb# God buntftee siapl#,W *  God tbet #*##t# in tb# *tr##ta, th# God with a w*#tb#r45#at#n faca.
Aat is shy I talk to yeo
just lib# I talk to ay people,
b#oauM you are tt» ot the lurking people,Christ, you're a wrkiog mas too.**
Ttw CEBS cat! thus he seen as engaging in a mode of 

religious production which is a (tepsrture in significant ways 
fr<m t M  tradition of the Catholic Church in Nicaragua. They 
involved a horizontal structure with leadership and 
participation shared more equally by lay people and clergy and 
in which ^ople's homes become the locus of “Church* and the 
biblical reflections and liturgy stem from people's concrete 
reality and seek to change this reality.

As was mentioned, the bishop of Estell was aware of, 
indeed bad authorized, the setting up of these new CEBs. LOper 
Ardôn was one of the more progressive bishops in Nicaragua in 
the early 1980's {interview, 11.06.1992; Kirk, 1992:150). 
Within the hierarchy of the Church as a whole, however, there 
was increasing concern over the direction the grass-roots 
Chur^ was taking. The CEBs' decentralized structure and 
active participation of CES nwabers in popular movements 
(including mass organizations and government-run social 
prograsm%s such as the Literacy Crusade) preoccupied the 
hierarchy because of its lack of control over CEB activities

** FroBi Vps « W  ad Oioa de ioa pobxes, Mism C^pesJos. rrrenaletad 
is Leaeestec, 1989:79-90}.
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and the feeling that they were straying from their properly 
religious role by being involved is tîm revolution. The 
hierarchy's discontent was not limited to the CEBs. It was 
also critical of the participation of clergy within the 
Bandinista government. This centred on three priests, Ernesto 
Cardens 1, Minister of Culture (who had led the Solentiname 
community prior to 1979), Fernando Cardinal, Minister of 
Education and Miguel O'Escoto, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

The preoccupations of the Nicaraguan hierarchy were also 
felt by the Vatican. In a June 29, 1982 letter to the
Nicaraguan bishops. Pope John Paul XI "denounced churches 
characterized as non-institutional, non-tradit ional, or 
alternative (Crahan, 1989:52). The tensions within the Church 
wre deepened even further as a result of the March 4, 1983 
visit of Pope John Paul II. Over half a million people 
crowcted into Managua's July 19 Plaza to listen to the papal 
address. Many wanted to "hear a message of peace” and 
e%;%cted the prayers and blessing of tlw pope for Nicaragua's 
heroes and martyrs, including seventeen people who had teen 
killed by the contras just the previous day. The pope, 
however, eu^hasized Church unity in bis speech and the need 
for the people to "live united” with their bishops, to pray 
for tte Church and to be true to their faith (Kirk, 1992:148). 
The pope's speech also included "admonitions ateut unbelief 
and atheisitc education" (the latter an attack on the 
government) which, as numbers of a theological reflection
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group noted in an article in the newspaper El Naevo Diario, 
"sounded strange to us, as we experienced the presence of 
Christian motivation in the revolutionary process" (in Crahan, 
1989:54). As Margaret Crahan notes, the pope's criticism of 
the grass-roots church "rests on the l^lief that it undercuts 
the authority of the bishops and their role as interpreters of 
the Church's official position on doctrine and morals" (p.52).

This atmosphere of polarization had reached the 
archdiocese of Estell by the end of 1983. Bishop LOpez had 
i^ved from being supportive to indifferent and then critical. 
One European priest I talked to, for instance, went to see 
Bishop Ldpez several times shortly after arriving in 
Nicaragua, but was never granted a meeting. According to the 
priest, the bishop knew he was a "Sandinista priest" and 
therefore did not want him working in the parish (Interview,
31.10.1993).

1M4-19S5: Growth CE^ ai^ the seveletiMi
By 1984, two of the clergy who bad arrived in 1981 from 

El Salvador had their "contracts broken by the bishop" 
(Interview, 31.10.1993). They did continue to work in the 
communities, howver. In fact, ttespite the increasing 
conflict with the hierarchy, the period of 1984-5 was one of 
growth for the CEBs. Three new groups merged and there were 
about 150 t^sbers by the end of 1985 (Meeting, 15.09.1993).

CEB groups becwm invol^wi in organizing community
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development projects (ptoyectos sociales) during this tiam. 
these included, for instance, sewerage and potable water 
projects, an income-generating eercadico (little market}, and 
selling clothes to raise money to install electricity in one 
of the barrios. They were also involved in helping to recruit 
people for military service and, sos»what later, began 
organizing coffee brigactes and participating in urban land 
takeovers Meeting, 15.09.1993). During this time, a commnlty 
centre (£i Deeper tar} was purchased "in anticipation of future 
conflict" with INSFOP and the hierarchy as a meeting and 
gathering place for the CEBs (Interview, 03.11.1993).

The CEBs saw (and still do) their work as being a 
combination of pastoral (conscientization and formaciôn} work 
and the organization of social projects. In theory, the 
pastoral work and social projects were combined in the sense 
that living out a preferential option for the poor involved 
more than reflecting upon lived experiences but taking 
concrete action to change reality. In practice, however, 
although the CEBs did initiate some projects of their own 
during this ^riod, for the most part CEB mmüaers became 
involved in FSLN projects organized through the mass 
organizations, particularly ttw Sandinista Defense Committees 
(CDSs). In retrospect, however, tWy feel this was one of the 
failings of their work durir^ the 1980's (Interview, 
11,08.1992}. This was because the FSLN-sponsorsd projects, as 
was mentioned in the first section of this chapter, temWd to
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be planned frœa above;
Bom# pMpl# nidi "%y go off do s^mthing on oor own?
Tb#t weald b# a ... parallel activity» to take peopla away fmt timir barrio to ... start a projaet.* So, in thia aonae, 
w# wan eaniau been## w* dldan't cntinuo with tb# conscientintion of the people. That is to say, it seemed 
better for people to toeesns involved in tlw barrio. They were 
$nd projects, bet very "assistantialist." it wasn't 
«MMelmetwising wsk tat rather "slogan* work io%si#sa y no 
concimaciui - to solve problems for pe^le. That's okay.
That's not wroi^ (to solve people's problCBSl. What was wrong 
was the ny in which it m s  So, both the Prmte aiKt
oorMlvea, we made a sdstake. imat is the pr^leai we are 
having now tlmt we cannot brii^ people tw^her? (Interview,11.8$.1992».
This lack of integration in the work of the CEBs because 

of their participation in the revolutionary process is a 
problem which, according to CEB leaders as well as scholars 
who have studied the Church in Nicaragua, did not originate 
during the 1980's, but had its roots in the insurrectionary 
period. Perhaps because of the urgent need for mobilization 
against the dictatorship, many people became directly involved 
in these activities, neglectii^ as a consequence the pastoral 
side to their work. One CES leader notes, for instance, that 
the aovimieato de cvcsillistss which had forsæd in the mid- 
1970'8 in Estell was Involved in "clandestine reflection to 
organize the struggle against the dictatorship” but it did not 
have a "clear, critical vision of transforming the Church" 
(Interview, 11.06.1992» .*>

%is pKtâ>l^ persisted beyond the triumph of the

** 4md toaehcke elao point out tbet tiM participât ion of the
OSBs in the inaumetl^ nede it difficult for cbwe to devel^ a procwss 
Of eoocd^BMioD and or^nieation that wild allow them to be "subject# of 
tranefozmetion and oban^* within the structures of t W  Cbuxcb itself 
(1991:31».
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revolution because of the CEBs' "active collaboration" in the 
tasks of the revolution,** On the positive side, projects 
imre Implemented that were beneficial to pe^le. On the other 
hand, although the CESs were attempting to "transform the 
Church" by living out a preferential <ption for the poor, 
their engagement in this very process led to a loss of 
autonomy because it was done by associating themselves with 
government-sponsored projects. As such, their work was not 
sufficiently rooted in their own identity as religious 
organizations. "To avoid becoming merely another mass 
organization," Philip Williams notes, "the CEB movement needed 
to develop its own separate identity within the revolutionary 
process” <1992:133}. Finally, the CEBs' active collaboration 
also fuelled the hierarchy's constant accusation that the 
"Popular Church" was an arm of the FStW,

1*86 IM?: foMth mod ConflictCEBs and t&# gimrsfcby
The CEBs were probably at their peak in 1986, Sixteen 

communities existed, and new youth groups were in the process 
of being forsæd. %&ny youth became involved through the

" Philip Willioa distinguishes three disti^m position wiUUa the 
progressive omrdh in terms of their colieboratiM with t*w Ss:̂ iaists 
govexnseot (1992; 131). % e  first, dirwt psrtieipstios, involved eiergy 
vho pertieipst^ directly is the gevsrnissfit, % e  second, active 
eollsboratim, included pe^le #Ao psrticipeted in govsrasent social 
proermmes and mass or̂ sisatifla». fbt third position, passive eollafeoratim, ce^^iaed the conflicts xAi^ active wllsboration broadtt 
with U» hierarchy «WI attespted a mors conciliatory stuiee of generally 
support i:  ̂ the "revolution's ^iMtives* but being critical of 
"amtseeesary government abuses"(p,IK),
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"flrjt eoaau&ion movement" and leaders were emerging from 
grot^a ala»st a# seen as they had been fora^d (Interview, 
15.09.1993}. "Life" thOMS such as alcoholism and courtship 
were explored in weekly metings and retreats. The book, 
Christians. Whv Pear the Revolution? was also one of the aids 
used in study groups. In addition, every Friday night a Way 
of the Cross {Via Crocis) was held through the main streets in 
Estell.

By this time, thousands of people had been killed in the 
war and the U.S. acbainistration was launching its campaign tor 
increased military aid to the contras. In response to a 
situation that many saw as a "reliving of the events that led 
to Jesus' crucifixion," in February, 1986, Miguel D'Escoto led 
a 200 mile "Via Crucis for Peace and for Life" from Jalapa, a 
town on the northern border, to Managua (Reding, 1987:47). 
Over 100,000 people cook part all together and it is estimated 
that 20,000 people participated in the eighth station in 
Bate11 (p.47}. The Friday night via Crucis continued the 
"Evangelical Insurrection* which had started by D'Escoto 
and focused also on denouncing the war. The Church hierarchy 
was s%Retin#9 criticized during the via Crude for 
consistently refusing to speak out against contra
atrocities." The different positions taken by the CEBs and

” In tact, aeveral biabcpa "war# op#niy identified with tft* «ned (beds^, 1991:177). burlfw a trip to Weshingtoa Alch ceiseided with b'beete's Vie Craeis for inetesoe, Sieh^ Peblo Antonio *'«ador»ed omtre ie^er# Arturo Crus u d  Adolfo Celero as tn»*d##oor#te,'" (p.l?*). Ohan^ y ^eiw, foltewise hie appoiotweot me
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the hierarchy ca ttm ear h i g h l i ^ W  and iatanaifiW cha 
division within the Church. While the CS&a a u ^ r t e d  the 
military draft, the hierarchy actively ttenouneed it. The 
hierarchy had consistently admonished the CEBs and progressive 
clergy generally for engaging in political activity that was 
not appropriate for Christians. The grass-roots Church, on 
the other hand, had difficulty accepting that the hierarchy 
was tehaving in a neutral fashion, as is evident in the 
following letter from a group of Christian activists:

HO« CAD you SAy, Sr. CAXdiAAl, ChAC you So not AUP{K>Ct th* 
cMmt#rr**olut 1 on*ri*a if you hAim never coWemn#S their 
Crimea.. .3 Nov cad you aay that you te net favor th«R, when 
you knew full well thatMiew, in the ihiited Stetea-yeur werte 
and letter* era helping the U.S. government to convince the 
Cote raw to Af^ov* mere than 100 mill ion dollara in military 
Aid for ttw counterrevolution? ... You cannot derive ua, or 
yourself, by claiming that you are neutral (in Kirk, 
1993il9<).
The conflicts between the hierarchy and the CEBs in 

Esteli worsened in 1967 when their Church, the Cspilia de 
(^ad^lüper was physically occupied and taken over by the 

priest and a group of parishioners from Esteli's Cathedral." 
The group from the Cathedral had occupied the Church in order 
to regain it frmn what they considered the "Sandinista*

Cardinal, lanmc:^ bi* own "Crwatee for Pe*ca" in Wiicb "th# need for 
dialogue and reconciliation with the contra*" was a constant them* (Kirk, 
1992:185).

“ tee Steday eemii^, a prteoseieo from the Cathedral in the tetttre of tote moved into the JoW Senito Ssctear harrfo ate oecteite tte teatelte# teapel. Steele from the CSB* were gathered mi tte left aide of tte Church, ate Cathteral tetiahwmra on tee rig#t, each with their oim 
guitars ate song book*. Tte base communities held their Mas* fteaed on tte Mise Campesitel with a priest from a nel^Aeuring town, with the Cattedral priest standing - arms folded - facing tte altar t t e  tetite time. As sote as tte Mass wee finished, another Mass ws# officiated te tte Cathteral priest.
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Oïurch. &fter several days of negotiation with the Bishop of 
Esteli the ŒB# lost the Chapel to the Cathedral. This 
ineiftent is a further example of the internal divisions within 
the Onirch. The division is essentially a religious one, in 
that both the CEBs and tlm hierarchy have strong ideas about 
the best way to live out their faith. These ideas, while 
Significantly o^osed, nonetheless both represent ways of 
stressing religious belief and identity within the context of 
the broader society within which they are embedded. The 
hierarchy of the Church has consistently attempted to 
legitimize itself (and delegitImize the CEBs) through 
"religious production, practices and discourses" by using its 
position of dominance within the ecclesial structure (and 
society generally) to support its particular religious 

worldview. The insistence that the CEBs must obey the bishops 
in the interest of Church unity attests to this. The equal 
insistence that the CEBs are engaged in political activity 
while the hierarchy is maintaining neutrality is an attempt on 
behalf of the hierarchy to delegitimize the CEBs.

The participation of the CESs in the revolution is an 
indication of tlw potential for religious groups to 
actively involved in social change and yet it is precisely 
this active involvement that is a source of contention for the 
hierarchy. Rius, the internal dynamics of the catholic Church 
influents the extent to which the CEBs have been able to play 
an active role in social change.
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Although the Nicaraguan context of the 1980's was a 
highly polarized one (hae to the revolution and 
counterrevolution, not all the problems within the CE3s lay 
with the hierarchy. As has been pointed out, their 
relationship with ZNSFOP, an organization which was anything 
but accommodating to the hierarchy, was also not smooth. 
During this period, tensions which had been building with 
iNSrOP grew worse. These tensions stemmed from different 
perceptions between the CEBs and INSFOP regarding the role of 
the latter. The CEBs felt that, rather than being "at the 
service of the communities," the middle class leadership of 
INSFOP had its own vision regarding the direction of the CEBs 
and had begun to i^ose its own a g e n d a . I n  1986, the CEBs 
formed a coordinating committee which was independent of 
INSFOP, which met in the Community centre B1 DBspertar. The 
communities continued to be centered around people's hoows 
(for weekly meetings) and the Despertar for coDvivencias and 
educational workshops (taiieres de formacidrt), which were held 

about once a month. The convivencias, or celebrations, 
usually centred around a specific th«ne, such as Mother's Day, 
and included cultural activities such as dancing and playing

** Xn additioa to what t W y  per^ived m  th# authoritarian at root ore of ntSFOP, ttwra «as also tim problem of undermining tWir ownorganiring effort# M w  CE8# felt that D O W  was intruding in their work by going into barrios Wwre grotte were elrea^ or^nirW end tryi» to 
"take pe^le away" by havii^ "emviveMiaa with tamales" (interview,03.11,1993). In ^het words, D 0 F W  could draw pe<^le because it had more resources to buy food for meetings, tat also used this as a means to 
^ntrol the ba» comumnities.
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(often including piSatas, for instance). If there was 
a priest available, the convivemcia would end with a mass.

19M-90: Daeliae
During this tis%, the CEBs were still involved in coffee 

picking brigsfltes, health brigades, raising money for projects 
through fasts, vigils for {^ace and the Via Crucis. Weekly 
meetings, talieres de formaciûn and convivencias continued to 
be the focal point of the CEBs. Membership, however, was 
declining in the CEBs. Several factors seem to have 
contributed to this. A decade of conflict with the 
hierarchical Church, and in particular the continued 
accusations from the hierarchy that the CEBs were the Iglesia 
Sandinista (Sandinista Church) created conflict for many 
people. Some left the ccanmunities to rejoin a parish; others 
remained Catholic but only nominally (attending mass once a 
week for instance) while others left to join one of the many 
emerging Protestant churches. Although this appears to be a 
minor factor, some people also left because they felt 
uncomfortable with "being asked questions" and having to 
participate in meetings. The deteriorating economic situation 
and decline in govermwnt support for the mass organizations 
may also have been a factor.

mnrivrnla #  ap«*aaoe ^  Xttdieldoale la t W  Cettelie
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The CESs have been in a "survival" phase since the 1990 
elections. Having been "abandoned" by the hierarchy because 
of their sui^rt for the revolution, they nov feel abandoned 
also by the party they worked so hard to support. In a 
February, 1993, letter I received fr^ then, they spoke of the 
"political anarchy and economic crisis" in Nicaragua and tbeir 
disillusiona«nt with the "FSUI as a vanguard party." "Only 
God and the people” they said, "will save the people."

Wiile they remain uncompromisingly committed to the 
"Church of the Poor," there is concern over the future 
direction of the amtniciûdes. During my six months in 
Nicaragua in 1993, I attended several meetings in which the 
future of the C£3s was discussed. They have not discounted 
the possibility that the C^s will disappear altogether. They 
feel that if they are to survive it is necessary to reconcile 
with t ^  hierarchy.

It is not clear, however, what the position of the 
hierarchy is with respect to this. The Church hierarchy in 
Estell, now under Bishop Juan Avelardo Mata, ** has be^ui 
(once again) to set up C£Bs.^ This is part of the "New

** Bishop Schlssfor, of the Atlantic Coast, tns tiM only Bishop in 
1993 with syspathias towrds the Chur^ of tb# ̂ or. Witb bis death in 
1993, all of tl» current Biah^#, including Mndaete Itatc, areconservative.

*' term css is becoming more v A  mane MbigsBua as it refers to fonsed in different tines ui^es dif^rwt cixcumetanees. m  Beteli Slone, for instance, there ar# CBS# that were formed in 1976, ttose formed in 1991 «WÊ, now, the Mew Evangeiisetiw C&ls being feneed eirwe 1992. Zn a Se^Mber, 1993 meeti^ of bteli clergy, a diMueeion me held regarding tte term *̂ C».* Some telt tb^ should do «ay wite it altogether, because of its emtrovereial history. Otters felt ttey should
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Evangelization" initiative which grew out of the 1992 
Conference of Latin Aa#ricao Bishops (CEIAm) in Santo Domingo, 
Dominican Republic. The "Santo Domingo** docim»nt which 
ea^rged from this fifth CELAM conference reinforces the 
commitamnt present in CELAM documents from ïtedellin and Puebla 
to the ŒSs as the "live cell of the parish" (1992:42). The 
:tocument makes clear reference, howerar, to the need for CEB 
animators to be in communion with the bishop and for CEBs to 
be wary of ideological and political manipulation:

Œ B  —  Should b# snimstsd by lay pe<̂ le, men end women
who exo s^kgustely pr^sxod tt» ûimators should be in
communion with the rospectire perish priest and the bishop 
... %en there does not exist a clear ecclesial foundation and 
a sincere search for commuai^ these eemsmnities cease to 
become ecclesial and can become victims to ideological or 
political oanipalatioa <«41 ««f S3, p. 42).

The document goes on to state that:
We feel it wcessary to ... ratify the validity of the 
ecclesial base communities, fostering in then a missionary 
^irit and a spirit of solidarity and searchii^ for tbeir integration in tiw pari^ M d  in the universal church ... [and 
to] elaborate plans of pastoral action that assure the
preparation of lay animators in intimate commnion with
the parish priest (#43, p.42).
This short section on the CEBs, less than a page long in 

total, mentions thr«e ciws the need for CEBs, and lay leaders 
in particular, to be in communion with the priests, bishops 
and the universal Church. In addition, it makes specific 
nmntion of the dangers of i^litical manipulation of the Cl^s. 
Clearly, this test is a response to CELAM's concern over what 
it sees as the politicisation of the preferential option for 
U »  poor.

fca^ it, which t h^ have (lotarviaw, 33.10.1993).
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There seams to be general agreenmnt among CEB 
coordinators that the hierarchy is continuing in its attempts 
to marginalise them. The setting up of the new Cffîs lAich, in 
keeping with the Santo Domingo document, are developing under 
the direct guidance of parish priests and the bishop, is one 
instance of this. CEB leaders feel, however, that it will be 
possible to becMte re-connected with the hierarchy because the 
situation is not as polarised now as it was during the I960's. 
Despite the setting up of the New Evangelization CEBs, there 
are clergy working within the institutional structures of the 
Church who are sy^athetic to the CEBs. As one of these 
priests noted: "Maybe, as time passes and the CEBs are less
associated with the Sandinistas, this [ re-intégrât ion ] will 
become possible” (Interview, 31.10.1993). In addition, 
although the CEBs were generally actiraly involved in 
supporting t W  revolution in the 1980's, there were CEB 
memWrs, and in one case an entire group, who did not 
(interview, 24.06,1992).”

Thus we see that the role of the bishop and individual 
priests, as well as pastoral agents, will be very
influential in determining the future direction of the ŒBs. 
This relates to the fourth a^»ect of Iteduro's formulation 
which involves the influence of indivithwls on both religion

” In addition, many CBS masbara, in particular t W  Mothers of the*Wrow and Martyrs, ^mtim* to attmd OMMé-^^onaored events, indicating that e^tfliete at the levai of lesderahip ate aeceaaarily felt directly by aaebera.
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and society. At the level of the hierarchy, the inclinations 
of the bish^, towards or against the CEBs, can be 
significant. Bishop L6^z, as has been pointed out, was one 
of the more progressive in the country and this seems to have 
hm: an effect on U »  establishing of the OSBs. The current 
bishop is nwre conservative, and the C^s feel that, if he 
trexe to be replaced with a more syi^thetic bishop, this would 
have a significant ia^ct on their ability to re-integrate.” 
The role of individual priests in developing links with local 
parishes will also N» very iiq»ortant

The role of the priests is also significant in that the 
current absence of a priest in the CEBs provides both 
^^ortunities and limitations. On the one hand, the increase 
in lay participation and flexibility to engage in projects 
without possible opposition stems from the current absence of 
a priest in the CEBs. On the other hand, this absence also 
diminist^s the legitimacy of the CEBs as part of the Catholic 
Church. The holding of masses, even if it is only once a 
month or once every two smnths, continues to be important to 
many Œ B  i^nd^rs. #hen I asked what the potential influence 
would be of having a permanent priest again, CEB coordinators 
resj^nded that it depentted on the priest: "a priest can either

** There ere nasesrs that Centenel Otx ndo y srevo is eoaaiteriiq aim 
as a likely meoessor as such will want to transfer bist to Nsnagwa.

** There baa already been some dialogue between CSS moabars and |»rish prieata. In C2 Jlotsario, a bmrrio <m the northern edge of Sateli, for 
instance, CES eaebera bave been visited by t W  prieM and some have begun 
attmding the local OmrA.
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bring people togettuir or fuiralyee {the work}* (Interview^ 
03.11.1993}. With a syi^thetic priestf tî»y felt there would 
not IM a problem. I was particularly Intereated, of course, 
in this question insofar as it relate to the ability to 
engage in gender consciousness within the C^s. Again, they 
felt it would (kpend on the priest. %is question will be 
explored further in the followir^ chapter.

The i^ortance of the priests and bishops is, of course, 
directly related to their position within the Church 
hierarchy. The further up they are in this hierarchy, the 
greater their potential to determine the future of the ŒBs 
(what is likely or not likely for them). They are, in turn, 
limited or enabled in their actions by their superiors.

The role of pastoral agents as mediators between the 
hierarchy and CEB members will also be significant. Although 
the CEBs are engaged in new modes of religious production in 
which structUMs of authority are not as rigid as they are 
within the hierarchy of the Church, CEB leaders nonetheless 
play a very inportant role in both planning and coordinating 
CEB activities and in articulating the vision of Church nAich 
the CEBs r^resent. Most leaders have participated in 
regional and national networks and conferences and some have 
participated in international ones,*̂  Thus, while most 
leaders are from the commmnity themselves (i.e. not middle

" ret instant», lAil# I was tW r# OM era iM dex spwt four months 
in  Brazil partieipstins In  a p^ilsr tWnlngy and p^olsr s&sntiœ murss.
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clws ftfiâ not foreign), their <tevelq[»%nt as leacters in the 
CBS# has given them a broader perspective on the Church than 
n»st Œ B  ^adaers.** All of the CEB leaders are aware of the 
history of the ŒBa and the internal conflicts with the 
hierarchy, for instance. The s%mWrs of the Coordinating 
Coomittee, therefore, will to a large extent be the 
sp^espeople in representing the interests of the CEBs, for 
instance to syrg^athetic clergy.

While the Œ B  leaders see their work as building a 
consciousness of Church which is different from that of the 
traditional Oiurch, most CEB meî >ers do not make as cleir a 
distinction between the OSBs and the hierarchy. For Instance, 
while sany ^ople prefer to participate in the CEBs rather 
than going to the Cathedral because they see the latter as a 
"place for rich ^ople," they do not have the same awareness 
as CSB leaders regarding t M  intent ional ity within the CEBs of 
engaging in "religious production" which is distinct from the 
hierarchy. As was pointed out in the Chapter 2, liberation 
theology is concerned with the "lived experience of faith." 
Vilma, one of the coordinators, for instance, said that 
for many people participating in the CEBs is like a "calming 
of the conscience." According to Doha Sonia, a CEB member, 
"religion is nice, very nice, because it is Christian, it is

" %i# is rsflsctW, for install, io tte Is^osge ttsed ^  ««ch. White 4*. tte tev#l of tte ̂ rdteatiog Remittee t«aa aute «s "litecatioo 
tbtelogy* «fid "gwter ctescioostess” ««ro used, «mote tte c a  acaters 
gesersliy, teco» sW: as "tte Oattoh of tte Poor" and "tte strtefle* of 
woman" war# u##d.
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catholic" (Interview, 25.OS.1392). Vilma aXao comi^tad that,
for many people, participating in s u m  form of religious
organisation is is^rtant t^cause people fear that, if they do
not, they will he condemned." This point can be seen in a
discussion with Doha Maritza. I ashed whAt the Reign of God
a^ant to Mr, and she said;

Men, Uwt of God will he aWlt as here %  earth.Preyimg, asking God to give os wiWaa, iatellige^e, to visit out friesd (oanpaflero) ami say to him:"took, dMi't he involved in had things - drink̂ qy, smoking ... but let's mwt to^tWr in prayer, let us ask God, all 
togstl̂ r, so that wlm he coses he finds us ready ... he won't say ... that ho doesn't know us. *fty? Wcauss we an lost, 
beeauM we did wnmg here on earth" (Interview, 20.06.1992}.
The conflicts between the hierarchy and the C^s, in 

fact, sometimes lead to confusion for members who do not 
clearly understand the difference between the two. One of the 
women who was involved in the 1993 participatory research 
group, for instance, also participated in t M  CEBs organized 
by the Cathedral which are part of the Hew Evangelization. 
She was not entirely clear about what the differences between 
the two were, but was preoccupied Mcause she had Men told 
(in the Hew Evangelization groups) that she should not 
participate in t M  "other cosmmities" because they were too 
political. She continues, hoimver, because she feels a sense 
of coBsaunity in them and likes the fact that issues of 
everyday life are explored, which is not the case in the Hew 
Evai^lization CEBs (Infoiaal discussion, October 13,1993).

** felt this *#s related te tb# zla# of Protestant andSv«^lle«l "sects," many of which "tbraat«i* pe^l# by telling t*w tb^ 
will be coadwaned (i.e. titty will net be saveA if t!^ do not 
participate.
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cî» roi# of individuals {the bishop, priests, CSB 
leaders ami CS8 members) will be important in determining the 
future direction of the Cas. Individual agency, in turn 
exists in thB context of both the internal dynamics of the 
Catholic Church and the social, political and economic changes 
within Nicaraguan society.

4.3 Woamn'9 Movmmnt in Kiomgmgu#
In Chapter 2, women* s issues were explored in the context 

of various theories related to weven's participation in the 
(tevelo^Mnt process as well as the specific development of 
women's movement in Latin America. Analytical concepts useful 
to this analysis such as production, reproduction and 
community sanaging as well as the distinction between the 
public and private spheres were discussed. Finally, the 
connection between feminist and grass-roots women's praxis was 
explored. The following discussion of won^n's movement in 
Nicaragua will be cteveloped with reference to both this 
fraroworfc and the specific Nicaraguan context as it has been 
outlined in the first section of this chapter.

The discussion of the changes within women's movement in 
Nicaragua begins with a brief overview of women's 
participation in the overthrow of sofwza. The 1980's will 
discussed with reference to both achievements and problems in
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tbe r*volutiô )*fy to uodor t W  Stndiniatâo.
Finally, changes within wo^n's mov^mnt since the electoral 
defeat of the fSUt will be exeained in terms of the
ctevelopeænt of autonM*ows w^oen'a movement which is no longer 
subordinated to the FSLM and AMNLAE, the organisation which 
represented the national woi^n's movei^nt throu^out the 
1980's.

Wo m b  in the Struggle hgainet SoMsa
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, many forms of 

women's movement in Latin America have de\%lo^d in the
context of repressive military dictatorships. Such was the 
case in Nicaragua, where women joined the struggle against the 
Somoza dictatorship. In 1961, wmæn began joining the arsæd 
struggle and, by 1979, approximately 30 percent of FSÜ# 
guerrilla fighters were women (Collinson et al., 1990:140). 
Wooœn also participated by providing food and shelter to 
guerrillas, running Mssages, making bombs and demonstrating 
in the streets. Many w^sen were jailed, tortured, raped and
exiled and had their houses searcl^d and looted by the
National Guard (AMFfÛ lAC, 1983:11).

In 1977, AMP%%%: {The Association of Nicaraguan Women 
Confronting the National Problem), was formed with the 
objective of drawing more w^*en "into the struggle against 
Somoza* and "Enouncing htœan rights abuses of tt» regime* 
(Collinson et al., 1990:139). AMPKRO^ was not initially
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linked to th* FSX^ but represanted a croas-class alliance
which inclut^ woiMn who felt "reform could take place without
ttw revolutionary overthrow of the government" (Smith,
1993:201}* By mid-1979, the organization had included in its
platform demands specifically related tc women, such as ecpial
pay for equal work and the elimination of the
c«SMrcialization of woron's bodies (Chuchryk, 1991:144}. In
1978, with a meiWOershlp of 3,000, AMPIWNAC also decided to
become a sandinista organization and join the United People's
Movement (Smith, 1993:201). AWROMhC marked the emergence,
for the first time in Nicaragua, of organized women with a
political identity.

While wfflsen supported the struggle against Somoza, the
FSX^ in turn gave its full support to the emancipation of
*fO«%n, which it saw as part of the revolutionary project. In
its 1969 Historic Programs», the F5LN outlined its first
official statement on women in which it declared that:

Th# Suwliaist* Popular Sevolutim will aholiah the 
diaeriadoatim that woman haw# suffarod with raapaet to men/ 
it will aatabliah economic, political, and cultural equality between nmmen and men (National Directorate, 1387:12}.
As Millie Thayer points out, the Sandinistas were 

influenced by the "slow process of dialogue and rapprochement 
between ^rxists and feminism in Latin American in the 1970's 
and 1980's" (1994:4).

Womm la th# Beve&tttles
Once in power, the sandinista governnwsnt expressed an
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active commitment to the elimination of diacrisination against 
wof^n. The position put forth in the 1969 FSLH Pr^rrasm# was 
reiterated in the September 1979 Statute of Rights and 
Guarantees of Nicaraguans. The Statute "proclaimed the full 
equality of men and women with respect to citizens' rights and 
duties, juridical personality# work# wages# and family 
relations* and also "pled^d to 'wmove all obstacles' to 
achieving that equality* (Nolywus# 1985:146). The FSIN 
relied to a large extent on JttlNLAS (%e Luisa Amanda Espinosa 
Association of Nicaraguan Nomen), one of the mass 
organisations with direct links to the FSLN, to implement many 
of its programmes. ANNLAE had been foramd in August# 1979# 
replacing AMROKAC as the organization representing the 
national women's moves»nt in Nicaragua. In a 1981 Assembly, 
AWLAE defined its role as "giving wwnen an organic instrument 
which would ̂ nnit them to integrate themsel^s as a ttecisive 
force in the program of the revolution; and, moreover, express 
in an organized manner, both their concerns and their social, 
economic and cultural aspirations* (p.147).

In the first few years following the trius#), AMNLAE 
focused its energies in two principal areas, cme was the 
presentation of new legislation guaranteeing greater equality 
between wos»n and s»n. T*» other was organizing to be
involved in specific c^paigns relate to social issues (basic 
needs). In tte area of l^islation# a number of laws were 
pasMd during this time whi^ aiWressed tte diserimination of
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woMn. The first one, passed in 1979, prohibited the 
^rtraying of wos»n's bodies *in an insulting manner or for 
the purpose of advertising" (Smith, 1993:204). Specific 
legislation related to work was also introduced, including the 
following: equal pay for equal work, allowance for nursing
swtbsrs to have one hour off to breast-feed, legislation 
sAking it illegal for sj^loyers to dismiss a woman because she 
is pregnant and the replacing of the "Family Wage Law" (in 
which male heads of families collected wages for all working 
^i^era) with legislation that allowed women to collect their 
pay directly (Collinson et ai., 1990:29,112; Smith, 
1993:204).

In addition, two pieces of legislation were introduced to 
the Council of State by AMNLAE which related to patriarchal 
relations in the family. In September, 1981, the "Law ot 
Itelations Between Mothers, Fathers and Children" abolished the 
Fatria Potestad Law %d)ich had given men unlimited rights over 
children. The new law called for the shared responsibility of 
parents for children (Smith, 1993:203-4). In November of 
1992, the "Law of Maintenance” was introduced which legislated 
paternal responsibility, including financial responsibility, 
for children, inside or outsit of marriage (p.203-4). While 
tWae pieces of legislation were significant advances, many 
proved difficult to enforce in practice. Paternal 
irresponsibility "continued to account for a high rate of 
f#male-hea<k»d households" (Oiuchryk, 1991:152). in 1966, for
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instance 48 percent of Nicaraguan families were headed by 
women (p.152). In addition, the Sandinistae' commitment to 
changes within the family was not constant and, in fact, was 
often contradicted by other policies. Finally, the 
legislation related to work applied only to women in the 
formal labour force.

During this period, AMNLAE focused on a nWoer of "basic 
needs" felt by wonwn. These inclu(ted the setting up of child
care centres for working mothers and establishing small 
production cooperatives (Collinson et al., 1990:141). The 
number of cbild-care centres increased from eight prior to the 
revolution to 248 by 1982 (Chucbryk, 1991:148). This was a 
significant achievenænt, but unfortunately still fell far 
short of demand. In addition, the government relied upon 
AMNLAE to coordinate (through local AMNLAE groups which had 
been set up) many of the programmes related to health and 
education. Women participated disproportionately to men in 
these programmes. 95 percent of the educators in the Popular 
Education Collectives which were set up following the Literacy 
Crusade, for instance, and 75 percent of the health 
i>rigadistas were women (Collinson et al., 1991), Waaen 
brxgadistas acquired valuable knowledge and skills through 
their participation in these processes. In addition, ww$en 
also benefited frm: grass-roots education and health
campaigns. For instance, 198,000 women became literate as a 
result of the Literacy Crusade (MolyneuK, 1965:152). The
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is^lement&tien of those strategies, however relied on women^s 
traditional roles in social reproduction and community 
managing:

attmpts to improve the beeitb of the iticareguen population have hilled wemoB aa the iapi«aeatora of new programmée arul polleiea. Xn tt» preeesa, thmwanda of woman have had the ehaaca to recela training and gain eonfidanee in ĉ eninity ocgasitisg and leartezship. naverthelesa, the idea that woraen 
are society's "carers* may have hew reinforced aloî  the way 
(1990:1071.
In contrast, 31.4 percent of government leadership 

positions where held by women** (a remarkably high figure 
relative to the pre-revolutionary ^riod, but still inversely 
proportional to wonœn's participation at the community level) 
and none of the nine FSLN Comandances in the government were 
women (Smith, 1993:202}. Following the argument laid out in 
Chapter 3, women's participation in the meeting of basic needs 
represented an increase in woaœn's active participation in the 
public sphere. The fact that women participated 
disproportionately to nmn in these activities, however, and 
the fact that women were seen as "society's carers* indicate 
that tl^se activities did not represent a substantial shift in 
relations of social reproduction between wo(%n and men.

This point was highlighted during the second phase of the 
Sandinista ^riod. By 1983, AMNLAE was called upon by the 
government to direct its efforts towards the "defence and 
consolidation" of the revolution. During this time, as is 
often the case in a war econ«ay, the govermi»nt relied upon

** Of not* asoag these were Dors Marie Téilec, Minister of Health, and 
Oeris Tijerino, chief of poli^.
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women to asei^ prochietiwe tasks. By 1985/ for instant/ 70 
percent of textile workers and cotton workers t#ere womn 
(Collinson et al./ 1990:31). By the late 1980'S/ wos^ 
cŒBprised 37 percent of the industrial labour force/ 80 
percent of health workers and 74 percent of teachers 
(Chuchryk/ 1991:148). In addition, 64 percent of workers in 
the informal sector were wo^n (p. 148). Although tïæ focus 
on incorporating wcxoen into production led to tangible 
benefits, including material benefits (incoa^) and political 
benefits (wonmn*s increased presence in the ptAlic s#iere), 
women continued to ha\% primary responsibility for 
reproductive tasks within the household/ not to mention their 
role as community managers. " Another problem was that the 
unions «mre dominated by men. By 1987, for instance, 40 
percent of A7C mesbers were wwcen whereas only 15 percent of 
leadership positions within tl% union here held by women 
(Smith, 1993:219). Wtsaen's low participation in union 
leadership was due to tiaæ constraints placed upon woamn 
because of their responsibilities in the domestic sphere as 
well as traditional stereotypes regarding their participation

** A 1987 study wmnen ^riculturai workers carried out by tlw Xicezaguan Zaetitute for woaaa, for instant, foatWl that the Nieai^to» workforce wee faê adî  *feat£aixed/* bet ia tesM that were still diaedraataeaooa to woman (Seith, 1993:298-7). Ale dieadwantage resulted 
from tlM miesel^^ o^itrmfietim "betwew aocia*iaatl«) of Uw prodwtlwe ^ere aî  the privatisâti«* of the reproductive apiece (p.211), In other 
words, woman still hW prismry reapawihility is the privet#, Aemetic ^*re. R&* study also that saiw woman ̂ mated more iafoxmatim on
family planning and greater a^»ss to birth eomtrol (over eg* third of tW women <dio had hew: pregnant h ^  h ^  one or amre abortions) (p.211).
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in imionBÿ imeleding pr«ssur« fr«B hua^aBd# not to be
involved. Women's lov participation made it difficult for
their voices and a^cific demands to he heard.

The government also reli^ on eomm to mobilize o»n for
the war. With the intro<hietion of tlm military draft, AMNLAE
focused its efforts on "sophisticated and nearly fulltime
[sic! political work with motl%rs of potential and actual
draftees" (IHCA, 1991:34}.“ This focus provl<Wd much-needed
stqpport for w^ien with sons who had been drafted into the
Patriotic Military Service. The emphasis was, however,
exclusively on wonmn's roles as mothers and relied on
popularly held religious beliefs which associated Nicaraguan
mothers with the sacrificing Virgin @kry:

This idMloffioal wock {of the rrente} ̂ votailed with the very 
potent »ie played is Siearaguan religiona and popular culture 
bf the Vi:^in miry. IWtWrs weM exalted first and foremist 
as mothers, and praised for giving tlwir gwacest gift - their 
sons - to t w  oauM (IXCA, 1991:34).
During the war, thus, the FSU* and AMNLAE focused on 

women's roles as either mothers or workers. The fact that 
women, as the primary caretakers of the household, bore the 
heavy burden of t W  economic problems created by the war was 
not addressed by either AIQILAE or the FSia*. Nor were many 
other problems that women faced, tOiile the war clearly 
imposed se^re limitations on the ability of the government to 
act, "overt public recognition" of when's roles and the "huge 
burc^ they were suddenly force to assume” may have helped

** %ia ma dene in part throtq̂  the ikthew of the Xeroea mod Ksrtyrs 
of the Rsvoltttion,
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alleviate the fact that wwmn'a concerns were not being 
addressed (IKCA, 1991:35}. This public recognition, howver* 
did not happen. Another aspect of this p r ^ l ^  was that no 
real process of consultation had been undertaken to ask wwaen 
what their concerns were, AMNLAE's work became subordinated 
to national priorities and AMNLAE was never given the "time or 
space to develop an analysis of women' a oppression” (Collinson 
et al., 1990:142).

By the fflid-1980's, AMNLAE's subordination to national 
priorities and the FSLN was leading to a decline in its 
popular mena>ershlp. In response to this problem, AWILAE 
organized a much overdue public consultation. Six hundred 
meetings were held throughout the co^mtry. There, wonmn 
identified issues they felt j^NLAE should be addressing.'^ 
These included the following: (1) the need for greater
information on and access to birth control; (2) do:^stic 
violence, rape and sexual harassamnt in the workplace; and (3) 
the failure of to share in tlm bur<Wn of child-care and 
housework (p.143).

Many woa»n active in the Sandinista-affiliated unions 
also began to express concern over AMNLAE's narrow focus. The 
ATC (Rural Workers' Association), att^ipted unsuccessfully to

*’ & specific objective in tba holding of t w  ̂ #n foroam m s  to ̂ in 
if̂ ft fna womsn «3 t W  CosstitutiM, Midi M S  iatsodacect ia 1987. Wiile 
emny si^gsstioas (sseb ss t W  OmstitetiMSl sight to sbostioat wsss act 
inclodsd in tlw new ^astitetiom, otbsrs were. 13» Cmstitatira ums 
gsixWf-fr## Isngn###, sstsblishss egnslity bsfose tbs Isw s W  dsfsads tlw 
s^sslity et *ri^tts sad rsspcasibilitiss* bstMsn woasn sad ami" 
tCtB^ayk, 1991:158).
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raise issues they found to be of concern to ifomen mesa>ers,
such as family planning. This led to a break with AMNLAE and
the forming of a woaæn's secretariat within the ATC. Other
Sandinista mass organizations subsequently formed women's
secretariats as well.

The rifts which had begun to appear within wo^n's
smvKsents led the FSLN to take an official position on women
through its 1987 Proclaemtion on "Wmsen and the Sandinista
Revolution.* The Proclamation, in addition to promoting
%«men's incorporation into production, also raised issues of
machismOf paternal irresponsibility and domestic violence
(Chuchryk, 1991:156). Overall, ho%mver, this docunænt
reinforced the FSLN's ^sition that "wo^n's interests are
promoted principally through the defense and consolidation of
tte Involution” (National Directorate, 1987:33). Gender needs
wre thus to be met only insofar as they contributed to the
meeting of broader goals of the revolution. This docuwnt
also makes specific reference to wo%%o's roles in the family:

The fjnsily is tW basic unit of society asd guarantees its 
social r^roduetion, not wily in a biological sense, but also 
by passif Oil the prlnc^les a W  values held by society.
WDaaa hava been the fimMamantal pillas of t]» sican^uan 
f«Bily, d»f»dlng and si^iortii^ their families in the most 
diffi^lt cireuastMMs, for which they ^serve the highest 
reject and admiration (1997:35).
While this document acltnowledges women's important 

contribution to Nicaraguan society, it does not question 
woswn's disproportionate representation in tasks of serial 
r^roduction, or call for the ijtcreased participation of men 
in these activities. For instance, this document also states
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that the FSLK will "struggle so that women can fulfil tl^ir 
maternal function and their family responsibilities under 
e^r-if^rovlng conditions and in a way that these 
responsibilities do not becona insumauntable obstacles to 
their own personal growth and development* (Chuchryk, 
1991:155). This statement highlights a fundamental 
contradiction in FSIA policy towards woj^n. On the one hand, 
they declared a commitment to remove obstacles to women's 
I^rsonal growth and developnant. On the other hand, obstacles 
identified by women themselves to their fuller and more equal 
participation in society (i.e the lack of access to birth 
control to reduce family size and the lack of financial and 
domestic su^ort from fathers) would not be removed. The 
FSUt's position, in fact was a pro-natalist one in that women 
were "exhorted to produce for the revolution" (p.153)

By 1988, in recognition of the fact that it had fallen 
short of meeting specific gender interests faced by women, 
AMüAE revised its strategic objectives. In atWition to the 
defence and consolidation of the revolution, it also adopted 
as objectives the following: (I) to transform wmœn's position 
of subordination and create just social and personal relations 
between n^n and women and (2) to "work for equality and 
dignity for women," including trash's rights to "acquire 
scientific Icnowleĉ e about her reproductive capacity in or<ter

** President Daniel Otteg», for Instance stated in 19S7 that: "%&e way 
of depleti:^ ear youth is to pwmote t W  sterilisation ^  weatn in 
Micar^ua ... os to promote a poli^ ef Portion (in Qmd^zyfc, 1991:153).
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that sh« could make more infor^d decisions* (Smith, 
1993:221). AWîLAE also agreed to democratize its structure by 
electing representatives to a National Assembly of 1,200 
i^nbers (which would act as the national decision-making body 
for the "moiwMnt") through local meetings in every region 
(Collinson et al., 1990:147}.**

This was a substantial tWparture in that AfWLAE was 
transforming its top-down structure tdtlch subordinated the 
concerns of tiomen to national FSUi priorities into a 
democratized structure which allowed for the addressing of 
issues women themselves had i^ntified as important. 
Unfortunately, hotfever, AMNLAE was thwarted in its ability to 
act significantly upon these new strategic objectives by the 
FSUl's ca^aign for the 1990 elections. AMNLAE, along with 
the other mass organizations, was to refocus all its energies 
towards the cam$*aign: "AISfLAE's elections were frozen, new 
leaders were appointed by the party and all efforts were 
directed toward <Wlivering the woron's vote for the FSLN* 
(Thayer, 1994:6}.

In a:Mition to the repercussions this had on AMNLAE's 
ability to present itself as a movement which represented 
wos»n's interests, this was also not a strategic move on the 
part of the FSLN. Rather than securing the *woo^'s vote* for 
the FSLN, the further distancing of AMNLAE from concerns faced

** As a raflaetioa ef this dMocrstizatim pceeass, ANNLAe siso 
chained its nsma from 33» laisa JteiKis Bspinoaa ASMCistion of Sic#:*g*#a 
«eon to the talas Amanda ispi»^ Mevmsat of Nicaraguan Noman,
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by in their d#y-te-d#y live# » y  have had ra admrae
effect on the FSLN ca^aign. For instance, a key factor in the 
defeat of tto FSLN was its loss of soR^ort within the informal 
sector (including domestic workers and other %%B%n) and among 
housewives.” Many women *mre also critical of the style of 
the election campaign, which relied on "traditional 
ideological elwrnnts" in terms of masculine and feminine roles 
(IHCA, 1991:39}. For exas^le, Daniel Ortega, the FSUï's 
presidential candidate, was presented as a "fighting cock,” 
the Sandinista youth organization sponsored i^auty contests to 
attract sympathetic youth and "restrictions on sexist 
advertising were relaxed” to allow "scantily clad women" to 
appear on TV and billboards (Thayer, 1994:6).

The FSUI, as a revolutionary government committed to the 
emancipation of women, was able to achieve many advances in 
the position of women in Nicaraguan society. This was to a 
large extent done throng AMNLAE as a Sandinista mass 
organization. It was, in a sense, these very achievements, 
and perhaps in particular the increased involvement of wosMn 
in the public sphere of community managing, the formal work 
force and political organizing that created coalitions idiich 
revealed even further t W  contradictions in woamn's social, 
economic and political roles (Thayer, 1994:6). Ttwse

" a 19S9 iBtemsl carried cut ^  SienLAI idnstifledtcusewivea aa m  area of eoaoece in that *tlM cevoloticr aiapiy not attaawled to this group (ZSCH, 1991 tSS} . % ia atudÿ fwrtlwr ̂ molvded that 
l»oMwives cmiatitoted "a poaeible woial base zee ri^m-wing parties* 
(p.39).
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*ehi#v^*At# Alfto contflbüted to consoosus aa^n^
WM*D that mov«%nt could not be represented by one
organization alone, and in particular one with limited 
resources and ties to a political party. Thus, while 
acknowle<#ring their ctebc to AMNIAB, many wo^n began to move 
away from the organization in order to create a broad-based 
and auttmc^His wo^n's i^v^uenc within Nicaragua.

iteeee's %^nisimg S4iw» 19W
In contrast to the FSI^'s portrayal of Daniel Ortega as 

a macho figure fighting to <tefend all Nicaraguans, the UNO 
coalition relied upon the "all-forgiving mother” image ot 
leacter Violets Chamorro who "prœtised to put Nicaragua's 
shattered family back together" {IRCA, 1991:39). This image 
a^ealed to many ̂ ople - and wonmn in particular - whose vote 
for the UNO was a vote against further confrontation and 
aggression. The new governa»nt, however, has been less than 
successful in its attests to reunite the Nicaragua family. 
As was mentioned in the first section of this chapter, popular 
unrest - including s«netim»s violent labour strikes and the 
formation of armed groups - have been due in no small measure 
to popular dissatisfaction over government policies.

With reject to women's issues, the new govermwnt also 
has come under criticism. economic policy has adversely 
affect^ woewn in that cut-backs in state sending have relied 
on the "elasticity of wonæn's tiam” to a%et basic needs. In
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ûûAition, have either been pxehed into tlw infoowl
sector or the ranks of tlw unes^loyed. For instance, of the
ten wmwn I interviewed in 1992 who are CEB twabers in Estai i,
only one was es^loyed in the forsal w)rk force, as an
el«wntary sch^l teacher earning a^roxiaately $US 100 a
month. Others relied on extended family and/or selling goods
such as firewood, tortillas and milk from their hoiws, taking
in sewing or doing laundry and ironing (both in their hoaws
and in other people's homes). Among the women who had
husbands or partners, only one had permanent ei#loyment,

In addition to the negative intact of economic policy on
women's lives, the current ackainistration, with the support of
the hierarchy of the Catholic Oiurch, has taken specific
actions which work against woewn's interests through its
programme for "the recuperati^ of the moral and social
function of the Nicaraguan family (Thayer, 1994:7). This
programme includes the launching of anti-abortion casipaigns
and the replacing of the school-systems sex education
curriculum with Church-influenced "moral and civic* education
which teaches traditional genter roles (p.7). As Millie
Thayer notes:

The ChMocro govmsamat* a and social polieiaapro&t^l an intensification of tte priwt# and ̂ blic crisis that women war# alsaady facing, idvils its political di^wnrs# reassaitsd the doadnanM of txaditiMal gander hierar̂ i*#. woman'# organiaatiow no loagac tmA lagitimMy or aocoas to the stats, svso the liadtad access that Jtmuts had sŝ oysd <p.7î.
Somewlwt paradoxically, it tws been within the context of 

a state which is un-s%^portive of many of the demands voic^
19S



^  ev#f the previo%$ ^caeto that wos^n's movenwnt In
Nicaragua has been able to grow and establish an autoncH&ous 
ictentity. As has been the case with other mass organizations, 
this is partly accounted for by the fact that the state is a 
clearer target to organise against. Much of the growth in 
women's iwveamnt, however, can be attributed to achieven^nts 
in the area of women's riggits un^r the Sandinistae which both 
exposed the need to address women's issues and provided the 
political space within which to organize around these issues.

Several streams have emerged within wo^n's movmment in 
Nicaragua since 1990. One stream is idr.ntified with AfmLAE, 
which continues to be affiliated, albeit less directly, to the 
F5U1. In 1990, AMNLAE attested to pick up where it had left 
off before the elections by inviting wonren from various 
organizations (including women's secretariats of the unions 
and ind^>endent organizations which had been formed in the 
mid-to-late 1980's) to a consultation to reactivate the 
wM»n'8 movesant. Many women's organizations, hoimver, 
declined tlw* invitation because they questioned "the very 
nature of the movuænt" and in particular AWLAE's dependent 
position vis-A-vis tl» FSLN (Thayer, 1994:7).

In 1991, two s^arate events were held on March 8, 
International Women's Day, which concretized the ruptures 
within women's moven^nt. AlfiiLAE held its national assembly 
idiich was attended by €00 while the emerging autonomous
fMinist J»>ve8wnt organized the "Festival of the 52 Percent."
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The festival represented the first time "activities to 
commemorate international women' a day .., wet# planned 
groups outsitite t)w Sandinista when's organisations" 
(Barricmda International. 1993:24).»

The initiative to plan a national women's conference grew 
out of the Festival of the 52 percent. This conference, "The 
Aicuentfo of Nicaraguan iroamn United in Diversity," was held 
in January of 1992 and ai^roxisately 800 women atteiutei. One 
of the basic premises of the encuentro was "the recognition of 
ideological and organizational autonomy” of women's movement 
(Barricada International. 1993:23). There was disagrewmnt, 
however, on organisational strategies. Some participants felt 
that structure was "necessary to Wild a fmtiniat movement" 
which could "make the state and the rest of society listen to 
them" (p.20). Others felt that Wveloping too rigid a 
structure could coaqpromise movement autonomy. In the end, it 
was decided that, rather than create another vertical 
structure to represent the moveamnt, activities would be 
organized and coordinated through a series of networks, 
including t W  following: c^nsonication, organizational
participation, economy and envirwunent, education, health, 
sexuality and the network against violence (Puntos de 
&)cuentro, 1992:16-21). Seimral months later, however, the

** Altaao^ diviaios wltbia ts# mmwmat has Mntiasnd, there he# site been an attempt to work together oa ̂ eeifie iawea. a pereaiwtt agaiaat Mmteraal Mortality m s  laanebed ia May, 1992, for ioataaoe, ia which all aectora of the woaas'a eore— nt have partioipeted.
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National Feminist Conmittee (CNF) was formed bv 17 women's 
groups. Other feminist groups have since forawd the 
cooaaittMf which feels that "they should not reject 
organising* because of frustrating experiences in the past 
(Barricada International. 1993:2H .

IHhaen's gK»vement is currently made up of several groups. 
Included in these are AlBilAE, the CNF and groups associated 
with the Unity in Diversity Conference which prefer looser 
coordination through the networks. in addition, two other 
groups can be identified. The women's secretariats of the 
union, lAile disenchanted with AMNLAE, have also been critical 
of the urban and middle class bias within the emerging 
movmmnt, arguing that class interests of meml%rs are not 
being addressed and they must continue to work through the 
unions (althou^ male-dominated) to address women's economic 
concerns (Thayer, 1994;103. Finally, there are groups of 
women with specific interests who smy or may not define 
themselves as fwuinist and who have only recently "come to 
ixkntify with the womm'a move^nt* (p.8). Following the 
overview of wonen's organizing in the previous chapter, these 
can be seen as grass-roots groups which are organizing around 
basic needs (incos^-generation, soya projects, etc.} but which 
have not, until recently, incorporated a gender analysis into 
their work. The CEBs of Ssteli are inclwted in this final 
category.

It is within this context of the changes within women's
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movement that the potential for CBBs to engage in gender 
consciousness is being examined. A related question in the 
research process is whether, as a result of engaging in gentter 
consciousness, women frwa the CEBs will come to see themselves 
as an organised group of wcxsen %Ao "identify with women's 
movement." This will be explored in the following chapter,

Coeolasios
The focus of this chapter has been to situate the 

research question within Nicaraguan reality. An overview of 
the political and economic context during different phases of 
Nicaragua's recent history from the late 1970's to the present 
revealed changing relationships between popular organizations 
and movements and the state (from confrontation to 
collaboration to a search for autonomy) . This review provided 
a context within which both conflicting movements within the 
Catholic Church and wmsen's movement could be examined.

The second section of this chapter reviewed the foliation 
and development of the CEBs of Esteli within the context of 
internal division in the Catholic Qiurch. though the major 
axis of contention between the hierarchy and the Church has 
been an internal one (Church unity versus a preferential 
option for the poor; this has been, in turn, influenced by 
differing perceptions within each about what their role, as 
religious organizations, should be in society. Both the 
hierarchy and the grass-roots church haim attes^ted to
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legitimize theme fwrepectives thr<mgh their religious world 
views. The need for Church unity and obedience to the bishops 
was counter-posed to carrying out the (Churches) preferential 
option for the poor by people who "experienced the presence of 
Christian motivation in the revolutionary process."*'

The CSSs in Esteli met with the disapproval of the 
hierarchy because their living out in concrete terms the 
preferential c^ion for the poor led to their involvement in 
the revolutionary process. This involvement in government 
programmes, in turn, led to a loss of autonomy for the CEBs 
t^cause tWir conscientization work was not sufficiently 
integrated with social projects. This was perhaps inevitable 
in that many, if not most, CEB members were also active in 
mass organizations and things were "in the air" as one CEB 
members put it. The FStfî's approach to the popular sectors, 
which was characterizeo by top-down decision-making, also 
contributed to this problem.

Despite the problems faced by the CEBs, they have been an 
act:tve and critical presence in Nicaraguan society as the 
Church of the Poor. Their existence also presents a challenge 
to the Catholic Church to engage in new modes of religious 
production based on decentralized models of authority. Since 
the late IMO's, however, the CESs have been in a process of 
decline. They are now in a situation where they feel their 
only option is to "re-integrate" with the Oiurch hierarchy.

** Qoote from theological reflection grotg> tin Crahan, 1999:54).
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Although still generally conservative, and critical of the 
grass-roots Qiurch, tb» hierarchy is not as monolithic as it 
appears. Hopefully, from the perspective of the C^s, there 
is enough room for reconciliation to enable their becoming 
once again part of the institutional Church while not 
cwi^romising, in the process, over a decade of
conscientisation «rark and active and critical lay 
participation (Interview 03.11.1993).

The final section of this chapter reviewed the 
development of women's movement in Nicaragua. Numerous gains 
were made with respect to women's rights throughout the
1980's. During the first half of the 1980's, however, women
were not for the most part consulted as to the issues that
were most important to them. The shift from basic needs to 
defence and production - all of which relied specifically on 
women - as society's care-givers, as mothers sacrificing their 
sons and as workers providing a surplus labour pool to 
maintain production levels curing the war - did not take into 
consideration the *cosplex matrix" of women's everyday lives, 
including women's role in the domestic, or private, sphere in 
social reproduction. As a result, women assumed these new 
responsibilities without being substantially relieved of the 
ones they already had. Furthermore, specific issues such as 
reproductive choice (in particular, access to contraceptives) 
and domestic violence %*re not addressed. By the time AMNLAE 
did begin to a<Wress these issues, it was once again
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overridden by FSUî priorities - in this case, the organizing 
of the campaign for tbs 1990 elections.

*M»n's movement during the I960's was thus ideologically 
and organizationally subordinated to the FSIK as the vanguard 
and governing party which, generally speaking, saw women's 
edMncipation within a Marxist, or "women and development" 
frasmfork. This led to internal contradictions within wmzen's 
moven»nt and, by the late 1980's, to a broadening of women's 
movement. With the electoral <tefeat of the Sandinistas in 
1990, women's movement has been given new life as it is no 
longer c^fiMd as a Sandinista wmnen's mov^ent but represents 
a broad-based coalition which includes organizations, unions, 
collectifs and networks. Within this broad grouping, women 
have been able to <tefine for themsleves the issues which are 
priorities for the movMænt. This is somewhat paradoxical 
because this has occurred within the context of a state which 
is less sympathetic to women's issues than the previous one, 
and indeed has attempted to restore traditional family values 
with the backing of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.

It was also pointed out that woman's groups, including 
Oiristian women, who have not specifically addressed gender 
issues in the past are now beginning to identify themselves 
with women's movement. The participatory research project: 
"%man: Who Am I?" which was carried out in the CEBs of Esteli 
in 1993 is one exasple of the development of gender identities 
within religious groups. The following chapter examines this
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project «s a confluence of gender consciousness and the 
preferential option for the poor in CSBs. The limitations and 
opportunities for engaging in gen<ter consciousness will be 
examined with reference to ttw internal dynamics of the 
Catholic Church and the current characteristics of women's 
movement in Nicaragua.
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CSAPTSR 5 
GsmxBR a m ^c o s s s s s iw

CBSs OF ES^OtX

aat«odnptioo
The first section of this chapter reviews the research 

undertaken in and with the CEBs in Esteli, including 
preliminary research in 1992 and the participatory research 
project (Woman: who ms I?) carried out in 1993. The second 
section analyzes the results of the research process in terms 
of the research question: What is the potential for CEBs, as 
religious orgnizations, to engage in gender consciousness and 
contribute towards women's movement for social change? This 
analysis will be discussed with reference to the conceptual 
framework established chapter 3, the particular circumstances 
of Nicaraguan society outlined in chapter 4 and the overview 
of the participatory research project in the present chapter.

5.1 ovESPnmi OF ngSEAnca xh tbs 
CSSBm

Ifn - rxwlieleary Research
The objective of the research carried out in 1992 was to 

determine; first, whether the *wrk of the CEBs already
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included a systematic analysis of gender; and second, if it 
did not, whether they %mre interested in incorporating this 
into their conscientisation work. The research included 
participant observation at various meetings and gatherings of 
the CESs, as well as interviews and informal conversations 
with both leaders and members of the ŒSs. The extent to 
which gender consciousness was included in the work of the 
ŒBs will be examined with reference to four areas of 
work: <1) weekly saetings/neighbouchood groins, (21
educational workshops (taiieres de formacidn), (3)
celebrations {convivenciasi and (4} networking with other 
organizations.

(1) $$eeklv tteetinas/Neiahbourhood Groups
"Practical" probl^cs faced by women related to health and 

housing are often addressed in the meetings and through the 
neighbourhood groups.' As we saw in the last chapter, the 
CEBs are involved in projects related to women's basic needs 
such as fixing roads and putting in setrerage. These 
activities, however, have not incorportated a specific gender 
focus. For instance, by engaging in an analysis as to why it 
is wo^n who are most involved in these projects.

Gender issues often come up in reflections and

' Visiting p^pla who a n  sick to bappw in «11 tb#naiglAowrbw^. In cmmw, a coUeetioa was undertaken to help buy ae^eine for a «Ao was sick. In amtlMx awatii^ I attended, amsabec bad a bole in her roof a ^  CIS swabers atrategiced erotœd bow to procure funds to fir it.
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ditctissioss in th# imWtly neighbourhood i»etings. As one
current CEB leader noted, the meetings are not focused
s^ciflcally on wo^n, but most c a  zmmlwrs are women, so
issues would Marge frMB the reflections, for exaa^le related
to being single women, housewives or workers (interview,
11.06.92). Cba of the Cffî mei^rs I interviewed also
eaqpressed this opinion. $Ran I asked her if they reflected
r^on pr^lMts faced by wM»en she said:

Y M  ... WS rsfleot 1900 this .... (for «xanple] ... thatseaetiasa there are wemen that are alone I single] and hawpc^lsaa with their children ... or with the huobaiwl because he ia with anotter wman (Interview, 19.06.1992}.
Sosœtines, issues related to women are brought up in a 

more structured way. For instance, I attended a weekly 
fl»eting in one of the barrios which coincided with Father's 
Day. The spouses of women in the group had been invited to 
attend, and the reflection was based on a biblical passage 
(Ephesians 5:22-33) which states that :%n are the head of
women just as Christ is the head of the Church, but that men
should love their wives just as Christ loves the Church. An 
excerpt from the docui^nt on the Family in Latin America which 
emerged frMi the 1966 Medellin Bishops' conference was also 
read. One of the themes which emerged from the discussion was 
that the Bible is in many ways a sexist fmechistat document 
and should be un<terst<K»d in its historical context.

(2) Educational Workshoos
Educational workshops are held approximately every other
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month in the CRe on topic# eueh ee t*w iwenlng of prayer or 
t*% reforms of the second Vatican Council. In 1992, I 
attended a t w d a y  workshop on "The New Evangelization. " This 
workshop (which was organized and facilitated by the popular 
education group "Teyocoyani") began with an overview of the 
the social, economic and political problwos faced by people in 
tl» barrios as %mll as the religious situation (of the 
hierarchy of the Catholic Church and the growth of Protestant 
Qiurches). This was followed by an analysis on neo-liberalism 
in the Aiwricas. As one of the Teyocoyani m^^ers stated: 
"Some people with a traditional religious conception would say 
that what we are doing is not necessary, but for a committed 
Christian, the cause, the origin of the situation we are 
passing through must be understood" (27,06.92).

While the CEBs frequently hold workshops which follow a 
methodology similar to the one just described, no workshops 
had yet been organized in the CEBs which included an analysis 
of gender as part of the social, econanic, political and 
religious configuration of the "situation" being passed 
through by CEB meat^rs.

(3) Celebrations
Celebrations are held every t w  to three sMnths in the 

CEBs. For the most part, the thmaes vary although the 
Mother's Day celebration in May and the Christsms coloration 
are two which are held every year and seem to have the highest
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attendance.' La Paxisi^, the celebration of the Immaculate 
Conception of Mary is celebrated evey year, beginning in 
November. The fact that t%ro of the most important events in 
the calendar of the C£Bs are Mother's Day and the celebration 
of the virgin are both indicatins of the centrality of Mary 
a M  Motherhood in the CEBs. While the en^hasis on Mary 
provietes a positive role model as well as a female image of 
the divine, the devotion to Mary is often expressed in terms 
which reinforce gender stereotypes. The same could be said 
for the Mother's Day celebration. The perspective on Mary 
within the CEBs seems to be in keeping with the general 
perspective within literation l%ology which was outlined in 
Chapter 3, That is, on the one hand women identify with Mary 
as a p^r woman who lost her son and who is committed to the 
cause of liberation of tlw poor. On the other hand, Mary 
reinforces the identification of women with motherhood and 
sacrifice.

<4} ^working with other Qroanitations
The only woi^i's organization the CEBs had direct ties 

with in 1992 was the Mothers of the Heroes and Martyrs. This 
sew*d to stem from tlw fact that many women belong to both.

* eeaBHnoHtios of tte death of Oacat Soeoco is alsoealabntad ia March. Ail CSS aabera are invited to ealttrations sod a ■SM i# aosatioea Wid at the of it if a priest is svaiiabl*. If sot, a biblical reflection is often teld «bids is led by of the^ordisators. aithmtgh not a sermon, these reflections <k> involve woawe publicly refl^ti*^ t W  *werd of Qod." CeMbrations are also plannW ^eeificelly for youth grmsps.
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Also, the «mekly Via Cxucis «rhich was organized in the late 
1980's was organized in conjunction with the %idres.* In a 
conversation with one of the c a  leaders, she mentioned that 
there were organizations in Ssteli which offered services to 
w«aen W t  that they did not go to the co^moities, so many 
people did not feel comfortable going to them C1S.05.1993>. 
Thus, except for the Motl^rs of the Heroes and Martyrs, the 
CESs had no formal links with other groups of organized women.

The question of ̂ nder consciousness was also raised with 
members of the Coordinating Committee. All the Coordinators 
interviewed were in agreement that women face many obstacles 
and that machismo is rooted in society generally and also in 
the Church. One of the CES leaders X interviewed separately 
agreed that women's disproportionate participation in the 
Church can be seen as an extension of women's domestic and 
family responsibilities. The s^nbers of the Coordinating 
Committee said that issues faced by women often cme up in 
ometings.' They stated, however, that gender issues were not 
being addressed directly in that their "line of work" has 
never focused specifically on women (Interview, 01.07.1992).

* TO# proMMion aliays I W  by the AAbar#, earxlad modmi croaaaa and covered tbeir heWa with idiite ahawi# «« a aywbol o£ their identiflcetia) with tbe Virgin Mary.
' The iaases diK u e#̂  ioclirfed pbyaieal aJ^tM, buabaWadia^ocagiag women'a perticipecios in t W  CXBa end other eaeeamity grmw, men drinking In excess (which was both as économie and as amctioneX/social 

prcbiaw, mns dominating diaenaaioM *A#n they did pertieipate in a s  meeting, irr>men'a HRwillingnaaa te wofrest men os having etWr woman beeasae of (real or pereeiwd) aeoae^e dapesdasee on man and tbe bordMi m  woamn of being aisgie parent#.
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Rather, Issues mta seen as part of the bigger picture
of engaging in conscientisation work and Christian education. 
There was s^* a^rehension about doing work "exclusively with 
wossen and exclusively with men" because work with women in 
other parts of the world had become very polarised: woe»n who 
"trark with woimm are too feminist and they have forgotten 
about the masculine sex* {01.07.1992}. Despite this, they did 
feel that it would be a good idea to engage more specifically 
in genchsr consciousness work and mat this would be an 
^^rtunity for the CSBs to nwve in new directions,'' ft was 
thus decided that I would attest to return to Nicaragua to 
]̂ »cosm directly involved in a "gender consciousness” project 
with the C£Bs, While the exact nature of this project was not 
ctefined, s^se discussion was undertaken, indicating that the 
project would adopt a methodology similar to the Teyocoyani 
workshop and other C£B conscientization work in which people's 
experiences formed the starting point from which to examine 
issues in a broattor context.

The general conclusions fr«n the preliminary research 
carried out in 1992, thus, were as follows; (1) the CEBs do 
actress issues that directly affect wot^n's lives, but have 
not undertaken a systematic analysis of gender and structures

' % #  gueaelao of moving in mow diroetioas is a crtticoi ooo for ths CZB9 ti^t sow. as was o#tlim#d in U w  prsvi^is ehsptor, they are owrowtly is a "mrvival* phase and are atcem^iog to rwesteblish their idsstlty as the "Cburoh of t W  Poor" Wii^ has autonomy from the rSLti on the haaAf ai^ a clear, tett mot st^ordij»te, position within the ■abtttseam Cattolie the other bai^,
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of gender eWwrdinetion and (2) they were interested in 
untkrteking a project with women CBB mmmbera %Aich focosed on 
geiKter consciousness.

19f3 - Project "#emsn; Who te Xf
The participatory research project lasted from mid-June^ 

1993 to mid-January, 1994.* Fifteen wetings {including one 
all-day session) were held during this tism.^ In addition to 
the four project coordinators, 18 to 24 CES msmhers 
participated in the project, ranging in age from 25 to 63 
years and representing 13 neighbourhoods in Esteli.* The 
project was divided into four phases: Organization, Life, 
Bibie/Oiurch and tetion, with selected thea»s explored in each 
phase.*

* It MS3 origisaliy sch«dulc0 to end in OecmOer but was aatm^d in 
order to cower all the psii^ipal topics tdiieb had been s\^gast«l by the 
group.

’ In July, a 24-hoar taiwowet of the city of Ssteli tf tl» FIU9C 
(Revolutiwiary front of Kockat's and feasants) in «diieh 45 pe^Xe died led 
to a ais (Canadian ^reau for International SA:cation) eraluation of 
statt» in Siearagt» m d  t)w request that I return to Canada in Meveabar 
(as o^wed to the originally prwrammed return in Dewaber). h# a«h, I 
did not attwd tW last four swetug of tlw PS group, and the analysis of 
these MMtings is basM oa infonaatim which be«i sent to me iqf the 
other three project ooordinaton.

* This mmber fluctuated for two reasons. First, sa» of the woBmn lAo participated in t)» project in tt» beginaii^ draped oit (two beesuM of ^posaitico for partners, one due to illness ami one because she be^n 
worbitv in aaotter city). Second, a ter gcet^ smebers invited women from their sei^teuctwod to attend, which ^Mreased tbe sise of tbe group ^ain. One woemn ala> missed abo^ two months in tl* middle because her SOI was killed in the Atly 21 take-ower of Ssteli.

* %e first two makings were designed to establish the ̂ jectiwaa for 
the project a:^ intreduM the theme. The nest two savored e specific 
theaw, siole^e e^inst women. f W  fifth meeting ioclu^d a review end 
eveluatico of the ̂ ojMt tlm far, as weU as the loosing ̂  themes f ^  
t)» rest of the preset. % e  fair phases were thus established partially
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MitlioMoggr
The project was referred to as a "course-experience" 

because the starting point was the sharing of lived 
experiences and this was combined with new information which 
was also reflected upon in the context c>f the experiences of 
the women in the group. In this sense# the course-experience 
adopted a dialectical a^tbodology of ccxnbining inductive and 
deductive knowledge. The new information was introduced in 
three ways: ID through visits to the various women's centres 
in Esteli, {2} by providing an introduction to the theme being 
explored (ex: woman in history, women in the Bible) and <3) 
through presentations (ex: women's internal and external 
reproAictive organs). In the case of the last two, one of the 
four coordinators was responsible for organizing and 
presenting this information. Different activities were used 
to reflect upon th«ws in the context of lived experience. 
These indued biblical reflection as an illumination on 
everyday life, games tdinimicash small and large group 
discussl^s (with questions), dramatizations {socio-ctramasf, 
and structured excercises (ex; the time-budget exercise "A Day 
in My Life"). Liturgy was seen as being present in each 
Bweting. For instant, Metings would usually begin and end 
with a song and a prayer. Reflection and analysis were also

is ntreapact as a result of the plasnit̂  osdectafcen aatxisq the fifth 
:lhg.
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seen as being present in each meeting. The methodology of the 
project is summarized in the following diagram:

Figure 2; Methedoloav of Participatory Research Project 

litiizgy xrnfXmim *a»lysis

W A— > Bihî» — > Action
Church

sntlyaia teflaction litvT^

The following section provides an overview of the project 
with respect to each of the four phases and the themes which 
were explored in each phase. Since it is not possible to 
review each meeting in detail, this overview will focus on two 
aspects of project meetings; (1) the methods used to e:g*lore 
each theme and (2) some examples of reflections and 
conclusions which arose from the exploration of different 
themes.

Phase 1; Or^misatiM aad Xatrodsdtim
During the first meeting, logistical considerations were 

establiiï^d as a group. These included the length, frequency 
and location of meetings. During the second session, it was 
also decided that two women frc# the group (rotating for each 
meeting} would plan the next meeting along with the four
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coordinators. Finally, (although this did not take place 
until the fifth meeting), the to be looked at were
discttsaed and determined as a group. This was done through 
small group discussions based on the following questions: (1) 
m»t have we learned up to now? (2) Which themes do we want to 
look at in more detail and which new themes do we want to look 
at? (3) lOiich organizations do we want to visit? All of the 
comments and suggestions were then brought to the large group 
and the issues and organizations to visit were decided upon.

During the first meeting, the following questions were 
also addresed: (1) Why are we participating in this project,
(2) What do we want to achieve and (3) How are we going to 
achieve it? The question "why ere participating in this 
project" had been partially aiMressed at the beginning of the 
meeting through a biblical reflection (Luke 10, 38-42) on

Jesus^ visit to the two sisters, Mary and Martha. One of the 
theirs which «nerged from this reflection was that women must 
choose tetween the "spiritual” (represented by Mary who sat at 
Jesus' feet to listen to him speak) and the "material" 
(represented by Martha who was busy in the kitchen), one 
w(«nan said, for instance, that: "Sometimes, because we are
doing sozmthing in the house, we ignore (3od, but we shouldn't 
be like Martha." Another women later comzsnted that women 
live in a difficult situation in which they must choose, but: 
"Mary and Martha con^lement each other; we cannot dedicate 
7urselv«s to only one thing; it is not possible to choose
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imtwsen the material and the spiritual, what is needed is 
solitürity between the two, doing things together"
(30.06.1993). This discussion highlighted the conflicting 
roles women have, the fact that there are differences between 
w^en and men in society and the fact that women are 
discriminated against. All of these were seen as reasons for 
participating in the project. In addition, group meidoers said 
that they wanted, as wojron, to "learn" and "teach" one another 
and to "discover" together.

The responses given to the question "What do we want to 
achieve?" were the following; to know ourselves, to get to 
know each other (in the group), to be able to relate better 
with people, to defend ourselves as women, to have strength 
and to support each other as women (3U.06.1993) . For the 
third question, "How are we going to achieve this?" the 
following answers were given: having faith and hope; coming 
together as a coaarmnity; with the help of God and the Virgin 
Mary who will give us strength and î^alth; leaving aside our 
egoism; being an example, making a ccmaaitment; having 
confidence in ourselves; reflecting on our experiences; 
sharing our experiences and learning new things, which oakes 
our experience grow, and visiting different organizations 
which work with women (30.06.1993).

The second meeting also used an open biblical reflection 
(Genesis 1, 26-31) as a means to promote discussion on the 
tb«ae "tfoman: Who As I?" Many insights into w%wn's lived
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ex^trience arose from this discussion. For instance, it was 
noted that God created wo^n and as equals (tasks were not 
divided by gen^r in the Creation story, except for pain in 
child-bearing, which one woman felt God "should have left to 
men") but somewhere along the way, society has changed and the 
tasks have tecoae divitted:

If the weus is sick, the d^sn't If si» has a
sick tirild, the weama takes caze of it aod he just sits 
there.., Kh«i a man is without work, he still isn'̂ t capable of 

tt» wtman in the house, even to wash his own clothes ~ 
it's raze... (11.07.1993).
It was noted that society has taught that the man is the 

"master." l tie boys learn this and, if a young boy tries to 
help in the hv se, "his friends will laugh at him .., and say 
he is a *fag.'" *^*n also reinforce this stereotype: "If I
say to the boy: 'Don't touch that because it's a woman's,' 
then we have the same problem." The education and 
socialization of children free from gender stereotypes was a 
th^ne which «serged throughout the project, wonæn's exclusive 
responsibility in the rearing of children and domestic tasks 
was also a recurring theaœ in discussions.

Tlw activities carried out by women in their day-to-day 
lives was tbe focus of several discussions during the first 
two meetings. In the first meeting, one wcmen had commented 
that "men say wo®»n don't do anything, they just spend the 
tdiole day making tortillas." So, in the second meeting, a 
time budget exercise was carried out to see what the women in 
the group do in the course of a day. This excercise ("A Day
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in My Life“i, involved writing down or drawing on a sheet of 
paper the activities carried out throughout the course of a 
typical day. These activities %mre then "socialized" by 
putting them all together on one large sheet of paper (see 
J^pendix A) Most of the activities which arose from this 
exercise were domestic activities (going to mill the com, 
cooking, washing dishes, washing clothes, ironing, storing 
water, accMnpanying children to and from school, etc.) Other 
activities included praying, bathing, watching soap operas, 
visiting (friends, sick people in the neighbourhood and CES 
members), sewing, reading the Bible and studying. As a large 
group, we then explored more specifically how women 
participate in the community. Some of the activities 
mentioned were volunteering as health briçadistas, collecting 
money if someone dies, fixing the streets and putting in 
sewerage systems, attending meetings (The Communal Movement, 
the CEBs and the Mothers of the Heroes and Martyrs) and 
working (washing and ironing clothes).

Soi^ of the comments which arose from this reflection
were:

Eiwi tboogh woman have ao much to do in ttw home, we alee 
participate in the taska of the neightonxhot^ .. . How are we 
capable of doing all of this?... What I see is that wMien are 
not weak, ami we have great ontrage ... Yea, even in the war, knowing one oovld die, h^if^ food and craeeing the streets 
full of armed people —  He OM also to bleu because of tbe

" The process of sharing individual reflective as a group ws 
referred to as "socialisation" since it involved placing indivi^al 
experiences is the broader setting of colleotira #^eri#ice. This, in 
turn, eontribated to tbe formatiez of eollTOtive identity groi^
medbers.
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vtty wt bring our ebildron ... It is nice to know what we all ̂  - to know that we are useful end iaportont in society 
{11.07.19»).

Phm## 2; Mf#
Four general theaœe relating to women's everyday lives 

were explored in this phase: violence against women, women's 
bodies/lumen's health, women and work and woe^n in history. 
Three women's centres in Esteli trere visited as part of this 
exploration. They were the following: AcciOn Ya (violence 
against women), Flor de Pino (a gynaecological clinic) and the 
Casa Nora Astorga (an unemployed women's centre) .

(1) Violence Against Women
A biblical reflection with guided questions and 

dramatizations were the two methods used to explore the theme 
of violence against w«nen. The biblical text chosen (2 Samuel 
13, 1-22) describes the story of Tamar. Tamar is raped by her 
brother and the incident is covered up by the father (King 

David). After reading the text and discussing its content, 
the question: "What is the connection betwen the text and the 
reality we are currently living?" was explored. Everyone 

agreed that violence and rape continue to be problems. 
Although most won»n did not speak directly of experienes of 
aWse, all had stories of people they knew or cases they had 
heard about:

fUvos ore oiao r̂ xed. A wonon i» not raspocfd ovea by her own haabMid. Thor* are owm wAo do sot tnxtocstond m womanis ill. This also is s violscim... This is sssn a lot now...
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n a  the e « M  oC # nan wbo r^«di and killW hi» o*m 
Both»c b»e«us» mh» wotilda't glv# him m w * y  for boon... 
SoBwtiBBB boeauao of Ignozaoe» or ahmm#* m nsui iteon't »#y 
•oythii^... Sontiau th#y ^n't »«y boon## t l ^  a n  not 
boiiand... X haard of a c a n  of a girl i*o n a  rapod har 
Btapfachar and W  aaid at* proaokad it, bat c h i l d m  a n  
iofionnt... beya alao a n  in d ^ # r . .. :^ya, girla, aman, it 
<^sa*t matter what aga... tton then a n  mem who t*ve a lot 
of women... tf*y acorn a W  aometimea deny ehildna of thair 
lovera... Men aee woman aa an object they can oae... Joat aa 
Tamar waa aad, we aae aaany pe^le idso a n  aad at^ we don't knw# #Ay... Tt*n ia a sayif^i "Tie sp the tena beeauae tin 
rooaten a n  roaadi^.” Thia amena that « l a  children a n  
given the liberty to do everything ami thm woman baa to be 
locked up t01.0a.I9f3l.

The different forms abuse takes were also explored. 
These included;

Sitting a woman so aha will be calm... Being inaulting «Aon they cam hcaae drunk... Psyebologieal abase ("If you kick «  
out, how will you take can of the kida?")... When the wcawi 
can't give her opinion in the h«M ... M *n tbe man thinks he
is superior Kan the « n  la jnaloaa and c«'t go outbecause he says she w^ll bm with another ae&, or wham be can't
tolerate that she has friemis tB»m be is jeelous and even
make» her gc get a blood teat to ensure tl# children are his, 
or WHWi n# abandons her ami ;ibe (tries to get him to give car id sui^rt] he says the ̂ ildren ace not his... When she ia shut in her house... Spending atomy on boose instead of food 
for the family... Saying a w^mm is lacy wi*n she is rick...Abuse in the wraplace - woman are tlui first to be laid off and they are asked for piugnancy tests before being hired 
(01.88.1993) ,
This discussion was followed by dramatizations of 

different experiences of abuse. One focused on the life of a 
group member with a physically and psychologically abusive 
husband. Another contrasted the behaviour of children brought 
up in a household with positive role models with children in 
a household in which the husband devalued the wife, % e  third 
involved paternal irresponsibility - a father who would not go 
visit his sick daughter in the hospital.^* The concept of

" a vosma in ttaa group had a oiaca is tb# hospital in Matagalpa, a town threa tuKua away from Eatali (aha b W  been injured in tl* TBOC taka- 
over of Esteli}. The fatt*r had not g o «  to visit the girl ami l»r mother
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violence «as understood in broad terms by the women in the 
group. The dramatizations, for instance, included themes of 
parental irresponsibility and the socialization of children 
into gender roles as well as physical and emotional abuse.

Another cweting was held to explore this issue which 
consisted of a visit to the ««sen's centre "AcciOn Ya," a 
crisis intervention centre for women who have experienced 
violence. Ttæ purpose of this nesting was three-fold: to get 
to know the centre and the services it offers, to develop a 
deeper understanding of violence against women and to learn 
more about the legal aspects of violence against women.

The centre provides medical, psychological and legal 
services to women who have experienced violence. This 

includes support groups for women, support groups for women 
and together and relaxation workshops. It is also
involved in c«mnunity actions to raise the issue of violence 
against w«iæn. The director of the centre discussed the 
•cycle of violence" many women face, noting that some women 
have lived in a violent situation their entire lives and that 
^st women are abused by someone they know.’' The effects of 
violence on women's physical afwi emotional health were also

ia ths hospital bseauss hs was with othsx woman. This pcaoesppisd th« girl' * aunt hscauss she did not toow how her niece m s  . A group of wanen 
from t W  osigltboarhood wnfrontsd tn# man, but he lied smJ said he had just beam tasy. % s  wwen thM took up a collection in the neigfUraurhood 
for has fare so the wcaass could go visit her niece.

" Of the almost 1,000 women who have attended the centre since it opened, SB percent were abueed by a relative ifatWr, step-fatter, bctebec-i^law, greiwlfatter, cousin, etc.) ate 3S partent were sdoiestent 
girls.
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discussed. The centre's lawyer reviewed several laws relating 
to women (seme of which were reviewed in the previous 
chapter)

(2) *9mgn'a
Two flœetings were held to explore this issue. The first 

focused on "getting to know our bodies." This included a 
slide presentation on the biological differences between women 
and næn and women's internal and external reproductive organs. 
Many women coimented that they had never had this explained to 
them before (in particular, oltter women who had had several 
children). One woman commented on sex-change operations, 
which led to a discussion of hcunosexuality. Many women 
(including one of the project coordinators who had organised 
the slide presentation) felt that homosexuality was 
"unnatural* because God had created women and men as 
coaplements to each other.

The second part of the meeting involved a discussion of 
the different biological stages in a women's life (childhood, 
adolescence, maturity end meitopause). It was noted that 
certain beliefs about women were not true, such as the Wlief 
that wo^n cannot bathe or eat certain foods while 
awnstruating. It was also noted that child birth can be "the

fteoffit laws *#r# also review^. For instance, tl» Law 158 states that a rapist bas civil respeosiÿilitiea toward# t W  child t W  wown beccsMS pregnant w  a cMilt of tbe aggression, (tbas linking a woman to the aggresor beyond tbw actsal r^e).
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test or worst phase" in that soto woiwn give away or abort 
tteir children tecause they cannot afford to keep them. 
Finally, it was pointed out that, tecause women's identity is 
so tied to motherhood, nœnopausal women are devalued but, "a 
woman has worth, even when she can no longer have children"
(05.09.1993).

This meeting also included a discussion of the difference
between biological and social understandings of virginity, it
was generally agreed that too much social enqphasis was placed
on something that was only a minor part of women's
reproductive systems and that this emphasis was used as a way
to devalue wonæn. It was also acknowledged that the Church
contributed to this social devaluing through its emphasis on
virginity and marriage:

Was say m wamao isn't mrth soything if she isn't s vitgin, 
but this isn't «>... If {tbe hymen) is broken, it's luit 
important, even thot^ it hAS been matte out to be the most 
isTOxtant thiay ... In aarria^, the dress also is given value. In Church, tite priest says that a wtamn, when she
marries, a»st be a virgin. Bat we have seen that there are
otl»r things of value... There are many young wmnen who get 
pr^nwt and get married, but it is for many other reasons, for example fear of tto permits... So, what we are living is 
a dmble morality... Also, man are taught to have 
irr^>onsible sexual relatinu—  Aa a little child, to is 
ta:^0t to be boss, to be in the street, to be macho, and the 
woman is k^t in tbe bouse {OS.09.1993).
The second fweting on women's health entailed a visit to 

tbe women's clinic Flor de Pino. The clinic was established 
in 1990 as an initiative of the Women's Secretariat of the ATC 
to provite gynecological health services to women tobacco 
workers but it is also open to the public and is involved in 
public tealth éducatif. This steeting focused on deepening
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our untterstandlng of women* s health issues^ in particular the 
distinction between "organic* and "social* health problems. 
It was concluded that many of the health issues faced by women 
have social causes, including the following: (1) structural 
poverty and tbe marginalization of women, including the lack 
of support for w«nen in the dmmstic sphere and ^vemment 
policies which "abandon us" because services are not provicted;
(2) social violence, including kidnappings, the war and 
domestic violence; and (3) a lack of knowlec^e about wonmn* s 
bodies and insufficient access to information, for exau^le on 
pre-natal care and pap smears.

The meeting also included a discussion on different forms 
of birth control and on tubal ligation operations. Women felt 
that it was not healthy to have too nuuny children: "One has 
children as if it were a task; it isn't good to have so many 
children close together l^cause it affects the health of the 
woman" (12.09.1993).

(3) women and Work
Two 8»etings %%re planned to explore this th^&e. The 

first meeting inclutWd reflection on a biblical text as an 
introduction to the theme and engaging in an exercise designed 
to acquire a greater uniterstanding of the different types of 
work woB»n are engaged in. The bihlical reflection on the 
book of Ihith (tdio moves away with her s^ti^r-in-law to find 
work after her husband dies) brought out several parallels to
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the current situation in Nicargua;
«• are living th» aame aitustian now, many pe^le go to other ^latriea to flJd wrk... it is no lo^^r possible to plant (crops) and people don't have anything to eat... The woman gave a good «tssfle, pwple heard good things ^out twc becaeae she was ^od with W r  mother-in-law,.. This hasn't BOW, ths motWr and dau#ter-in-law don* t care for each ether... msomi was wWwed b A  si» di±%'t stay with t»r anas crowed bet, with deteninatim, wwt to work... They say we dw't In^ how to W  wythisg bat we do a let ami we also can ^arn other thin^, lim working in tlw fields, like Rath I w n ^ . .. (tbe twt] reNrs to everyone, that we should be mod with m r  mi^tbeers... *Toec God will be also God*Isath said to Iteomi}... TWy were very united. *s alao have to be united so that God will be with as (2€.09.1993).
This reflection was followed by a review of the time- 

budget exercise ("A Day in My Life"). Another exercise was 
then carried out with the objective of building upon the 
initial conce^ualizations of women's work. By filling out 
horizontal Iwmds in a fan drawn on a piece of paper, the women 
distinguished betiraen unpaid work within the hon», paid work 
within the hoa», unpaid work outside the home (community work) 
and paid work outside the home (see A^»endix A). The 
information was then socialized in the large group. It was 
found that all women carry out unpaid (domestic) work within 
the htmmf aw* wooron also carried out work which brought in 
nwney within the home (having a small stand for instance, 
selling candies, soap, etc.); all of the wown participated in 
community organizations (in a(Wition to the ones already 
swntiwed, the School Barents' Association and Hew 
Evangelization were listed) ; many wosmn :iad worked previously 
outside the b<mte (washing clothes, ironing, in the tobacco 
factories) but few did currently (one woman worked as a cook, 
one as a <tos»stic, another doing laundry, another ran a mnall
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convenience score end a few others bad casuel «iplojpeiit such 
as selling bread from house to house or occassionally doing 
laundry or ironing); and finally, many identified themselves 
as members of the PSUf,

The section on work also included a visit to the Nora 
Astorga House for unef^loyed w«nen. This house developed from 
the initiative of the Onw^loyed Women's Movwient, which in 
turn emerged from an AWLAE initiati^.^* The house offers 
services to unes^loyed women, including training courses such 
as hair-cutting, cake-decorating, pihaca-making, donæsCic 
electricity and driving (the latter two had not yet been 
initiated at the time of our visit). The purpose of this 
visit was both to be introduced to the centre, and to network 
with women who were affiliated with it.

(4) Hoffisn in ütiatciy
One meeting was held in which the th@me of women in 

history was explored. This incluited a general introduction to 
tte Cher» using 24 cards which were placed (one by one by each 
woman in the group) on a large spiral of history. These cards 
covered selected events in history idiich revol%w) around three

** A svrwy of 32 barrios tm* carried «tt by AMOAS in $Aieh ttw tbrmm main pr^lam# faoad by womw were ide*Aif i#d as sponsal alcohol is* at^ abM#, hooaias and unampl^nsMt, Sasod ms this snrv^, it «as dscidsd to focus on the struggle for digsifisd aaplopaw* for womm because employment was smu as being ccmeecwd to other pxeMoM faced by vomsn: "If a «coin C M  be independent ecowmically, she can fee# herself from the yoke of the man. O m ^ r  ec»sci«»Mss most h^pea at the same time as tbe cresti«* of sltemativte* (25.09.1993). Althoagb t W  mevewsnt emerged from MOflAS, tbe di^etor of the bMse seys they are independent of AMOAS eiui of ttw rsia.
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tlwrne#: "material" history, "spiritual" history and social 
struggles.^* This was followed by a brief overview of the 
three thei»s. The theam of material history outlined that 
Inman societies have passed through many different phases, 
including the shift from nomadic hunting and foraging to 
sedentary agricultural societies, the rise of 
industrialization and capitalism and the technological age we 
are currently living in. The changing position of wo«mn 
throughout history was also noted. The second theme of 
spiritual history focused on the shift from a belief in a 
Mother Goddess who had created the world to the belief in 
several godasses (of fertility, of the home, of love, of war, 
etc. 1 and the belief in a male God with “he rise of 
patriarchy. The final theme highlighted the struggles of 
wos^n throughout history, with a particular focus on Latin 
America.

The final section of this meting involved the 

presentation of dramatizations of three periods in history: 
the discovery of agriculture by women, the beginning of 
slavery and private property and the current situation of

** For ^wtaoe#, tbe first escd r^resented • time in history when 
Meietiea were nvedie (formers ei^ busters} end fairly egalitarian; tbe 
seeopd seprsMsted a time «am tbe "Oreat MotWr" «#aa & religious symbol; 
Card# 9 ai^ 10 r^areaented the time of Jtosus aiwl Itery atd Martha; card 13, 
the ̂ paaiah m^daitlM; card 15, tW h^aatrial fteralati«i; card IS, the 
1927 Manifesto of Colombian Indigenous Women; card 10, dates in which 
women ae^ired tte vote ia several Latin American countries, card 22, tbe 
first time (1950} lateraati^al WomM'a Oay was celebrated in Nicaragua; 
card 23, tbe fow^i^ of tW F3or dS Pino clinic aad card 24, the "^urw- 
esperienee Womaat tfiio Am X of tbe CSBa of Mteli; 25 women.., Iwmi;^, teaobif» and diewvoring toother tOto we are aa woawa. we are present in 
history!"
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women tobacco workers in Nicaragua. The final part cf the 
B»eting entailed a discussion which included the fcllowinu 
comments;

I liked the tobacco one beeauae I uaed to work in that and 
it's true - we war* not allowed to talk to one another...
There is a diffecencs between the children - the inheritance 
ms given to the man and the woman was left out in the 
street... It is still like that s^wtimes... (thej w^sn's 
mte - part of that was that iraam didn't count, it's part of 
the same system... Originally, women were free but now they 
say that a weman without a house is a wanderer (vagabond)...
Aod aiaut the legitismte aad illegitimte children - a woman 
can only have one man but a man has various women... [Ken] 
say: "Tras here [the door of the houseI out, 1 am free.” But 
not t)% wcman, even outside the house she is watched over...
If there is a meeting, the last one to stay taking cere of the 
house ai^ the children is the woman - we continue to b«- 
prisoners in the home.,. It is a great thing to reowia>er 
history. This way w  know how things were and how this 
history contintws ahead. If we are not careful, we can retreat 
and be slaves of those masters. As organized women, let us not
go backwards  In the spiral, t)*re war an ea^ty line, so
with what we are learning, we will build this line 
(0g.l0.1»93).

Ph*## 3: Bihl# aad Church
Four meetings were held in this phase, including one ail 

day meeting. The all-day meeting included an exploration oi 
women in the Old Testament in the morning and women in the New 
Testament (Gospels only) in the afternoon. Subsequent 
meetings dealt with women and Saint Paul, the Virgin Mary and 
women in the Catholic Church.

Each of the meetings on the Bible followed the same 
general format. During the planning i^eting to choose topics 
to be explored, some women had said, in addition to getting to 
know specific women in the Bible, that they wanted to loam 
how to study wonæn in tbe Bible. Thus, each meeting began 
with a brief overview which situated the texts being examined.
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The introduction was followed by small group discussion on 
selected biblical texts with questions and the presentation to 
the large group of issues discussed, by presenting answers to 
questions and/or dramatizations, poems and songs,

{ij women in the Old and New Testaments
For this (all-day) meeting, each session was introduced 

with a brief presentation on the historical and social context 
within which the women lived. For the Old Testament, it was 
pointed out that the Bible is not a neutral docuaænt, for two 
reasons; (1) It was written in the context of a patriarchal 
society, by men and from næn's point of view and (2) The Bible 
reveals a consciousness that God is on the side of the poor, 
the oppressed and the marginalized and that among these women 
are present. For the New Testeront, it was pointed out that 
it was written during the time of the Roman Empire and also in 
the context of a patriarchal society, which was reflected in 
the household as well as society generally. Some of the 
themes which emerged in discussions on the Old Testament and 
New Testament were as follows;^*

fhe texts explored ia this msetiag inciodedt ths Rather of the 
Hseeahees (2 Mseshees, 7:1-42), ss#r (Gaaesis 16:3 16 ê 21:8-20), 
Shlphreh ami Pwah (Sawdos 1:15-22), S«mab (1 S w M l  1:2-10), the laws of 
tevitiess (Leviticus 12:1-8), Rsry (Lu)» 1:30-56), the wcaeo id» 
sceoqpanied Jesus (^ke 8:1-3 i Rack 16:1-8), the aehiltereus wemaa (John 
8:1-11), the Sinsrltaa wmsa (John 4:1-38) aad the wes»a id» hlW for 12 
year# (Mark 5:25-34). Themes were brought out usiag tl» followii^ 
gu^ioa# as t W  basis for dlseossioa: (1) Shat is hmeai:» ia tl» tis# 
of tl» text? (2r 48» is ia t W  text? 4H»t is #)» doi^? (3) Sow is Sod 
■saifested ia her life or through )wr? (4) ISset s^ptifiasace does this 
have for us now?
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* (tod « u  fis«ni£«st 1& th* mat bar of the Naccabaes thr«Kigh her 
atramgth giving of bar aooa. %ia can be saen in our 
tiaas as wall. fox asaaple, the childran who die in the 
Btxt^la to main this situation bettor and the mothers who 
also have supported than with great courais.
* God gave Siphrah aod Puah astuteness because they knew how 
to trick the King and save thair people and because they were 
not afraid and bad faith in God.
* Kaiutah MS ridicul«l by Peoiimah, the other wife of Slkanah, 
bTCSHM ab» could not have children, bat Slkanah coaforted her and was good to har even though she could not have children, 
mow, it is not 111» tl»tf woman who have children are valued 
more.
* mrnnan were rejected as being impure after childbirth in 
Leviticus. This exists now as well, (toy children are also valued b» »  than girl children now, for instance a mid-wife is 
paid m@re for a boy üiild than a girl child.
* Jesus forgave the adulterous woman because no one is ftce ot 
sin. The same is true now, that no one is free of sin.
* Tbs Samaritan woman was marginalized in Jewish society, fur 
being a woman and a Sasmritan. And yet, Jesus spoke to her 
and annouo«d to har that be ms the Hsssiah.

(2> Saint Paul and Women
In the meeting on Saint Paul and women it was noted that 

Paul wrote most of the letters in the New Testament, that the 
ministry of w^en is recognized in Paul's letters but that, 
some passais also reflect the sexism of the time and that the 
texts should be analyzed critically. Following are some of 
the reflections tdiich emerged:"

* In tha times of Paul, tt»ra was active participation of 
woawn in tte Church, even though society was patriarchal.
* Paul spaaks to both wosen and mao, but sera to sen. ha asks 
tJm to lova thair vivas and ha asks woman to siAsdt to their 
husbands. If all husbands ware like Jesus, submission would 
be worth it.

" The foUowii^ t«cts ware read; Sister Pbo^e and otWr Roman Saints 
(Rommes 16:1-16), Bead covarlng# (1 Corinthians 12:2-16), Marrie^, Christ 
ai^ the OmrW* (%basis«to S, 22-33} a W  Galatians 3:23-29. Reflections 
ware based m  ths gttostices: (1) Mut ist^ does Paul present of woman and 
man? (2) Is there a diffarann? (3) Aat opinion <to we haw on tha text?
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* Ms are #11 children of God through b#ptiem end feith in
J«SU9.

* Ttmxm should not he any difl̂ renc# between men end wcsbmi.If e men is the I»ed of the family, be must be responsible, be 
an exMf»le. In reality tte opposite is often trvm. This text I^hesiens 5:22-33] is often used to mergineliee women, without giviĵ  any importée# to the dmeanda it makes oa man.It opmna a path for w^mn to ekanand that man be responsible.
It was concluded at the end of the meeting that "we are 

all one in baptism and faith" but it is within the Church 
where there is "difference between men and women." 
Furthermore, that today "the Church continues to base itself 
in the past and does not accept the new situation in which in 
many instances women maintain the house. Maybe this could 
give another face to the Church."

(3; Mary
In the meeting on Mary, the following introduction was 

given:
Mary is U3 w s s s b. "8leased is ah# amoi^ woman.* Sba ia an 
ideal of Oiriatian life for all believers, be a Oiristian 
ia to imitate her in her peramal and cwnmiiiitariaB ^vptioo.
Sim is a» mman who is eomnitt^ to tha caw# of the poor, 
tlw ^^ressed, the merginalired. She reiewed her coositaent 
and her eonsciousness. She did not allow haxaelf to give ia to passivity, she was sImj^ active a W  creative in the face 
of the events of everyday life. 51» was in solidarity, 
serving, <bvot^ lovi:̂  and full of faith. B̂ nause of this she is the model person for all of us.

Reflection on the texts included the following:"
" We have to try to imitate Miry a bit - her good attitucM - be Mediant and have faith in the word of God.
* Mary does not abandon Jesus at the lumr of bis death. Sis 
father is not there, it is wwsen lAo accompany Jwus. TWre are many children lÂo are eurreî ly dying of Illness, hunger

'* following t«ct were ref^Kted Oirist's birth announced to Naryfluke 1:25-38), the flî it into Sgypt (Matthew 2:13-18), Jesus brtiolds his a^her 19:35-27), Qicist bom of Maqr iïmkt 2t4C-51) and the woman, t)» child and the dragon (Revelation 13).
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«Bd oalsutEitleB. Just «« Itery's son wms killed, Nle«r«dwsB aoUwrs had their sons killed for defending people. A mother 
^es aot «ba«i% her children. In the hoar of suffering, 
egmen have courage.
* We have to awaken our consciousness day by day. Faith gives 
us strength.
* Just as the first Christians were persecuted, we also are 
pe^weuted now: those that fight for land, housing, ate
perMCUted.
* It is **men who carry resinsibility In the neighbourhoods: 
to find fwd for {wor children, aoguirit^ urban lots or land 
titles. Women are strong.

In the conclusion of the meeting, it was noted that "the 
theme was good because Mary is our guide and we have to
imitate her" and "we learned that the Virgin was courageous 
and accoiqpanied her son in every moment of his mission." This 
meeting ended with a celebration of La Purisima.

The meeting began with an exploration of the question; 
How do women and men participate in the parish and in our 
communities? It was noted that both wcmien and men
participated in the following: the choir (men play the

instruments), as catechists, as Delegates of the Word
(althou^ women only someti^s and in certain places), reading 
passais fr<m the Bible and arranging the altar (although 
only soirotiaæs). IWn also rang the Church bells and boys 
participated as altar boys, women also cleaned the "temple," 
collected alms, washed and ironed the altar cloth and "other 
things." It was concluded that "the situation in the Church 
is like the situation in the family ^cause it does not
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function well without the participation and responsibility of 
women" (09.01.1994^. It was also noted that women do the 
heaviest work.

This meeting also revised and analyzed Church documents 
which make reference to women from the second Vatican Council 
(1962-65) and the Pu^la (1979) and Santo Domingo (1992) CELAM 
conferences. It was gmntioned that these documents are 
elaborated by bishops, priests and theologians. It waa noted 
that the second Vatican Council made reference to and placed 
great importance on the participation of women in different 
areas of life. In addition, Vatican II recognized that "women 
helped the Jostle Paul in the work of evangelization."

The section of the 1979 Puebla document which deals with 
women as lay agents in the evangelization of Latin America was 
reviewed. The Puebla document acknolwedges the
marginalization of women in Latin As^rica (in terms of 
education, unequal slaries, etc.). It also aknowledges that, 
within the Church, women have not been valued enough and 
wmBTï*8 participation in pastoral initiatives has been low. 
The section on the mission of women in the Church recalls 
women in the Bible who "had relevant roles in the People of 
God* (1991:194). It was noted in the meeting that this 
section "opens up the possibility for w^sen to participate in

t*ihnbers 9 and 10 on tW Decree of ttw ĵ ostolete.
" Chapter IX, "Af̂ tts of Cosuni«i end Pertleipetlon, ” # 834-S49 esd S42-S4S.
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non-ordaia«d ministries^ which allows for greater 
participation in the mission of the Church" i09.0i,1093).

References to woaœn in the 1992 Santo Domingo document 
were also discussed. In Chapter I, "The New Evangelisation," 
wo^n are mentioned along with the pope, bishops, priests and 
men as "active subjects" in the new evangelization.’’ h 
specific section on wos»n in this chapter acknowledges the 
growing consciousness in society and the Church on the "equal 
dignity i»tween women and men." The document notes, however, 
the difference l^tween this "theoretical" acknowledgement and 
the practice of the Church. This section also acknowledges 
that John Paul II's assertion on women =*■* "the custodian 
angels of the Christian soul in the continent" clashes with 
the reality of marginalization of women.'' Finally, it was 
also noted in the meeting that the Santo Domingo document 
proposes specific pastoral commitments such as the denouncing 
of abuses against women, the promotion of integral education 
(formacidn), the prophetic announcement of the digniry of 
woiMn, the development of consciousness among priests and lay 
people and the creation of new languages and symbols to 
announce the gospels.

It was concluded from the reflection upon these documents 
that "the CJujrcb is called to contribute to the human and 
Christian promotion of *on*n, helping her to overcon»

« «5, p.35.
“ #165 and 166, p.56.
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situations of marginalisation she may find heraelf in and 
enabling her for her mission in the ecclesial community and in 
the world" (09.01.1994).

Phase 4 : hstim
This phase Involved reviewing ideas which had conm up 

throughout the project and determining which ones were 
feasible to undertake. The ideas included organizing another 
project for women and men together, organizing another project 
with youth, having a continuation of the project to esplore 
certain themes in more detail, establishing an organizational 
agreement with the Flor Pino clinic to provide services at 
a lower cost for CEB numbers (as organized women) and working 
with women from the Unemployed Women's Centre (for example on 
soya or sewing workshops). In addition, the elaboration of a 
training manual for gender-awareness education which documents 
the methodology used and phases and themes explored was one 
specific act ion.

As of March, 1994 four specific actions can be identified 
which resulted from the project:
(1) The elaboration of the training manual for gender- 
awareness education (Manual de toamciàa).

" Tt» elaboration of this traisi^ maaual bean liatW as an 
objective of tt» PR project in tba pr^oaal X submitted to caxe. this 
sueeaatlm tas bsoî dit to the grox̂ , tdiieb ao^ftw tJ» idea, X and tba 
other three coordinators be^n wdt on t)w manual Alla I was in 
ffioarsfua. Rirb^ the last meeting % attmdad, tba work dme thus far on 
t w  aiamtal was pzesmted to the gro*?. ibis included the introduction, 
objectives a W  metbodology. d w y  meebers dwided eol^^tively t M  
d«iicati«* and also drew pictures for t W  cover of the aiMual.
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(2) A sacond course-^expariance is being organized for wom»» 
Œ 8  iNMfibers to deepen the analysis initiated in the 
introductory project, this course-experience is scheduled to 
tegin in July, 1994.
(3> An agreement between the Flor de Pino Clinic and the CKSs 
has been established. A Belgian women's group has agreed to 
finance this project pending receipt of a formal proposal, 
which the (PR) project coordinators are currently working on. 
(4) Two of the project coordinators attended a March 8, 1994 
Municipal Women's Conference iSncuentro fmnicipal dn Muji^rcs;, 
In this meeting, they wer^ able to share experiences with 
wofl»n from different organizations "which placed at oui 

service documentation and information" (Letter, 13.03.1994). 
Two concrete proposals ea^rged from this meeting: (i) That a 
c^Bission be formed which includes women from the groups 
attending the conference to analyze the economic and social 
probl^s affecting vamen and to seek solutions together, 

involving also municipal institutions and (li) That a space be 
created exclusively by woi%n and for women from the different 
organizations as a way of reaching women in their homes and of 
raising the consciousness of society in general.

5.2 Aamly#i#
The central research question which has been posed in 

this thesis has two c^^nents. The first asks if the 
potential exists in CEBs to engage in gem^r consciousness and
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th« second aaks Wiat the potential is, through engaging in 
gender consciousness, to contribute towards women^s movewnt 
for social change.

The objective of undertaking a participatory research 
project was to atteint to answer the ^Irst question directly. 
That is, the potential exists sl^ly because it was possible 
to carry out this project within the ŒBa as a religious 
organization. The impact of the project on the lives of the 
Individual women who participated, as well as the networking 
with other women's organizations in Esteli, are indications 
that the potential also exists to contribute towards women's 
movement for social change.

There are, howe^^r, several factors which have 
contributed to the possibility of carrying out the project. 
There are also factors which will either limit or enable the 
CEBs to continue to develop this work and be part of women's 
moven^nt in Nicaragua. The analysis which has been laid out 
in previous chapters calls for a contextually specific 
understanding of the relationship between religion, voamn and 
social change. In keeping with that perspective, these 
factors must be examined in orcter to be able to respond more 
coByletely to the research question. Thia will be done by 
framing questions regarding the social context, the internal 
dynamics of the Catholic Church and the role of individual 
agency within the four-fold formulation outlined by Otto 
l^duro.
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<1) fte laflxmaw of tw tosiol w  italifiea;
W »  CSBs in Ssteli were formed In 1981 by clergy

sympathetic to liberation theology and in the context of the 
Nicaraguan Revolution, Their emergence aa part of Aocio- 
religious mo%%mnc in Latin As^rica has been influenced by the 
œsphasis within both social movements and left-wing poi it ical 
parties on class identity as the major axis of struggle. 
This context shaped to a significant extent the way in which 
the preferential option for the poor was lived out in the work 
of the CEBs and formed the starting point for an examinait ton 
of gender consciousness within the CEBs.

in the past two decadesr social movements in hat tn
America have been influenced by the development of feminist 
and women's movements. In Nicaragua, women's movement during 
the 1980's was closely connected to the revolutionary process. 
%ls aæant that, despite many achievements, wonwn'smovcmunt 
was not able to develop the autonomy necessary to engage in 
the production of meaning with respect to gender identity. 
Since the late 1980's a confluence of factors <including the 
gains made by WM*n during the revolution, the ending of the 
contra war and the change in governmentl have led to changes 
within wosttn's movement and the eiwrgence of groups, 
organisations and networks which have been able to articulate 
and act upon worm's issues from a more integrated
perspective. During the 1990's, woiMo's movement in Nicaragua 
has been itealing with the following issues: <1) production
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(the féminisation of the labour force in terms disadvantageous 
to wom»n); <2) social reproduction (the disproportionate 
burden of child-rearing and household tasks on wtmen and the 
need for greater access to family planning and contraception) ;
(3) the private/public sphere dichotomy (patriarchal relations 
within relationships and within the household - abuse, double 
morality between women and men, women being confined to the 
home}; and {4} sexuality {the emergence of lesbianism as a 
voice within the women's movement) . The new pluralism and 
ability to develop an integral perspective on women's 
subordination has been a decisive factor in the ability to 
carry out this project. Political and organizational space 
now exists which allows for networking, sharing of resources 
and the deepening of an analysis of gender among groups of 
organized women. For instance, none of the three women's 
organizations visited during the participatory research 
project existed prior to 1990. These visits were an ingwrtant 
aspect of the PR project in that participants interacted with 
other womsn in Esteli as organized w^mn within the CEBs for 
the first time.

CEB members have been influenced by the need to develop 
survival strategies as a response to the crisis brought on by 
an intensification of neo-liberal refoms under the Chamorro 
government and the loss of state (albeit paternalistic} 
support for cmnmunity development. This situation has also 
had an is^act on the ability to engage in geiutor
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consciousness. In the second phase of the PR project (Lite) 
many woa»n recognized that relationships between women and men 
and within families were socially constructed and that women 
asSiam greater responsibility within both the domestic sphere 
and the cwtamnity. For instance, in the meeting on work one 
of the conclusions was that women should try to get more men 
involved in community work (in health brigades or in the 
Communal Movement). As was pointed out in Chapter 1, however, 
the development of consciousness does not necessarily or 
automatically lead to a change in action. For instance, in 
the visit to the Centre for ünençiloyed Women, the importance 
of women learning non-traditional occupations was discussed. 
Yet, the action ideas which emerged involved setting up soya 
and sewing workshops as a way to help meet family and 
community needs and generate income. The development ot 
consciousness with respect to gender is thus only one "moment" 
in the process of change. The economic context ir. one of 

extres^ crisis and women will likely continue to be 

disprt^rtionately involved in meeting family and community 
needs, even if they recognize this is unjust and does not 
challenge entrenched gender roles.

(8) A #  Xttteraal CwfUctimg Dymamio# ef Seligloaa 
Xftstitvtiei»:

There are several internal dynamics within the Catholic 
Church in Nicaragua which are factors in the ability of the
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CEBs CO engage in gender consciousness. The internal dynamics 
can be seen as posing both opportunities and limitations.

Qpoortunities
is) Nee Mode of Religious Production

The fact that the CEBs have been engaged in a new mode of 
religious production for over a decade has had a significant 
in^ct on the project. This can te seen in two areas: (1) who 
is engaged in religious production and (2) what this religious 
production entails. With respect to the first, the 
decentralization of authority has enabled the project to be a 
process of collective learning, Wonæn participated actively 
in all the meetings, voicing opinions regarding the topics 
being explored, preparing dramatizations, writing songs and so 
on. Women were also involved in choosing themes and planning 
meetings. In other words, the resoonsibility for the 
production of meaning through a religious worldview in the 
project was assumed to a large extent by group Rwmters 
themselves rather than an authority figure, such as a 
priest," The potential to engage in gender consciousness in 
terms of the content of the religious production itself can be 
seen in three areas: (1) the experientially-based methodology.

" TW pro vaa not an «ntinly collectif pzocMa in that the fwr 
coordinators were acre involved is planning aad the presentatlM* of th#ne# 
than other grog» mmSbera. As was pointed out in Chmpter 4, tte Œ B  
coordinators ms their work as involving a gravai process of tstmmeiàa in 
which peoplt take on more responsibility for leadership. This, also, 
could be seen throû &out the pMject as women took on greater leadership roles.
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(2) biblical exegesis and hermeneutics and (2f liturgy.
The methodology of the project was in keeping with the 

methodology of liberation theology which is experientially- 
based. The exploration of "life" thenms was a significant 
part of the project, involving directly 7 of the 15 meetings. 
Throughout the 1960's the involvement of CEBs in concrete 
problems people faced was a source of contention with the 
Church hierarchy. Different perspectives on what is 
considered properly religious within the hierarchy and the 
eras continue to apply. For instance, the group member who 
also participated in the New Evangelization groups noted that 
issues from everyday life were not explored in meetings. The 
ability to include phase 2 in the project is thus directly 
related to the mode of religious production in liberation 
theology which begins with people's concrete reality.

The “everyday life* themes which were explored indicate 
that many of the concerns felt by CEB members are those which 
have been identified by other groups of organized women In 
Nicaragua, These include: (1) Responsibility in the domestic 
sphere (the man not helping in the house, “not even to wash 
his 0WÎ clothes"); (2) responsibility in the community 
(wanen's strength and participation in "tasks of the 
neighbourhood" on top of work in the home) ; (3) violence 
against woaen, (4) health issues (wonmn's lack of knowledi^ - 
especially older women - of their bodies and organic and 
social health problems faced by women; <5) the social
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construction of sexual stereotypes (the socialization of 
children, t»sn having multiple partners, paternal 
irresponsibility - "ehat we are living is a double morality") ; 
<€) inheritance and electoral laws which did not acknowledge 
woB^n as citizens (the "wosœn's vote - part of that was that 
women didn't count”}; and (7} the private/public dichotomy 
(*we continue to Ito prisoners in tlm h@im”),

Phase 3 of the project (Bible/Church) involved engaging 
in theological reflection from the standpoint of women in 
terms of the reading of biblical texts. This methodology 
involved a "gender-aware” exegesis and hermeneutics. In the 
case of the former, texts were examined in the context of the 
position of women, and the poor, in the tin» they were 
written. This stanCpoint included an acknowledgement of the 
patriarchal bias of the Bible as well as its preferential 
option for the poor. The hermeneutical bias with respect to 
gender meant that texts were interpreted according to the 
reality of the women in the group. The overall context, of a 
w«mn-ooly project in which specific thesms related to women's 
lives were being explored, meant that reflections on biblical 
texts «merged which would not necessarily have en*rged in 
other contexts, such as weekly meetings. Also, texts were 
chosen t^ich specifically dealt with woom. In this sense, 
part of the new mode of religious production involved 
discovering texts which are seldom read and rediscovering from 
a new perspective ones that are a»re coaronly known. The
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lection on B^weiane (5:22-33) Is a case of the latter in 
which, as was pointed out, the text is often used to 
marginalité women and reading it from a different lens "opens 
a path for women to d^and that men be responsible."

The ability to engage in theological reflection from the 
8tan(^int of wimen has been a key aspect of the project 
because of tl^ religious worldview of the women in the group. 
Many of the cements which came up throughout the project 
demonstrated that women^s "lived experience of t^ith" is both 
strong and io^rtant to them. When asked how we are going to 
achieve our goals in the first meeting, for instance, one of 
the comments was: "with the help of God and the Virgin Mary 
who will give us strength and health." Comments also emerged 
from biblical reflections which reflect a deeply felt 
religious identity: "We are all children of God through
baptism and faith in Jesus ... Faith gives us strength." in 
Qiapter 3, it was argued that a gender and development 
approach to women's empowerment which focuses on women's 
experience as the starting point must include women's 
religious worldviews if this is a fundamental aspect of their 
lives. Thus, while it was significant that Phase 2 of the 
project (Life) was able to be incorporated into the 
exploration of ^nder consciousness within a religious 
organization, it is equally significant, from the perspective 
of woB»n's movement, that the project incorporated w<Mi»n's 
religious mrldview and attes^ted to a<Wress this by engaging
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in a noc-patriarchal mode of religious production.
The CEBs have also been engaged in a new mode of

religious production with respect to liturgy. For instance,
while traditional Catholic prayers, such as the Our Father and
the Hail Mary were frequently said, new praj^rs were also
introduced. These included, for instance, a poem on
rmnstruatiOD which was read as a prayer;

Our ftwastors celebrated the b^isni;^ “it aenetmation in 
young wcraeo because this aignitimi health, life airà pcospocity 
for then a;^ their c«mauaity... In that time, we mre valued 
for all our capabilities ... In that time, the titêt goddasa 
wma woman ... powerful and rejected godttoas of the land, 
fertility, life ... her nmne was Xxche (ATC, 1990:IS).

The liturgy also included the reading of the "Psalm to the
Latin American Woman:"

It is necMsary to finish with this accursed patriarchy 
which oppresses and kills the true face of God, of God Father

and Mother.
Women suffer in all the continent of Latin America ...(La vox del caapasino, n.dtlS}.

In addition, songs (from the MisA Cas^sina and other sources)
were re-written from the stan^oint of women:

Nten you, aomaa, believe in me.
We will be able to sing free^m.
When you, mman, believe in me, we will build fraternity.
Farewell foÿ sisters, the course is over sow, 
ws have beard what has spoJun. sow we are clear, now we must be on our way, 
tts nist begin the task.
Ms all mads a coamltswat in the servie of tî» Lord,To tniild love in this world.when in struggling for our sisters, coaomnity is built,Oirist lives is solidarity.
Mw* we all March sjwi organisation ie bom 
Is whan our liberation begins.
Wham we all annou^» t W  that God gave os,TMn the Reign is alsMdy among we.
(Ad^ted from: "#&en tJw Poor Believe in the Pm c ,”
Misa caqpseina;.
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(b) Relationship with the Church Hierarchy
At the time the participatory research project was 

carried out, the CEBs had no contact with the hierarchy of the 
Church. Their autonomy facilitated the development of the 
project in that there were no limitations in^osed upon the 
then»s which vere explored. Some of the thanes, for instance, 
contradicted the teachings and doctrines of the Catholic 
Church, While the Church supports the current governarent's 
removal of sex education from school curricula, the meeting 
"getting to know our bodies" openly dealt with this topic. 
Virginity was also discussed in this meeting and was seen as 
a being both socially constructed and a means to devalue women 
and not, as the Church hierarchy maintains, a virtue and 
requirement of unmarried wos^n. Also, in the visit to the 
flor de Pino clinic, birth control and sterilization were 
openly discussed without any sense that this was inappropriate 
because it went against Church teachings. In the meeting on 
history, fanale representations of the divine were discussed 
siui the notion of God as a monotheistic deity in the image of 
"man" was associated with the historical emergence of 
patriarchy. Following this meeting, God was sometimes 
referred to as "Mother and Father," or just Mother, which 
entails the production of religious s^aning regarding the 
divine contrary to the teachings of the Church.
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The Catholic Church, through its patriarchal religious 
worldvie# and authoritarian, iwle-dominated structure, 
possesses specific limitations for w^men. As vas mentioned 
above, s«w of these limitations vere not present in the 
project because of the current distance Wtveen the CSBs and 
the hierarchy. CEB lumbers continue to be influenced, albeit 
less directly, by Chuj^h teachings, homver. For instance, 
one meeting of the PR groups dealt specifically with women in 
the Church, which inclutkd both the women in the group 
identifying how they participate in the Church and a review of 
the pcsition on women in selected Church documents. In 
addition, the teachings and doctrines of the Church may become 
more relevant as obstacles on the ability of the CEBs to 
continue their work in the area of gender consciousness if the 
CEBs re-integrate with the institutional Church. The 
limitations plac^ on the CEBs with respect to t W  Church can 
be seen in two inter-related areas: (a} Church teachings and 
(b) Church structure.

(a) Qmig]i,igfl£b4aga
In the s%eting on the Church, the focus was on reclaiming 

libérâtory aspects of Church doctsMnts for woswn. These 
doctmænts, however, also reinforce the patriarchal worldview 
of the Catholic Church outlined in Chapter 3. For instance, 
the section of the 1979 Puebla document on women states that:
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«nd#rlln# tiw fun^œmtal role of as mother,
^fender of life and educator in the hose* {#846, p. 195). 
This statei^nt is quoted again in the 1992 Santo Domingo 
document, which also calls for the need to discern, "in the 
light of the Gvspel of Jesus the movements which struggle Cor 
women from diifferent pers^ctives in order to harness its 
values, illuminate what is valuable and denounce what is
contrary to hwan dignity* (#108* p.50), The dscw^nt aiso 
specifically denounces abortion, sterilization and ant i- 
natalist policies (#110, p.51). Thus, the Church aees itself 
as <tefining what is "properly religious" (in the light of the 
Gospels) with respect to involvesænt of its members in women's 
smvmnant.

The influence of Church teachings can be seen more 
directly in the perspective of CfB members on the Virgin Mary. 
While Mary is seen as being "committed to the cause of the 
poor, the oppressed, the marginalized,* she is also is seen as 
"serving, devoted, loving and full of faith" and a "model 
person" for all women (thus combining the essentialist and 
class-based perspectives outlined in Chapter 3) , In the 
meeting on Mary, this idea that to be a Christian is to
imitate Mary "in her personal and communitarian devotion" was 
reinforced.

Ihm critical perspective on wo^n's roles in social 
reproduction which began to emerge in the first phase of the
project was not presait in the meeting on Mary. in this
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eb# of with f#f#re«o#
to wonen's roles in social reproduction and community managing 
is at odds with the religious production of the Church with 
respect to women. Given the iportance of the Virgin mury in 
Latin African Catholicism, this represents a significant 
obstacle to the ability to reformulate a religious worldview 
from a gender perspective. %  the other hand, as was also 
pointed out previously, wo^n see Mary as a source of 
inspiration and strength, as someone who gives them faith and 
with whom they can identify as wos%n and as mothers. The 
question of Mary is in many ways at the confluence of gender 
and religious identity. That is, from a feminist perspective, 
it can be argued that Mary reinforces traditional gender 
roles. Yet, from a faith perspective, is an ieqwrtant
symbol for wosmn. Coa^letely rejecting her on the one hand, 
or completely accepting her as she has been created through 
traditional theology on the other hand, does not address the 
complesity of the problem, Leonor Aida Concha, a Mexican 
religious, believes that it is possible, from the perspective 
of womn's struggles, to show a new side of Mary which does 
not associate her exclusively with motherhoMi <in T&mez, 
1989î92-3>. This "hermeneutics of recovery," through changes 
in Marian discourse, iiwgery and s^d»olisa, is possible, but 
in the interim Mary will continue to present contradictory 
messages for women.

%us, from the perspective of an analysis of wwsen's
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ro i## in « œ la l r^woductlen, tbe internai dynamic# of the 
Church in its perspective on wc^n as seen, for example, 
through Church docus^nts and through the Virgin Mary, does 
represent obstacle# for engaging in gender consciousness.

m  The Structure of the Catholic Church
M^ile the current distance fr<^ the Church hierarchy has 

had a positive influence on the ability to engage in gender 
consciousness, this distance is seen as temporary. The CEBs 
do not see themselves as creating a parallel Church, but are 
committed to working with the Church even though this ham bm?n 
a conflictuel process. It is difficult, however, to say what 
the effect will be on the continued ability of the CEBs to 
engage in gender consciousness if they re-establish ties with 
the hierarchy. "Oie patriarchal religious worldview of tht? 
Church hierarchy could lead to conflicts with CEB members 

engaged in genfkr consciousness. As was pointed out in 
Chapter 3, this occurred in the Brazilian CEBs studied by 
Sonia Alvarez. That is, when the women's group began to 
ei^lore issues which contradicted Church doctrine, problems 
mwrged between the groiq) organizers and the parish priest.

The fact that the process of engaging in gender 
coneciousMss ha# already been initiated within the CEBs may 
make it more difficult for the hierarchy to o^wse this work 
than it $wuld be to put limits on work which emerged within 
the context of a parish-ai^wrted project, as was the case in
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Srasil. tbe etber hâiHi# beeâuse tbe ere eerrwttly in 
» difficult position in terms of their reletionshlp to the 
hierarchy, they may be willing to cMqpromisa on this issue in 
order to re-establish ties.

In the iweting on the Church, it was noted that the 
Puebla document opens up the possibility for women to 
participate in non-ordained ministry within t M  Church. The 
oniained ministry for v<^n was not mentioned in this Meting, 
nor is it an issue generally within the CEBs. If the CEBs re
integrate with the hierarchy, however, the patriarchal 
structure of the Church, in terms of the authority of the 
priests and the bishop, may be seen as a contradiction to the 
full liberation of woman. This obstacle has been ictentified 
by other women working within the Catholic Church in Latin 
Africa. Pilar jU|uino, when intervietwd by Elsa TAmz, for 
instance, commented that the "theme of the ordination of 
women* is at the centre of the "woman-church* prt^lem in that 
it touches directly the structures of power of the Church. 
She also stated that she was "not so sure the CEBs were not 
preoccupied with this issue* (1989:16). While it cannot be 
taken as a given that issues identified as (Astacles by other 
women in the Catholic Church in Latin America will be felt by 
the cas in Esteli, this is possible. % e  participatory 
research project represented the first time the C&s of Betel 1 
had engaged in a systwnatic examination of gender. %is 
indued (in the meeting on the Church) making connections
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b#tw##n th# patriarchal at mettre of the OMirch atut the 
family. Wvile they do not currently see the prohibition on 
woman* a ordination to be an <^atacle, it is possible that 
their further engaging in gender consciousness will highlight 
this, as well as other, contradictions between Catholic 
teachings and gentter consciousness which have been itWntified 
by otl^r Catholic w^aen.

(3) She Xdj^et of lteli0.e& m  Mietal C b a ^  end 
nabllisetioe :

Gender issues were explored in the participatory research 
project in the context of women's religious worldview. This 
may, in turn, lead to wOMn in the group taking specific 
actions aiawd at challenging structures of gender 
subordination in society as a whole. The CEBs have the 
potential to contribute to women's movement a gender 
perspective which involves a reformulation, rather than a 
negation, of religious identity. In a country which continues 
to be very Christian, this contribution could be very 
valu^le. It is also possible that the participation of the 
CEBS in wown's movmMUit, along with other Christian 
organisations, will bring about change in the institutional 
Church itself.'*

** TWr# does ^pear to  M  a gcovliM MMOiouoneaa « « tg  n lig ieu s  
g ro ^* in  Sioarogu# with respect to gender. For instance, the p^nilac 
ed w atlw  groT^, T^foooywi, tdiicS «es mentioned in %spter S, offerwf a 
asm week eeucM fee C &  pariah mesAera {woman a ^  mml from across t)»  
C^mtzy M  th ia  issue **Tox*«da a Saw Valuing of A ria tia n  Woman*}. Thia
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Tiw networking with other wmamm'e orgeniietions, 
including participation in the March, 1994 Municipal 
conference which brought wo^n fro* varioue organitatione 
together, indicates that the %Ba, as religious organisations, 
do haiw the potential to become invol\wd in women's movement 
and, thrcu^ this, contribute towards structural change 
related to gender, as well as class, issues. Riis can be seen 
as an attempt to counter the dominant (patriarchal) heg^ony 
with an alternate hegemony based on the empowerment of women 
from the •bottcm-up."

(4) The tmAuemw of %adieid%ia m  heli#oa and fociety:

(a)
ff̂ iwn who took part in the participatory research project 

have developed an increased untterstanding of the iipact of 
structures of gender subordination on their lives. The intact 
of this uw%rstanding could be seen through the course of the 
project in the way in which woswn comswnted on things they had 
learned and how this influenced their lives. One group 
lumber, for instance, told us during a break that when her 
husband asked her for dinner the previous night, she told him

oottTM was oTfstsd twiee (in Jtô ist sad Oet<*er, 1993) mA  ippreeieately half tbs womso la the fS 9x0»  stteodsd see of ti» other of these two eoarses. % e  ocgsaiMtiea of the Murse was very similar to to ra erej^ aad involved three ̂ asMt til heoowery of Hmma's Reality, {2} Sublioal Xllwminatita aad (3) The ChurW» ItMisterima. ha youmaoloal Wemss's network has ai% hOM fomasd slim 1999 tte So let lam. 1991*19).
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to "cook hi# own egg#." In the visit to the Flor de Pino 
clinic# #|^ific health problems faced by wos^n were 
addressed# such as side effects from tubal ligations. In the 
visit to Accidn Ya, similarly, specific legal problems faced 
by women in the group were addressed. Although the focus of 
the project was an educational one# the group also provided 
svq^rt for individual wmsen and a space to address personal 
Issues and share experiences. While this project has had an 
in^ct on the individual woi^n who have participated# they in 
turn will have an impact on the work of the CEBs. The project 
coordinators# for instance, commented in a letter I received 
from them that the women's group is "like the leaven of the 
bread of the CEBs# since they are the most committed# with a 
consciousness of gender and a spirit of struggle" 
(13.03.1994).

(b) CEB CQQgdihatQTS_and Clerav
As was mentioned above# tbe future ability for the CEBs 

to engage in ̂ nder consciousness will likely depend# at least 
in part# on their connections with the Church hierarchy. 
Their connectedness# in turn# will ctepend upon the individual 
agency of cle^y within the institutional structures of the 
Oiur^ and tbe role of leaders as m^iators between tbe 
hierarchy and CEB timbers. Tlw active c^imitment of CEB 
leaders to engaging in gender consciousness could lead to 
conflict with priests who disagree with this "line of work,"
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Even if the CEBs work with progressive priests^ it is hi^ily 
likely# given the internal patriarchal structure of the 
Catholic Church, that at sob» point there will be active 
opposition to at least certain aspects of the work, such as 
family planning or the female re-imaging of God.**

OMWdusiw
This chapter has directly aAiressed the research question 

formulated in the beginning of the thesis by outlining the 
research carried out in the CEB's of Esteli on gender 
consciousness. The findings of the research process were then 
analyzed with respect to the theoretical framework established 
in previous chapters. It was concluded that the successful 
carrying out of the participatory research project "Woman: Who 
Am I?" in the CEBs and the links which have been established 
with other women's organizations indicate that the potential 
does exist within CEBs, as religious organizations, to engage 
in developing gencter consciousness and to contribute towards 
women's move:%nt for social change.

It was also conducted that this potential is dependent 
upon both the social context and the internal dynamics of the 
Catholic Church. The potential to engage in gender

T M  i^as of CES tata^rs on certain iasuea continue to coiooide with thorn of the hierarchy. Aithou^ there is general agreement on t>» oaect for family piansing and ae%*s to sterilisation, most women in the 
grot^ ^^eared to be closed to abortion. Itiis belief may be either challenged (through participation in traaen's movement) or reinforce (throt»h ties to the Church).
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consciousness exists as a result of the pluralism in tron̂ n's 
movement in Nicaragua which has created a political climate 
conducive to women's organizing around a wide variety of 
issues. Furthermore* this potential also exists because of 
the work which has been carried out within the CEBs of Esteli, 
as the Church of the Poor, in terms of engaging in a new mode 
of religious production which emphasizes lay leadership, 
dialogical learning* theological reflection from everyday life 
and new forms of liturgy which* also, stem from people's 
experiences and realities.

The potential to engage in gender consciousness* howev(>r, 
is also limited, in turn* by both the social context and the 
internal dynamics of the Church. In the case of the former, 
the context of neo-liberalism places greater pressure on women 
to organize to meet community needs even though this may 
reinforce rather than challenge their roles in social 
reproduction. In addition* the religious production and 
religious worldview of the Catholic Church limits the 
potential to engage in gender consciousness in that it 
reinforces traditional notions of women's roles and women's 
identity. The extent to which this poses an obstacle depends 
upon the nature of the relationship betwen the CEBs and the 
hierarchy of tlw Qiurch.

Finally* engaging in gender consciousness has had an 
inqpact on the lives of the women who participated in the 
project* who, in turn, will Influence the future direction of
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tbe C^s in this s t m . %is future direction will elso W  
determined (limited or enabled) by individual lay leaders and, 
assuming the OEBs reintegrate formally with the hierarchy of 
the 0%urch, individual clergy working within institutional 
structures of the Church.
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CBHPTBR €
C m O Æ S I O N

This ti»sis bas focMsedL on the potential for Ecclesial 
Base Crastunities, CEBs, to incorporate gender consciousness 
into their educational work and contribute towards women's 
movement for social change. It was pointed out in Chapter 2 
(^thodology) that the knowledge being generated in the 
attenqpt to address this question is not neutral, but rather 
aims to improve the condition and position of women. It was 
also noted that the thesis aims to do this in two ways. 
First, by having an inyact on both the lives of the women who 
took part in the participatory research process and on the
work of the CEBs in Esteli in the area of gender
consciousness. Second, by contributing to the literature in 

area of Mligion, w^sen and social change. This
concluding chapter of the thesis thus addresses each of these
two areas as well as {Minting to potential areas for future 
research.

The CEBs ot S a te li

^^roximately 25 wca%n participated in the research
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project "WteBan: iBîO Jte !?• carried cut in the C^s In 1993-4.
Through the four ph^SBS of the project (Organization, Life, 
Bible/Church and Action) various themes i^ntified by project 
^rticipants as being of interest to them were explored. 
These inclufted violence, wor)c, health, women in history, wmæn 
in the Bible and women in the Church. The project provided a 
space within which w«mn could share aiul reflect upon their 
experiences and gain insights into the way in which social 
forces, including the Church, iog>act on their lives. This 
process contributed towards women's ability to enact change in 
their own lives.

Although most of the people who participate in the CEBs 
are wo*%n, the project represented the first time gender 
issues were systematically explored in the work of the C^s. 
The growth of women's movesænt in Nicaragua has provided a 
broader context within which to carry out this project. 
Similarly, the CEBs have begun to identify themselves with 
women's movmKot, for instance through the networking with 
other women's groups which has arisen from this project and 
through the incorporation of an analysis of gender into their 
conscientization and toxmsciôo work. The ability of CEB 
amuser to act upon soiw of the issues addressed will be, 
however, limited by the current ecooCTic crisis in Nicaragua.

It was also pointed out in Oiapter 2 that there are two 
standpoints in the research process - ny own and that of the 

For the CEBs, this project has been part of the process
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of building the ^Ign of God and addressing the "oppression- 
iiberation dialectic” in «foaten's lives with resect to gender. 
The issue of gentter consciousness is thus being explored 
within the ŒBs in the context of the religious worldview of 
its ffiffiDbera. %is involves a comaitsmnt to working within the 
Catholic Church with the recognition that the Church itself 
represents specific ohstacles for women.

own stanc^int is one of exploring this question from 
a sociological rather than theological perspective. In 
keeping with the eras, I also see religion as posing both 
limitations and opportunities for %foroen. The CEBs, through 
their conscientization work, are involved in the production of 
meaning in the context of community with the aim of 
aecof^panying people in their daily struggles. This allows the 
eras to provide a space within which women can reflect upon 
and organize around gender-specific concerns.

The internal dynamics of the Catholic Church, however, 
clearly pose limitations for women. My perspective regarding 
these limitations is not necessarily shared in its entirety by 
era members and leaders. For Instance, within the project it 
was recognized that Church documents are written by men and 
that the Church parallels the family in its patriarchal 
structure. R *  nemi to change the "religious production* of 
the Church was addressed, but the ordination of wwsen was not 
seen as a key aspect of this process. Rather, basing 
thKBselves on Church documnts, the ability for women to
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participate felly in ncn-crdained mlnimtry within t M  Oiurch 
was seen as a significant step. While I agree that, given 
the patriarchal and authoritarian structure of tïM Church, 
this is V) ifl^rtant step, I also concur with Pilar j^ino* s 
assertion (Chapter 5) that the question of women's ordination 
is at the centre of the w%B&n-Ghurch problem. ^lile the 
potential to engage in gen<^r consciousness clearly exists 
within the CEBs, as Catholics, they will sooner or later have 
to reconcile the contradiction of ea^wering women in the 
context of a power structure c^opletely dominated by men.

Within women's movement generally in Nicaragua, the 
achievement of certain gains for w^aen in the context of the 
revolution further ei^sed the contradictions in society 
regarding their subordinate position. Similarly, the CEBs' 
preferential option for the poor exposed contradictions 
between the ŒBs and the hierarchy of the Church. It is 
possible that a similar process will occur in the CB5s 
regarding the contradictions in the Church with respect to 
gender. This conclusion, however, is based on my own 
standpoint in the research process, and not that of the CEBs 
which have not articulated this contradiction in the same way.

The different standpoints in the research process can 
also be seen with respect to the issues of abortion and 
homosexuality. Both of these cmm up tangentially in the 
project, in the context of otlwr discussions. While women 
agreed on the need for birth control and the negative effect
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on «^»a's health of multiple births, they also generally did 
not agree with abortion. In addition, while it ca^ up many 
tie^s throughout the project that children must be socialised 
free of gender stereot^es, one of the ways in which these 
stereotypes are enforced is through con^ulsory heterosexuality 
(the fear that boys will "turn out gay" if they engage in 
"ftttinine" tasks). Yet, homosexuality was seen by group 
oNHSbers as being "unnatural." I see both of these issues as 
being central to an uncterstanding of wtmen^s subordination, 
on the one hand, women^s lack of reproductive choice is 
related to both the association of "womanhood" with 
"motherhood" and women's over-representation in social 
reproduction and community managing. On the other hand, the 
construction of heterosexual identity is part of the social 
construction of gender identities. Both reproductive choice 
and sexual preference are issues which are currently being 
addressed within women's movement in Nicaragua. Thus, these 
are issues which the CEBs will likely have to deal with as 
they l^cwm more involved in gender consciousness. Further 
research into t»th of these areas in terms of the position of 
CEB lumbers is necessary. For instance, will the 
identification of the CEBs with women's move^nt lead to a re- 
evaluation of these issues, or will it lead to conflicts 
between the cas and women's organizations who are acting upon 
these issues? Similarly, what would be the impact on CEB 
relations with the hierarchy if engaging in gender
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wsmclouas### leads CSBa m « ^ r s  to take a différât poaition
on these issues?

Mea, Mdifies asd looial Chma*e
Through the exploration of gen^r consciousness in the 

CEBs of Bsteli, an attest was to contribute to the
literature in the area of «mrnen, religion and social change. 
% e  conce^ual frasMwork used in this investigation focused on 
two bodies of literature which have had little overlap: the 
sociology of religion and gender and developiwnt. These 
bodies of literature were selected in an attea^ to begin to 
bring them together through the research process.

In examining the relationship between religion and 
society, the framework adopted was that which has been 
formulated by Otto Maduro in ort^r to provide an understanding 
of religion in Latin America, Maduro's fran»work involves the 
understanding of religion as a situated reality which must be 
examined in its specific context. He thus negates earlier 
sociological approaches to religion, such as functionalism and 
Marxism, which assume religion will always play the same role 
in society. It was pointed out that, while critical, this 
fra%work lacks an analysis of gen<ter. Maduro focuses, for 
instance, on the way in which religion is a situated reality 
in terms of the mode of production of a gi^n society, but 
does not make the connections tetwesn class-stratification and 
^triarchy. This has clear limitations for an ea^loration of
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f̂itter in that the imy in «Aich a awiaty la atmeturad around 
relations of social reproduction has a significant If^act on 
a^mn* s tUtlly lives (and on power relations in society 
generally)* Societies characterized by hierarchically 
structured male dominance pose specific, and often severe, 
limitations for %*0«%n in both the public and private sphere - 
family and gwrsonal relationships, household and c^ununity 
responsibilities, the formal and informal work force and sc 
on. The reflections which emerged throughout the 
participatory research project indicate that these issues are 
felt by women who are C£B members.

The absence of a gender-based analysis follows through to 
the other aspects of Haduro's formulation. In his outline ot 
the relative autonomy of religion, for instance, he asserts 
that in class-stratified societies a body of religious 
functionaries is responsible for religious production. He 
does not point out, however, that in patriarchal societies it 
is men who most often are responsible for that same religious 
production. While this has )»gun to change within many 
Oiristlan Churches, the Catholic Church, with its rigid male 
hierarchy, has yet to respond to the "signs of the times" in 
this regard. The patriarchal nature of the Church determines, 
at least partially, what is likely or not likely in terms of 
challenging structures of ^nder subordination. while 
liberation theology has represented a significant change 
within the Catholic Church in that it has articulated an
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alternative mode of religious production which involves 
greater horizontal rather than vertical linkages, and the 
conscientization of the poor in order to he active subjects 
within the Church and society, liberation theology has not 
posed a significant challenge to the patriarchal structure of 
the Church and has only recently iMgun to examine its 
i^thodology with respect to the potential it has to be 
liberatory for women. In other words, for wosmn to W  active 
subjects within the Church and society.

An analysis of the impact of religion on society must 
also inclutte an exruoination of the gender dimension of the 
religious worldview of both dwBinant hegemonic forces and the 
forces which attesqpt to counter this dominance in society. 
The Catholic Church has been responsible for the entrenchn^nt 
of patriarchal values which influence, not only Church 
meaWOers, but also society as a whole. The influence of the 
hierarchy of the Catholic Church in go^rnment education 
policies in Nicaragua is one essaie. Thus, it is in the 
Interests of all waten, not just Catholic woawn, to develop a 
critique of the Church from the standsint of women.

The participation of Christians in the struggle to 
overthrow the Sonoza dictatorship was mentioned in Chapter 4. 
The CEBs played a vital role in sttesg*ting to devel^ a 
popular hegemony throu^ the Sandinista Revolution. The 
confluence of social circumstances in Nicaragua calls for 
different strategies for change tlmn those adopted in the
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It #afe to conclut, however, that the cebs are
not playii^ ,aa critical a role in w^en'a ̂ ve^nt now as they 
did in the atroggle to overthrow the dictatorship in the 
1970's. Konethelesa, the participatory research project 
^monatrated that CEBs do have the potential to be part of an 
auton^BOus and pluralist women's movement. The extent to 
which this will be the case as **11 as the form this 
involvement will take are areas for future research. For 
instance, in addition to networking with secular women'm 
groups, the question of organizing within ecumenical 
Oiristian coalitions around gender/women's issues could be 
explored.

The STOond body of literature which was reviewed in this 
thesis related to the relationship between women and society. 
Both modernization and Marxist frameworks for understanding 
wown were reviewed, While each of these has had positive 
contributions to make, they nonetheless have shortcoming in 
that they focus on only one aspect of woiMn's lives. The 
"wxmen in develo^ient* framework, for instance, assumes that 
woa»n's condition and position will be isg»roved through the 
modernization process. The "women and development" framework 
assumes ww*n will be emancipated by changing capitalist 
relations of production and incorporating woa*n into the 
formal workforce. Neither of these approaches twgins from 
women's stant^int and an analysis of the different and 
overlapping roles women have in society. The "gender and
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development" e^roieh analysée i^mn'e role# in tenRs of
production» social reproduction and community managing in the 
context of both the public and private sphere. This 
represents a significant advancement in that voa%n's lives are 
viewed fnm a more integrated persiHsctive. Furthermore» a 
gender and deralopiwnt approach calla for a bottwi-up strategy 
for woman's «^owerment. %is i^roach» hM#ever, also has 
shortcomings in that it has not atWressed the religious 
dimension of women's lives. By incorporating a sociology of 
religion perfective which views religion as a situated 
reality into this framework, it is possible to develop a 
critical perspective on the relationship between w%aen and 
religion which sees the potential for religion to possess both 
opportunities and limitations for women. The fact that woR»n 
in the CEBs, and millions of woi^n in Latin America and 
throughout the Third World, have a worldview which is oriented 
by a religious worldview makes it im^rative that develo^nent 
theory incorporate an understanding of the religious diiransion 
of women's lives.

The thesis has thus attested to combine an understanding 
of the relationship between religion and society with an 
understanding of the relationship IMtween wo^n and society 
and to examine these relationships from the stand^i^ of 
w«aen. For w^en who are »W)ers of their reality as
poor women, as mothers and grandswthers, as workers, as 
coomunity organisers, as CEB jMmbers and leaders, «id so on,
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cannot 1^ e^prehended solely through the sociology of 
religion (in which sen's standpoint is expressed as 
universally significant) or gender and development (in which 
iMsmn's religious stan<^int, or worldview, is not adequately 
addressed). Thus, these frameworks must be reformulated an 
they are informed by the reality of i^ople's livoy. 
Conversely, the elaboration of theory is valuable in that it 
helps to uncterstand the way in which people's experiences and 
identities are shaped by broader social forces. The emphasis 
on lived experience as the starting point in both iiberat jen 
theology and a bottom-up approach to women's empowetmeni 
facilitates the intersection of these two persp<»ct ivf?; .is 
tmll as the intersection of theory and practice in the 
construction of "concrete utopias."
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" A DAY IH MY LIFE "

£ :

M»C4

MORNING Lcmca AFYSBNCKMI m v m m i G

get up 
bathe
light the fir® 
go to the mill 
make the coffee 
serve breakfast 
eat breakfast 
give thanks to God 
clean the house 
wash the corn 
make rice and beans, 

tortillas 
make sure the children 

bathe and eat 
take children to school 
wash clothes

bring kids from ehool 
make lunch - rice, stew 
serve lunch 
wash the dishes 
sweep
take a siesta 
clean the kitchen 
watch soap operas 
help children with 

their homework

visit friends
visit the sick 

collect water 
iron
prepare the corn 
go to meetings in 

the barrio 
visit CEB members

study
read the Bible 
sew
make the bed 
store water 
wash the corn 
pray
prepare dinner 
Iron
clean the kltawn 

again 
give milk to the 

children 
wstch soap operas 
leave beams

soaking 
pray to God for 

a new day 
go to bed 
be aware of the 

children 
take child to 

howital if 
he/she 
gets sick
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